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Abstract 
Graphene, a single layer of sp2-bonded carbon atoms, has received significant at-
tention due to its exceptional opto-electronic properties and potentially scalable 
production processes. However, scalable graphene requires an underlying substrate, 
which is often a source of strain, doping and carrier scattering, limiting the mobility 
and quality of graphene. It was shown that by intercalating graphene on SiC by hydro-
gen, the interfacial layer, associated with n-doping and mobility degradation, is 
decoupled from the substrate. The transformations of the H2-intercalation were 
demonstrated using Raman spectroscopy, while the SiC/interface changes were probed 
using surface enhanced Raman scattering. The H2-intercalation resulted in carrier type 
inversion, where the decoupled graphene change from n- to p-type, as well as showing 
mobility enhancement, up to more than four times, compared to as-grown graphene. 
Using calibrated Kelvin probe force microscopy, local work function maps were 
generated, demonstrating the changes in local electronic properties with nanoscale 
resolution. Furthermore, the layer structure, doping and strain induced by the under-
lying substrate are compared to CVD grown graphene transferred onto Si/SiO2.  
In addition to the substrate effects, the electronic properties of graphene are also 
significantly affected due to the direct exposure of π electrons to the environment. For 
the investigation of the environmental effects on graphene (i.e. H2O and NO2), a custom-
built environmental transport properties measurement system was designed and de-
veloped, allowing magneto-transport measurements to be conducted in highly 
controlled environments. Using this system and calibrated local work function map-
ping, it is demonstrated that water withdraws electrons from graphene on SiC and SiO2 
substrates, as well as acting as a source of impurity scattering. However, the sensitivity 
of graphene to water depends highly on the underlying substrate and substrate-in-
duced doping. Moreover, it is shown that epitaxial graphene can successfully be used as 
the sensing material with detection down to 10 parts-per-billion molecules. Consider-
ing the environmental effects on the electronic properties of graphene, the importance 
of clearly reporting the measurement environmental conditions is highlighted, when-
ever a routine characterisation for carrier concentration and mobility is reported. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
In this chapter, an overview of the field, the motivation for the research and struc-
ture of this thesis will be presented, aiming to highlight the present need for 
understanding the substrate and environmental effects on graphene. The objective of 
this chapter is to provide a brief, but comprehensive background to the graphene world 
and overview of the project undertaken to better understand graphene metrology.  
 
1.1 Background 
In the last decades, the electronics industry witnessed a rapid evolution in all its sec-
tors, from energy generation, healthcare, to consumer electronics. Since the 
development of the first semiconductor transistor, the industry invested enormous re-
sources in research and development of faster, smaller and more energy efficient 
devices. Although industry followed Moore’s law for the development of the next gen-
eration smaller devices, soon it will be reaching a critical point where the size in 
classical semiconductors cannot be decreased further, without affecting the device op-
eration. As a result, both industry and academia are rapidly advancing the development 
of new generation materials which will satisfy the need for faster, energy efficient and 
cheaper needs of the evolving world.  
Throughout human history, our lives have been dependent on various forms of car-
bon. A prime example of this is the formation of complex hydrocarbons billions of years 
ago. Organic hydrocarbons were not only essential for the creation of life, but they were 
later used by humans to sustain humanity for millennia. Despite the many practical 
uses of carbon for many decades, it was not until the last two centuries that carbon was 
studied in great detail. Carbon s and p orbitals can hybridise to form various forms, such 
as sp2 and sp3.  Two particular forms of these carbon hybridizations are graphite and 
diamond. In the case of diamond, the s and px, py and pz orbitals hybridise in the form 
of sp3, where no electrons are free to conduct electricity. In contrast, sp2 carbon, known 
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as graphite has been used for more than 500 years, i.e. in the form of a pencil core. In 
the case of sp2 hybridization, a free p orbital perpendicular to the lattice plane allows 
for excellent electrical conduction.  
Despite graphite being widely used, it was not until the 1940’s, where P. R. Wallace 
calculated the electronic band structure of graphite[1]. Following the theoretical calcu-
lations of Wallace, Andre Geim and  Konstantin Novoselov, from the University of 
Manchester, first isolated graphene flakes using mechanical exfoliation of Highly Or-
dered Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG) in 2004[2], [3]. Succeeding the isolation of the first 
truly 2D material, extensive research resulted in the understanding of its exceptional 
electronic[4], [5] and mechanical properties[6]. The first experiments on exfoliated 
graphene flakes demonstrated intrinsic charge carrier mobilities of 200,000 cm2/Vs at 
room temperature[7]. Such high carrier mobilities have never been observed in any 
other material at room temperature. Being only one atom thick, 97.7% transparent[8], 
yet much stronger than steel and with such high mobilities, graphene gained interest 
in a plethora of electronic applications such as transparent conductors and field effect 
transistors. Furthermore, owing to its linear energy-momentum relation, graphene’s 
electrons behave like massless Fermions, with velocities of about 300 times less than 
the speed of light. As a consequence of the linear dispersion, the conduction and va-
lence band intercept at a single point, known as the Dirac point and makes graphene a 
hybrid between a semiconductor and metal.  
 
1.2 Motivation 
Succeeding in the isolation of graphene flakes and unlocking the vast potential of 
this new material, both academia and industry are now in a race in the production of 
graphene in large scale for the implementation in large-scale electronics. Despite the 
fruitful and reproducible growth using a variety of methods such as epitaxial on SiC, 
chemical vapour deposition (CVD), and chemical exfoliation on a variety of substrates, 
important questions are still unanswered regarding the substrate and environmental 
effects on graphene and how these affect the electronic properties.  
For example, epitaxial graphene on SiC is one of the most favourable methods to 
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grow wafer-scale graphene for electronic applications (e.g. high-frequency applica-
tions)[9]–[12]. However, the formation of the interfacial layer between the SiC 
substrate and the graphene, results in significant “unintentional” electron doping of the 
graphene, due to charge transfer and the mobility degradation through impurity and 
phonon scattering[9], [13], [14]. This implies that for any future electronic application, 
graphene has to be electrically decoupled from the supporting substrate, to compete 
with silicon and other high carrier mobility semiconductors. An attractive solution to 
this problem is the use of H2-intercalation of the graphene, following its growth on SiC. 
Several groups managed to decouple the IFL from the SiC substrate, using hydrogen 
intercalation, and convert it to quasi-free standing graphene (QFSG)[15]–[18]. The hy-
drogen intercalation breaks the C-Si bonds between the IFL and substrate and creates 
Si-H bonds instead. The reconstruction to QFSG exhibits much higher carrier mobilities. 
Another alternative technique for the large-scale production of graphene is the CVD 
growth on metals such as Cu[19], [20], followed by transfer of the graphene membrane 
onto a target substrate. This technique has already demonstrated significant potential 
for large-scale electronics, such as touch screens and photovoltaics due to the roll-to-
roll production, but the underlying substrate[21], the defective transfer and polymer 
residues[22] degrade the graphene quality significantly.  
Since graphene is a true 2D material with all of its atoms directly exposed to the 
surrounding environment, graphene can be considered as the ultimate sensing mate-
rial[23]. This is due to both the exceptional surface-to-volume ratio and its linear band 
structure, which allows high sensitivity to adsorbed atoms. Although these extreme 
sensitivities are highly desirable for gas sensing applications, the change in electronic 
properties from natural variations of ambient humidity can significantly affect the op-
eration of devices in the ambient air. Not only that, but the electronic properties of 
graphene can be modified to a great extent due to the underlying substrate, by donating 
or withdrawing electrons as well as acting as a source of scattering.  
Considering the enormous potential of graphene and the effects on its electronic 
properties induced by both the substrate and the environment, it is of great importance 
to investigate the local electronic and structural properties of graphene using surface 
sensitive and bulk techniques such as scanning probe microscopy and Raman spectros-
copy. In this project, we apply atomic force microscopy (AFM) and Kelvin probe force 
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microscopy (KPFM) to characterise the electronic properties of graphene on a local 
scale. Using this technique, we identify the number of graphene layer (LG) by mapping 
the surface potential (SP) of the sample, and we calibrate the work function of the scan-
ning probe to extract a quantitative measurement of the graphene layers work function. 
Moreover, the use of Raman spectroscopy allows to define the number of graphene lay-
ers and investigate the combined charge carrier-strain effects of graphene on a variety 
of substrates. Lastly, the application of surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) on 
the characterisation of H2-intercalated graphene samples is used to enhance the Si-H 
vibrational peak reliably and quickly established the successful intercalation of the 
measured sample and monitored the interface and interlayer structure of intercalated 
graphene. 
Furthermore, the development of an automated Hall effect measurement system, ca-
pable of performing measurements in highly controlled environments (vacuum to high 
humidities and mixtures of gases) in the van der Pauw geometry allows monitoring of 
carrier density, mobility and a sheet resistance of both large samples (5-20 mm) and 
micron-size devices. The combined measurements of both surface potential, work func-
tion and carrier density (and mobility) provide a complete setup for the study of the 
electronic properties of graphene samples, grown by different methods on a variety of 
substrates under various environmental conditions (in particular, in variable humid-
ity).  
 
1.3 Accomplished objectives 
The primary focus of this thesis is to study the combined effects of substrate and 
environment (especially of humidity and NO2) on the electronic properties of scal-
able graphene, such as epitaxially grown on SiC(0001) and CVD grown and 
transferred on Si/SiO2. In more detail, the following objectives have been 
completed:  
 Using Raman spectroscopy and mapping, the changes in the structural 
properties upon H2-intercalation of graphene on SiC, where the graphene layers 
rearranged to (n+1)LG, where n is the number of layers before intercalation 
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were established. Moreover, the interface of graphene/SiC was investigated us-
ing SERS, were the Si-H peak of the Raman spectrum was enhanced, 
demonstrating the intercalation fingerprint. Using Raman spectroscopy, it was 
demonstrated that unlike the AB-stacking of 2LG on SiC(0001), 2LG CVD grown 
and transferred graphene on Si/SiO2 is weakly coupled. Furthermore, the com-
bined charge carrier-strain effects of graphene on a variety of substrates were 
investigated, demonstrating that as-grown epitaxial graphene suffers from 
compressive strain, whereas this strain is relieved when the sample is interca-
lated or CVD-grown and transferred on Si/SiO2 substrate.  
 Using calibrated Kelvin probe force microscopy, the changes in the local elec-
tronic properties of as-grown and H2-intercalated graphene were demonstrated 
and correlated with the structural changes, obtained by Raman spectroscopy. 
Furthermore, using KPFM and carrier concentration measurements, the layer 
work function screening of CVD grown, 2LG islands and individually transferred 
bi-layer was revealed.  
 An environmental transport properties measurement system for the 
characterisation of graphene (as well as other 2D and thin-film materials) was 
developed, allowing measurements of magneto-transport properties in variable 
environments (i.e. vacuum, variable humidity and temperature and various 
gases).  
 It was demonstrated that substrate, substrate-induced doping as well as the 
thickness and stacking of graphene play a crucial role in the sensitivity of gra-
phene to water. Furthermore, the importance of following a standardised 
procedure for the accurate characterisation of magneto-transport properties 
was highlighted. It is proposed that the precise knowledge of environmental 
condition and carrier concentration value should be accompanied by the corre-
sponding measurements of the mobility value, as environmental conditions 
such as humidity can significantly influence the conduction.  
 Lastly, the thickness and temperature dependent doping of graphene by NO2 in 
ultra-low concentrations (10-154 ppb) were investigated, demonstrating enor-
mous potential in sensing applications. The measurements were performed in 
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both simple environments with NO2, balanced with dry synthetic air and in 
more complex environments, combining NO2/synthetic air/humidity in an at-
tempt to fully replicate the environmental conditions of a working sensor. It is 
found that co-adsorption of H2O and NO2 leads to greater charge transfer from 
the NO2 to graphene compared to dry NO2 exposures.    
 
1.4 Overview of Thesis 
This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 1 outlines the motivation and gives a 
brief introduction to the project.  Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the field and 
general literature review on graphene theory, band structure, growth and basic 
characterisation techniques. Following that, the theory, design, development and test-
ing of the environmental transport properties system will be introduced and discussed 
in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 focuses on the studies of local structural properties of CVD gra-
phene transferred on Si/SiO2, as-grown epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) and hydrogen 
intercalated graphene using Raman spectroscopy and surface-enhanced Raman scat-
tering. Chapter 5 investigates the local electronic properties of hydrogen intercalated 
graphene and presents the development of calibrated layer-specific work function 
measurements. Chapter 6 introduces the literature review and describes the experi-
mental work undertaken to study the effects of humidity on the electronic properties 
of CVD graphene transferred on SiO2 substrates, as-grown epitaxial graphene and hy-
drogen intercalated on SiC(0001). The doping effects of NO2 on epitaxial graphene on 
SiC(0001) will be investigated in Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 8 summarises and provide 
a conclusion and outlook for this thesis. 
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Chapter 2  
Graphene: Theory, production and characterisation 
In this chapter, the basic literature review will be presented. The first section of this 
chapter will introduce aspects of graphene theory, such as crystal and band structure. 
In the second section, the current technologies for scalable graphene growth, such as 
CVD and epitaxial growth on SiC will be discussed. In this chapter, the basic 
characterisation techniques that will be used later in this thesis, such as Raman, AFM 
and KPFM and confocal laser scanning microscopy will be presented and discussed.  
 
2.1 What is graphene? 
One can think of graphene as a carpet of carbon atoms, arranged in a hexagonal 
lattice. Despite being the building block of other carbon allotropes such as nanotubes 
and buckyballs, graphene was the last carbon allotrope to be discovered and isolated. 
It was not until Andrei Geim and Konstantin Novoselov mechanically exfoliated HOPG 
and proved that graphite could also be stable in its 2D form as graphene[3]. Their work 
in studying the electronic properties of graphene was awarded the Nobel Prize in Phys-
ics in 2010, and since then several 2D materials have been isolated. Why is graphene so 
special? Despite graphene is only one atom thick, it has in-plane Young’s modulus of 
1TPa[6], higher than any other material and an extraordinary thermal conductivity of 
~5000 W/m K [24].  The significant interest in graphene is not only because of its ex-
ceptional mechanical properties but mainly due to its unique electronic properties.  In 
many semiconductor materials, the energy-momentum relation that characterises 
their band structure has a distinctive parabolic form. This relation is not satisfied in the 
case of graphene, where the energy-momentum relation is linear with the valence and 
conduction band vanishing at a single point to form Dirac cones, giving rise to a zero 
gap semi-metal[5]. This relation makes the electrons to behave like massless particles, 
with mobilities of 200,000 cm2/Vs at room temperature[7] (when suspended) [25] 
with only 2.3% light absorption[8].  
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2.2 The physics of graphene 
Despite graphene being the first 2D material to be experimentally produced and 
studied, its unique electronic band structure offers the prospect to study fundamental 
physics and use it in novel technological applications. Graphene owes its hexagonal lat-
tice structure to the sp2 hybridization of the px, py and s orbitals. The in-plane σ-bonds 
hold the carbon atoms in place in the lattice, and they are the key reason for the ex-
traordinary robustness of the graphene membrane. The remaining perpendicular pz 
orbital forms the well-known π-bonds and give rise to the excellent conductivity of gra-
phene. 
 
Figure 2.1: (a) Graphene honeycomb lattice with unit vectors, (b) reciprocal lattice space 
of Brillouin zone and (c) E-k relation showing linear dispersion in graphene. 
 
The graphene honeycomb lattice, displayed in figure 2.1 (a), features a basis of two 
atoms per unit cell, with a lattice constant of 2.42 A  and primitive lattice vectors 𝑎1⃗⃗⃗⃗  and 
𝑎2⃗⃗⃗⃗  (Eq. 2.1). Due to the translational symmetry invariance of the lattice vectors, each of 
the C atoms forms an inequivalent triangular sublattice (known as A and B, red and 
blue respectively). The lattice vectors can be described as[5]: 
𝑎1⃗⃗⃗⃗ =
𝑎0
2
(3, √3) and 𝑎2⃗⃗⃗⃗ =
𝑎0
2
(3, −√3) (2.1) 
where 𝑎0 is the carbon-carbon distance (𝑎0 = 1.42 Å). Moving from the lattice space, to 
the reciprocal lattice space and its Brillouin zone in figure 2.1 (b) the reciprocal lattice 
vectors are transformed to[5]: 
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𝑏1⃗⃗  ⃗ =
2𝜋
3𝑎0
(1, √3) and 𝑏2⃗⃗⃗⃗ =
2𝜋
3𝑎0
(1, −√3) (2.2) 
In 1947 P. R. Wallace[1] calculated the electronic band diagram of graphene. Of partic-
ular interests are the six K points at the corners of the Brillouin zone, where they can 
be reduced to inequivalent 𝐾 and 𝐾′ points. At 𝐾 and 𝐾′ points, the cones of the 𝐸- 𝑘 
diagram touch to form the well-known graphene Dirac cones[26].  The Dirac points of 
𝐾 and 𝐾′ are given by[5]: 
𝐾 =
2𝜋
3𝑎0
(1,
1
√3
) and 𝐾′ =
2𝜋
3𝑎0
(1, −
1
√3
) (2.3) 
The simple tight-binding approximation can easily describe the low-energy band 
structure by: 
𝐸(𝑘𝑥, 𝑘𝑦) = ±𝑡√1 + 4 cos (
√3𝑘𝑥𝑎
2
) cos (
𝑘𝑦𝑎
2
) + 4𝑐𝑜𝑠2 (
𝑘𝑦𝑎
2
) 
(2.4) 
where 𝑡 is the nearest-neighbour hopping integral ~2.7 eV[5] and 𝑎 = √3𝑎0. ± Denotes 
conduction and valence band, respectively. At 𝐾 and 𝐾′ points, 𝐸(𝑘) = 0, whereas in 
close vicinity of the 𝐾 and 𝐾′ points, the dispersion relation is simplified to (figure 2.1 
(c)):  
𝐸(𝑘) = ±
√3
2
𝑎𝑡𝑘 = ±𝑣𝐹ħ𝑘 
(2.5) 
where 𝑘 is the wave vector measured from 𝐾 or 𝐾′ and 𝑣𝐹 is the Fermi velocity, 𝑣𝐹 ≈
0.93 × 106 𝑚/𝑠. From the two previous equations it can be concluded that in the vicin-
ity of 𝐾 and 𝐾′ points, the dispersion relation is linear with 𝑘 and independent of the 
carriers mass (unlike other semiconductors) which translates to a semi-metal with 
zero band gap where the electrons behave like massless Dirac fermions [4]. At low car-
rier density (𝑛) regime, the Fermi energy for pristine graphene is given by: 
𝐸𝐹 = ħ𝑣𝐹√𝑛𝜋 (2.6) 
The first demonstration of charge carrier control in graphene was described by Novo-
selov et al. by applying an external out of plane electric field[3]. In contrast to  applying 
a direct electric field, Schedin et al. employed molecular doping to modulate the carrier 
concentration and therefore the resistance of a graphene device[23]. Furthermore, the 
carrier concentration in graphene can be tuned in a wide range, from almost zero up to 
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~1013 cm-2, for both electrons and holes, a process which can be described as ambipolar 
doping. However, the absence of band-gap and the finite minimal conductivity of gra-
phene (close to the quantum conductance of 𝑒
2
ħ⁄ ), leads to a fundamental obstacle in 
graphene-field effect transistors, limiting the on/off ratio, making them unsuitable for 
digital electronics. Nevertheless, graphene is a favourite candidate material for both 
sensing applications (electromagnetic[27]–[30] and molecular[23]), as well as a quan-
tum resistance standard[31]. Of course, the exceptional properties of graphene have 
also other potential applications ranging from composites and optoelectronics to en-
ergy storage and health[32]. 
 
Figure 2.2: (a) 1LG, (b) AB-stacked 2LG (Bernal), (c) AA-stacked 2LG, (d) misoriented 2LG 
(twisted or turbostatic), (e) ABA-stacked 3LG (Bernal) and (f) ABC-stacked 3LG (rhombo-
hedral). 𝜸𝟎 and 𝜸𝟏 correspond to the intra- and interlayer coupling. The dimer (in AB and 
ABC-stacked) and trimer (in ABA-stacked) formation in 2 and 3LG are highlighted in the 
green dashed lines.  
While graphene is an atomically thin layer of carbon atoms, frequently depend-
ing on the growth conditions, many layers can be grown on top of each other in different 
stacking arrangements. 2LG can be either AB or AA stacking, as shown in figure 2.2 (b 
and c), respectively, or even misoriented (figure 2.2 d), in which case the top graphene 
layer is rotated by an angle θ, with respect to the bottom. AB stacking is often observed 
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in 2LG on SiC[10], while in the case of CVD 2LG graphene islands or in double-trans-
ferred graphene layers the layers are misoriented[33]–[37], leading to effectively 
decoupled layers layer (retaining the E-k dispersion relation of 1LG). Of particular in-
terest is the case of AB-stacked 2LG, where the A1 sublattice (of the bottom layer) is 
vertically aligned with the B2 sublattice (of the top layer), while A1 and B2 sublattices 
are positioned below and above the centre of the hexagonal ring of the other layer (Fig-
ure 2.2 b). The difference in the stacking of graphene layers results in altering the 
electronic band structure of 2LG (and multi-layer graphene). Figure 2.3 shows the evo-
lution of the band structures for increasing number of layers at different stacking 
configurations. In addition to the intralayer coupling (𝛾0), in AB-stacked 2LG the strong 
coupling between the layers gives rise to interlayer coupling (𝛾1) between sublattices 
A1 and B2. In 1LG, space inversion (𝐼: (𝑥, 𝑦) → (−𝑥, −𝑦)) and time reversal (𝑇: 𝑡 → −𝑡) 
symmetry ensures than no band-gap exists. Since the symmetry is preserved in 1LG, 
even in the presence of out-of-plane electric field, no gap is permitted[38]. In addition 
to 𝛾1, in AB-stacked 2LG, the term 𝑉 is introduced in the Hamiltonian, describing the 
electrochemical potential between the layers. When 𝑉 = 0 (no potential imbalance be-
tween the layers), the lower energy parabolic bands touch at the Dirac point, whereas 
the higher parabolic bands are split with an energy separation of 2𝛾1 [39]–[41] (figure 
2.3b). In the presence of an electrochemical potential between the layers (𝑣𝐹𝑘 ≪ 𝑉 ≪
𝛾1), the equivalence (inversion symmetry) between the two layers breaks, resulting in 
the dispersion relation described by[42]: 
𝐸±(𝑘) = 𝑉 −
𝑉𝑣𝐹
2𝑘2
𝛾1
2 +
𝑣𝐹
4𝑘4
2𝑉𝛾1
2 
(2.7) 
The broken inversion symmetry due to the difference in electrochemical potential be-
tween the layers results in opening of a band-gap (𝐸𝑔 = √𝑒2𝑉2𝛾1
2/(𝛾1
2 + 𝑒2𝑉2) [43]) 
close (but not directly) to the K point due to the “Mexican hat” shape (figure 2.3f)[5], 
[43]–[45]. The size of the band-gap opening is therefore directly related to the strength 
of the in-build electric field due to the asymmetric charge concentrations, but satura-
tion is predicted when |𝑉| ≫ 𝛾1 at 𝐸𝑔 ≈ 𝛾1[43]. Inversion symmetry breaking was 
previously observed in AB-stacked epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001), due to the accu-
mulation of charge at the graphene layer next to the SiC interface[44]. In their 
experiments, Ohta et al. tuned the carrier concentration and band gap opening of AB-
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stacked graphene using potassium deposition, which increased the Coulomb potential 
difference between the layers[44]. Other methods for symmetry breaking include the 
application of an out-of-plain electric field using a gate[43] and molecular deposition 
to induce a potential imbalance between the layers[46].  
As seen in figure 2.3, the number of π bands increases with increasing number 
of layers, however, stacking configurations dramatically change the low energy sub-
bands. For example, ABA-stacked 3LG exhibits mirror symmetry and features the com-
bined parabolic bands of AB-stacked 2LG as well as the linear bands of 1LG (figure 2.3 
c and g). However, ABC-stacked 3LG exhibits inversion symmetry (similarly to AB-
stacking), in which case the low-energy bands are formed due to the surface states pre-
sent at the outermost layers[47]. At the K-point of ABC-stacked 3LG 𝛾1 vanishes, 
therefore the ABC-stacked graphene states are being represented by two monomers of 
zero energy and two dimers (enclosed in green dashed areas of figure 2.2 f) of energies 
±𝛾1. By applying an out-of-plane electric field, a potential difference between the top 
and bottom layer is generated, breaking the inversion symmetry and lifting the degen-
eracy of the two monomer states therefore opening a band-gap[48]. This can be 
generalized for mult-ilayer graphene stacks with even number of layers. On the con-
trary, the states of ABA-stacked 3LG at K-point are represented by three monomers and 
one trimer (enclosed in green dashed areas of figure 2.2 e), in which case the applica-
tion of an out-of-plane electric field has no influence on the middle layer monomer and 
trimer states (whose states resemble the linear dispersion of 1LG), therefore does not 
generate a band-gap[48]. This situation can be generalized for multi-layer graphene 
stacks with odd number of layers (including ABA), where electric field opens a gap in 
the parabolic bands, however since the number of layers is odd there is one non-bond-
ing state, in which case,  the wave function in the middle layer has maximum amplitude 
and is mirror symmetric when oscillating in the stack[49]. Therefore, when a field is 
applied this particular state does not form a band-gap and the 1LG-like linear bands 
remain gapless[50]. Koshino et al.[51] demonstrated that in ABA-stacked 3LG, breaking 
the mirror symmetry leads to hybridization of the linear and parabolic bands, increas-
ing the density of states at zero energy. Interestingly, in 4LG, a band-gap opens in both 
Bernal and rhombohedral stacking, when there is a charge difference between the two 
surface and two inner layers[5].  
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Figure 2.3: Energy band diagram for 1-4LG for unbiased (a-d) and biased using out-of-
plane electric field (e-h) cases. Red and black dashed lines correspond to Bernal and rhom-
bohedral stacking, respectively. Reprinted with permission from [45]. Copyright (2007) © 
IOP Publishing & Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft.  
 
2.3 Graphene production 
Graphene production can generally be separated into two major synthesis routes. 
The first one historically produced the highest quality of graphene flakes by mechani-
cally exfoliating graphite planes to isolate individual graphene layers. The proposed 
method used Scotch tape to exfoliate graphene flakes from HOPG mechanically and 
then transfer them to Si/SiO2 wafers for electrical and optical characterisation[3]. 
These exfoliated graphene flakes were mostly multi-layer graphene, in different sizes, 
ranging up to micrometres, but among them several 1LG flakes were visible. The opti-
mum physical characteristics of 2.3% of light absorption and up to 200,000 cm2/Vs 
mobilities (when suspended) were demonstrated on these 1LG flakes[25], [52]. Alt-
hough this method is proven to produce the highest quality graphene with electrons 
exhibiting ballistic transport, it is not a suitable method to produce large-scale gra-
phene because of the large time- and labour-consumption as well as small and 
uncontrollable size of the flakes. 
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2.3.1 Chemical Vapour Deposition  
The unique properties of graphene and the increasing demand for large-scale pro-
duction were the reason for the development of various industrial methods to grow 
this material. One of the most promising methods is the use of CVD to grow graphene 
onto various metallic substrates. This technique resulted in graphene growth on 
Ni(111)[53]–[55], Ru(0001)[56], Pt(111)[57], [58] and Ir(111)[58]–[60], however the 
most promising metal substrate used until now is Cu[20]. In CVD growth, graphene is 
grown on the surface of the metal after hydrocarbons decompose. To achieve this, me-
thane or propane gas is flown over the metal substrate, such as Cu, and heated at 
around 1000°C [61]. The growth of graphene on polycrystalline Cu is initiated at the 
grain boundaries where hexagon-like nucleation islands are expanding to cover the 
metal substrate. The disadvantage of this is that graphene can grow in many layers and 
particularly at the nucleation areas, such as grain boundaries and defects, as displayed 
in the confocal optical image in figure 2.4. Moreover, the polycrystalline nature of the 
grown graphene is also a factor that limits the mobility.  
Electronic devices, for example, transistors, need to be on an insulating substrate 
to function. Because CVD graphene is grown on a metal substrate, in this case, it is im-
portant to transfer graphene onto an insulating substrate (like Si/SiO2, quartz or 
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET), which is a transparent, flexible substrate). To achieve 
this, the as-grown graphene is covered with poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), and 
then Cu (or metal substrate used) is etched away. Once the metal is etched, the free-
standing graphene membrane will be transferred to a desirable substrate[61]. Despite 
charge carriers in transferred CVD graphene achieving mobilities of ~2000 cm2/Vs at 
room temperature [62] and the benefit of back-
gating, when the substrate is Si/SiO2, the trans-
ferred graphene membrane suffers from cracks, 
wrinkles, polymer residues and other transfer-
induced defects, which degrade the quality sig-
nificantly.  
Figure 2.4: Confocal optical image of CVD gra-
phene transferred on Si/SiO2, showing 2LG 
islands, wrinkles and grain boundaries.  
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2.3.2 Epitaxial growth on SiC 
The problems addressed in section 2.3.1, regarding the need for defective-free 
transfer of the as-grown CVD graphene onto a dielectric substrate were overcome by 
graphene growth directly on semi-insulating SiC substrates[9]–[12]. Hexagonal poly-
types of SiC crystals (i.e. 4H- and 6H-SiC shown in figure 2.5 (b and c)) feature two polar 
surfaces, (0001) and (0001̅), known as Si- and C-face, respectively, where graphene can 
grow. However, the growth process varies dramatically from surface to surface, with 
the graphene on Si-face growing predominately as a monolayer, while multi-layer mis-
oriented graphene grows on the C-face. In addition to the hexagonal polytypes, 
graphene was also reported to grow on cubic 3C-SiC (111)[63], [64].  
 
Figure 2.5: (a-c) Crystal structure ball schematic for 3C, 4H and 6H SiC polytypes, respec-
tively. Blue and grey balls represent Si and C atoms, respectively. (d) Schematic 
representation of the (𝟔√𝟑 × 𝟔√𝟑)𝑹𝟑𝟎° reconstruction of the SiC. Blue and white circles 
represent the graphene and SiC lattice structures, respectively. Reproduced from [65]. 
When SiC substrate is exposed to high temperatures (~1200°C) in vacuum or ar-
gon, Si sublimes from the surface, resulting in dramatic surface reconstruction, forming 
a  (6√3 × 6√3)R30° C-rich structure, which nearly matches the SiC surface. Figure 
2.5(d) shows the reconstruction schematic, where the IFL lattice vectors are rotated by 
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30°, with respect to the ones of SiC, with a period of 6√3 of the SiC lattice constant 
(6√3𝑎𝑆𝑖𝐶 = 13𝑎𝐼𝐹𝐿 , 𝑎𝑆𝑖𝐶 = 3.08 Å and 𝑎𝐼𝐹𝐿 = 2.46 Å). This layer is similar to graphene, 
as it is composed by carbon atoms in a honeycomb lattice, but a significant amount 
(~30%) still bonded to the SiC substrate. This electrically insulating layer is called in-
terfacial layer (IFL) or buffer layer[9], [66]. It is not until the sample is heated further 
to 1300[67]-2000[11] °C, that SiC decomposes further to form a single crystal graphene 
layer (1LG), grown on top of a newly formed IFL (cross section schematic is shown in 
figure 2.6(a). This graphene layer exhibits linear band structure, as measured using 
surface sensitive techniques such as angle resolved photoelectron spectroscopy 
(ARPES) in ultra-high vacuum (UHV)[9], [10], [18]. Despite the high quality of graphene 
on SiC(0001), the IFL provides strong electron doping of the order of ~1013 cm-2 in UHV 
[13], [18]. Furthermore, the charge carrier reservoir of IFL results in pinning of the 
Fermi level of graphene. Although epitaxial growth is considered a straightforward 
technique, in practice it is a complicated procedure which depends on several parame-
ters, such as reactor pressure and temperature. For example, epitaxial graphene grown 
in UHV can result in non-uniform graphene formation[68]–[71]. This can be overcome 
by introducing Ar in the chamber, which suppresses the Si sublimation rate, achieving 
better uniformity[11], [69]. Growth temperature is another important parameter that 
needs to be carefully fine-tuned. Different graphene growth groups experimented with 
a variety of temperatures ranging from 1450[72]  to 2000°C[12]. 
Another important parameter in the epitaxial growth of graphene on SiC is the sub-
strate preparation. Due to a miscut angle of the SiC wafer, the resulted substrate is 
governed by terraces and terrace edges (figure 2.6(b)). This results in the nucleation of 
graphene at the edges and the formation of 2LG along the terrace edges[73], [74]. Fig-
ure 2.6 (c) shows the topography of the SiC substrate and figure 2.6 (d) - a 
corresponding low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM) image of the epitaxial gra-
phene on SiC, with darker contrast indicating additional graphene layers. The bottom 
inset of figure 2.6(d) shows a line trace of the topography image with the corresponding 
formation of 1LG at the terraces and 2-3LG at the terrace edges. Unlike CVD growth 
where the graphene layers grow up, in the sublimation method, additional graphene 
layers grow below the surface.  
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Figure 2.6: (a) Schematic representation of the epitaxial growth of 1LG on top of the IFL on 
SiC. (b) Growth of graphene on Si-face of SiC, 1LG on terraces and 2LG on terrace edge. (c) 
The topography of SiC substrate covered with graphene with the corresponding line trace 
below. (d) LEEM image of epitaxial graphene on SiC showing 1LG coverage on the terraces 
(light grey contrast) with 2-3LG at the terrace edges (dark grey). Adapted by permission 
from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature materials [11], copyright 2009. 
 
2.3.3 Hydrogen intercalation of graphene on SiC 
As discussed in the introduction, graphene is considered to be a promising material 
for high-speed electronics. The main reasons for the consideration of this material for 
these electronic applications are its exceptional electronic properties, such as ultra-
high carrier mobilities and massless Dirac Fermions. While exfoliated graphene has 
been used for the production of proof of concept devices and the studies of fundamen-
tal physics of graphene, to consider graphene as a promising manufacturing route, 
wafer-scale production needs to be developed[11].  
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A promising route for the wafer-scale production of graphene, which is suitable for 
electronic applications, is the growth on the Si(0001) side of the SiC wafer. SiC is a wide-
band-gap semiconductor, which is widely used in high power electronics. Although ep-
itaxial growth has shown great potential for high-quality graphene, the underlying IFL 
possess inherent drawbacks. The IFL consists of carbon atoms arranged in a graphene-
like structure, but ~30% of these atoms are still covalently bonded to the Si atoms of 
the SiC(0001) substrate[9], [75]. This prevents the development of the linear disper-
sion of the π bands. Not only that, but the donor states present at the graphene/SiC 
interface heavily dope the overlaying graphene[13], with values as high as ~1013 cm-2, 
when the sample is measured in UHV. Although the strong n-type conductance can be 
reduced by depositing tetrafluoro-tetracyanoquinodimethan (F4TCNQ) molecules[76], 
the carrier mobilities in epitaxial graphene are still limited, i.e. to ~900 cm2/Vs and 
~1450 cm2/Vs (at n≈1×1013 cm-2 and n≈2.8×1012 cm-2, respectively)[15], [72] at room 
temperature, limiting the performance of high-speed electronics. Furthermore, the car-
rier mobility in epitaxial graphene is found to have a strong temperature 
dependence[14], [15], [77]. The reason for the limited mobility in epitaxial graphene 
was described by Farmer et al. to be due to a combination of Coulomb and short-range 
scattering from charge traps in epitaxial graphene[14] and strong electron-phonon 
scattering[15], [18].  
The issues addressed above request for decoupling of graphene from the SiC sub-
strate. A favoured route to achieve decoupling of the graphene from the SiC substrate 
is using hydrogen intercalation, a similar technique that was studied before for the pas-
sivation of SiC[78], [79]. Several groups have successfully demonstrated decoupling of 
the IFL and the formation of quasi-free standing graphene (QFSG) using this 
technique[15]–[17], [80]. While the principle of intercalation is simple, in practice 
achieving the optimum result is non-trivial, as the sample may be partially decoupled 
or even etched.  
Riedl et al. annealed epitaxial graphene samples (bare IFL and 1LG) in molecular 
hydrogen environment between 600-1000°C in a CVD reactor and later studied the 
samples using XPS, low energy electron diffraction and ARPES[16]. The LEED pattern 
of the pristine epitaxial graphene demonstrated strong (6√3 × 6√3)R30° pattern of 
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the ILF. This was also the case when bare IFL was measured. However, following inter-
calation in both cases, the superstructure spots were suppressed, an indication of the 
absence of the IFL. Even more interesting were the ARPES measurements, where fol-
lowing hydrogen treatment, linear π bands were developed for the IFL sample, 
indicating that it was transformed into a graphene layer[16]. A similar situation was 
also observed in the case of 1LG, where following hydrogen treatment the linear dis-
persion of the π bands was transformed to characteristic AB-stacked 2LG[16]. However, 
further annealing up to 900°C reversed the process to the initial states of the sam-
ples[16]. The ARPES measurements of the π bands perpendicular to the Γ- K direction 
of the graphene Brillouin zone are shown in figure 2.7. Furthermore, XPS 
measurements of the C 1s core level spectra of the samples demonstrated the 
elimination of the S1 and S2 characteristic peaks of IFL[9], [11] and conversion to a 
strong graphene sp2 peak, following hydrogen treatment, while in the Si 2p spectrum, 
a Si-H peak emerged[16].  The new type of graphene was named quasi-free standing 
graphene (QFSG). A schematic representation of the transformation is shown in figure 
2.8.  
 
Figure 2.7: ARPES measurements of the π bands perpendicular to the graphene Brillouin 
zone for (IFL), (b) IFL with hydrogen and (c-e) increasing annealing temperature. (f) 1LG, 
(g) 1LG with hydrogen and (h-j) increasing annealing temperature. The increase in tem-
perature for (c-e and h-j) result in de-intercalation of the sample, restoring its π bands to 
(a and f), respectively. Reproduced and adapted with permission of Physical Review Let-
ters[16]. Copyright © 2009, American Physical Society. 
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Following these experiments, Speck et al. demonstrated strong and narrow 2D  Ra-
man peak (FWHM=24 cm-1), an indication of high-quality 1LG after H2-intercalation as 
well as the characteristic Si-H stretching bond using Fourier transform infrared spec-
troscopy (FTIR)[15]. Most importantly, the new type of graphene demonstrated much 
higher, temperature independent carrier mobilities of μh=3100 cm2/Vs at nh=5.7×1012 
cm-2. This effectively means that epitaxial graphene can now be wafer grown, while still 
exhibit high mobilities at high carrier concentrations[81]. 
 
Figure 2.8: (a) As-grown graphene on SiC with the IFL still bonded to the SiC substrate. (b) 
By hydrogen intercalation, the IFL is transformed to QFSG and the entire graphene struc-
ture is decoupled from the substrate. 
 
 An interesting aspect of the H2-intercalated QFSG is the fact that it exhibits hole 
conduction, which is a contrast with the starting epitaxial graphene on SiC. The p-type 
doping of QFSG was attributed to the spontaneous polarisation (𝑃0) of the hexagonal 
SiC by Seyller’s group[82], [83]. The 2(N)H-SiC polytypes that are used in graphene ep-
itaxy can be considered as 3C-SiC with stacking faults every Nth repetition of a 3C unit 
cell. This stacking faults result in a 𝑃0 at the boundary between adjacent unit cells[84], 
[85]. This 𝑃0 increases its magnitude with increased hexagonality of the crystal[84], 
[85]. This 𝑃0 induces a negative surface pseudo-charge, which itself results in accumu-
lation of holes in the overlying graphene layer[82], [83].  
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2.4 Graphene characterisation 
2.4.1 Raman spectroscopy 
Since the isolation of the first graphene flakes, Raman spectroscopy has been 
employed as a characterisation technique for graphene and carbon-materials produc-
tion[86]–[88]. This is because Raman spectroscopy is an ideal technique to study both 
the physical structure of graphene such as layer number[89], stacking and defects[90], 
[91] as well as changes in the electronic[92], chemical and mechanical properties[93], 
such as doping and strain. This is an essential part of towards the large-scale 
characterisation of graphene. To understand the principles behind Raman 
spectroscopy in graphene, it is important to study the origin of the different vibrational 
modes (figure 2.9 (b)). Graphene phonon dispersion features three optic (O) and acous-
tic (A) dispersion bands, which are related to the A and B carbon atoms. These can be 
sub-categorized in phonon branches parallel (i) and perpendicular (p) to the graphene 
plane vibrating longitudinal (L) and transverse (T) of the carbon-carbon atoms. There-
fore, the six phonon dispersion modes are iLO, iTO, oTO, iLA, iTA and oTA, with only iLO 
and iTO being responsible for the Raman active modes observed in graphene[87]. The 
phonon dispersion of graphene is shown in figure 2.9 (a).  
 
Figure 2.9: (a) Graphene phonon dispersion demonstrating the oTA, iTA, iLA,  oTO, iTO iLO 
modes. Reproduced and adapted with permission from Ref. [87]. (b) Typical Raman spec-
tra of SiC substrate (black), single layer epitaxial graphene (1LG) (red) and two layers 
epitaxial graphene (2LG) (blue). G and 2D peaks of graphene are marked. 
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2.4.1.1 G-Peak 
The G-Peak (~1580 cm-1) is a non-dispersive, first-order Raman scattering band, 
characteristic of sp2 bonded carbon atoms. As it is shown in figure 2.10 (a), G-Peak is 
originated from the in-plane vibrations of sp2 bonded carbon atoms in graphene. The 
incident photon excites an electron-hole pair at the Γ point of the first Brillouin zone 
(figure 2.10 (b)). This electron-hole pair scatters by the iTO or iLO phonons and recom-
bines, by emitting a red-shifted photon. The phonons involved in this process require 
zero momentum. Given that the origin of this peak is directly related to sp2 hybridiza-
tion, the peak’s intensity can be a measure of graphene layers, as increasing the 
graphene layers will increase the sp2 C-C atoms[89], [92]. Furthermore, it has been 
shown experimentally that G-Peak is directly related to the Fermi energy of graphene, 
which depends on the carrier density. The position of G-Peak, blue-shifts with increas-
ing electron or hole concentration, while it reaches a minimum when the Fermi level is 
at the Dirac point. Also, when the Fermi level is at the Dirac point, the full-width-at-half-
maximum (FWHM) of G-Peak reaches a maximum and decreases symmetrically with 
increase in electron or hole concentration[92].   
 
Figure 2.10: (a) Schematic representation of in-plane vibrations in graphene lattice result-
ing in G peak and (b) photon excitation and emission process that results in first-order 
Raman vibrations at Γ point. 
2.4.1.2 2D-Peak 
The 2D-Peak (~2700 cm-1) is a dispersive, second order, inter-valley Raman scat-
tering process, which originates from the in-plane vibrations of carbon atoms. In 
contrast with G-Peak, these vibrations are breathing-like in the honeycomb lattice, as 
can be seen in figure 2.11 (a). This process takes place at the K point of the first Brillouin 
zone, where the incident photon generates an electron-hole pair, which is inelasticity 
scattered by an iTO phonon to the K’ point (figure 2.11 (b)). Because of energy and 
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momentum conservation, the electron is being scattered back to the K point by an iTO 
phonon, which then recombines to a hole. This peak is of particular significance, as it 
allows for accurate determination of graphene layers by measuring its position, FWHM 
and line-shape[89], [94], [95]. In addition to the layer dependence of 2D-Peak, 2D can 
be used as a measure of doping in graphene. Similarly to G-Peak, the position of 2D-
Peak highly depends on the doping and mechanical strain on graphene, where both 
mechanisms result in changes of the lattice constant. Experimentally it has been shown 
that the position of 2D-Peak reaches a maximum for hole doping and it decreases for 
electron doping[92]. 
 
Figure 2.11: (a) Schematic representation of breathing-like vibrations in the graphene 
lattice, resulting in the 2D peak and (b) photon excitation process, electron-hole scatter-
ing and recombination at the K and K’ points of the first Brillouin zone (Top: double and 
bottom: triple resonance processes). 
2.4.1.3 D-Peak 
Last but not least, the second order dispersive scattering process around 1350 cm-
1 (wavelength dependent), the D-Peak, is referred to as the disorder peak. Unlike the G 
and 2D-Peaks, which require energy and momentum conservation, for D-Peak a defect 
is required for momentum conservation. As shown in figure 2.12 (a), the photogener-
ated electron-hole pair scatters inelastically by a phonon from K, to K’ point, which then 
elastically scatters back to K (figure 2.12 (b)). Since a defect in the graphene lattice is 
required for this back-scattering process to occurs, the ratio of D/G intensity is a meas-
ure of defects in the lattice[89], [94]. Because the D-Peak requires a defect (such as 
discontinuity) in the graphene lattice, a theoretical infinite lattice would result in the 
elimination of D-Peak but not of 2D. 
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Figure 2.12: (a) Schematic representation of breathing-like vibrations in the graphene lat-
tice, resulting in the D peak. In this case, the edges of the graphene lattice act as a defect, 
giving rise to D peak and (b) photon excitation, electron-hole in-elastically and elastically 
scattering and recombination at the K and K’ points of the first Brillouin zone. 
 
2.4.2 Atomic Force Microscopy 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a scanning probe microscopy (SPM) technique 
that provides high-resolution topographic information through the van der Waals in-
teractions between the tip and the sample (attractive-repulsive forces). Usually, a 
pyramidal tip is attached at the end of a mechanically oscillating (f0 ~ 50-350 kHz) can-
tilever, which is typically made of silicon or silicon nitride. The mechanical oscillations 
are induced using a piezoelectric material, and the whole tip-piezoelectric system is 
placed in a piezoelectric tube dedicated to executing x, y (~100 μm) and z (~10 μm) 
movements controlled by a feedback loop. The feedback loop uses a laser that reflects 
from the top of the cantilever and onto a four-quadrant photodetector to maintain the 
deflection set-point. By recording the feedback height (z) and the x, y movements dur-
ing the scan, a 3D map is generated.   
There are two main modes for operating an AFM. The simplest one is the contact 
mode. In this mode, the tip is coming in contact with the surface, and by scanning, the 
feedback loop maintains a small set-point which is recorded to build the 3D map. The 
second mode is the tapping mode. Here, the cantilever is in the lifted position and is 
oscillating at the resonant mechanical oscillation frequency. The forces between sam-
ple and tip will then shift the resonance frequency, the oscillation amplitude (Aosc) and 
the oscillation phase (φ) of the cantilever. By adjusting these parameters through the 
feedback loop and recording them, a topography map is constructed. 
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2.4.2.1 Amplitude-modulated Kelvin probe force microscopy 
Amplitude-modulated Kelvin probe force microscopy (AM-KPFM) is a tapping 
mode technique, which can either be used in a single pass, where at the same time to-
pography and surface potential (𝑈𝐶𝑃𝐷) are being recorded, or in double pass, where the 
first pass records topography and the second in lift mode records the surface potential  
by tracing the first pass. KPFM is measuring the contact potential difference (CPD) 
when a conductive tip is in close proximity with the sample. In this case, 𝑈𝐶𝑃𝐷 =
𝛷𝑆−𝛷𝑡
−𝑒
 
where 𝛷𝑆 and 𝛷𝑡 are the work functions of sample and tip, respectively. This is because 
of the difference in Fermi levels of the two materials. When the two Fermi levels are 
aligned, the system is in equilibrium (figure 2.13). When an external bias voltage is ap-
plied (𝑈𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒), the  𝑈𝐶𝑃𝐷 will be nullified[96]. 
 
Figure 2.13: (a) Sample and tip are at some distance, (b) sample and tip are electrically 
connected and  𝑼𝑪𝑷𝑫  is generated and (c) 𝑼𝒑𝒓𝒐𝒃𝒆 is applied to nullify the 𝑼𝑪𝑷𝑫. 
 
In the case of the double pass, the mechanical excitation of the cantilever is 
deactivated and an AC voltage (known as 𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑑) is applied. An oscillatory force is gen-
erated by the AC voltage when 𝑈𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒 ≠ 𝑈𝐶𝑃𝐷 + 𝑈𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑. This oscillation at the first 
(𝐹𝜔) and second (𝐹2𝜔) harmonic is described by: 
𝐹𝜔 = −
1
2
𝑑𝐶
𝑑𝑧
[(𝑈𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒 − (𝑈𝐶𝑃𝐷+𝑈𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑)) + 𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑑 sin(𝜔𝑡)]
2
 
(2.8) 
and    
𝐹2𝜔 = −
1
4
𝑑𝐶
𝑑𝑧
𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑑
2 cos(2𝜔𝑡) 
(2.9) 
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where 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓0. In AM-KPFM, the feedback loop tries to maintain 𝐹𝜔 by applying 𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑑 
as can be seen from Figure 2.14 [96]–[98]. Despite the relatively simple operation, 
which has low signal to noise ratio, this technique suffers from strong parasitic capaci-
tance due to the large cantilever and limiting its spatial resolution to ~50-70 nm[99]. 
 
Figure 2.14: (a) AM-KPFM operation in tapping mode, while measuring the (b) sample to-
pography at the mechanical resonant oscillation of the cantilever (f0). (c) An AC 
modulation voltage (𝑽𝒎𝒐𝒅) is applied on the cantilever, when it is lifted at a certain height 
and by applying a 𝑼𝒑𝒓𝒐𝒃𝒆 voltage, 𝑭𝝎 is minimized and (d) the surface potential (𝑼𝑪𝑷𝑫) is 
measured using a feedback loop.  
 
2.4.2.2 Frequency-modulated Kelvin probe force microscopy 
In contrast to AM-KPFM, FM-KPFM uses the force gradient (
𝑑𝐹𝜔
𝑑𝑧
) to calculate 𝑈𝐶𝑃𝐷. 
This is done by measuring a mechanical resonant frequency shift of the cantilever ei-
ther in single or double pass. In single-pass FM-KPFM, the cantilever is oscillating at its 
mechanical resonant frequency f0≈300 kHz, with a much lower AC frequency voltage 
fmod≈3 kHz also applied, to induce a frequency shift of f0±fmod1. The side lobes (moni-
tored by a PID feedback loop) generated by this shift are minimized by applying a DC 
compensation voltage. By measuring this DC voltage at each pixel, a surface potential 
map [i.e. contact potential difference (𝑈𝐶𝑃𝐷)] is constructed[96]–[98]. Because in FM-
KPFM the force gradient is being detected, a spatial resolution of <20 nm can be 
achieved, which is limited only by the tip apex diameter[99]. In FM-KPFM, the oscilla-
tion amplitude (𝐴𝑜𝑠𝑐) is described by[97]: 
                                                        
1 Unless specified otherwise, f0≈300 kHz, fmod≈3 kHz and Vmod≈4 V have been used in single-pass FM-
KPFM mode in this thesis.  
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𝐴𝑜𝑠𝑐(𝑓0 ± 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑) ≈ 𝑓0 (1 −
1
2𝑘
𝑑𝐹𝜔
𝑑𝑧
) 
(2.10) 
To obtain the 𝑈𝐶𝑃𝐷 and build the map, the feedback loop minimises the frequency shift 
by applying 𝑈𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒. In the case where double pass is used, first the topography is rec-
orded and in the second pass the cantilever traces the measured topography to 
measure surface potential. The advantage of this technique over AM-KPFM is that it has 
a short range detection due to the force gradient which results in high spatial resolu-
tion, only limited by the tip dimensions, with the trade-off of having lower sensitivity, 
compared to AM-KPFM (~25 mV). The working principle of FM-KPFM is shown in Fig-
ure 2.15. 
 
Figure 2.15: (a) FM-KPFM operation in single-pass tapping mode to measure (a) the sam-
ple topography. (b) At the same time an AC voltage with much lower frequency (𝒇𝒎𝒐𝒅) is 
applied to the tip, which induces 𝒇𝟎 ± 𝒇𝒎𝒐𝒅 side lobes. (d) By minimizing these side lobes 
using a feedback loop, the surface potential (𝑼𝑪𝑷𝑫) is measured. (e) The side-lobes at the 
frequency spectrum of the cantilever.  
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2.4.3 Confocal laser scanning microscopy 
Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) is a powerful optical technique that 
enables rapid characterisation of large-area graphene and graphene nanostructures by 
pushing the spatial resolution beyond the optical diffraction limit and stacking individ-
ual images of different focal planes. In this thesis, CLSM was performed using an 
Olympus LEXT OLS4100 system equipped with 5×, 10×, 20×, 50× and 100× objectives 
(numerical apertures: 0.15, 0.30, 0.60, 0.95 and 0.95, respectively) and with further 1× 
to 8× optical zoom. Therefore, images of a field-of-view ranging from 2,560 μm to 16 
μm can be captured. The system uses a 405 nm wavelength laser, which can scan in X-Y 
directions using an electromagnetic micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) scanner 
and a high-precision galvano-mirror. The optical images (of up to 4096 × 4096 pixels 
with horizontal spatial resolution down to 120 nm) are generated using a photomulti-
plier which captures the reflected light. In this confocal setup, in-focus reflected light is 
only allowed to pass through the circular confocal pinhole, therefore eliminating flare 
from out-of-focus areas. Due to the shallow depth-of-field of the CLSM setup, the objec-
tive is moved vertically to capture images of different focal planes. Using this Z-stacking 
technique, a single output of the 2D reflected intensity map is extracted by determining 
the maximum brightness value of the calculated Intensity-Z curves for each pixel from 
the stack of images. The system is operated in ambient air and does not require any 
sample preparation. 
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2.5 Concluding remarks 
This chapter presented a literature review on key aspects of this thesis. In the first 
section of this chapter, the basic graphene theory was conversed, providing the essen-
tial information to understand further experiments and discussions. Emphasis was 
given to the exceptional electronic properties of graphene, which makes it a novel ma-
terial to study.  
Furthermore, the spectrum of growth techniques for scalable graphene growth was 
presented. These involve CVD growth on metals and transferred to a desirable sub-
strate and epitaxial growth on SiC(0001). In both cases, the advantages and 
disadvantages discussed, providing an understanding of the current graphene growth 
landscape. Moreover, the graphene characterisation techniques for electrical and struc-
tural properties, which will be used in this thesis, have been presented. These include 
AFM for studying topography, KPFM for extracting information about the surface po-
tential and work function and Raman spectroscopy for providing essential information 
about the number of layers and stacking as well CLSM for quick and non-invasive opti-
cal characterisation.  
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Chapter 3  
Environmental transport properties measurements sys-
tem 
In this chapter, the design and development of the environmental transport prop-
erties measurements system will be presented and discussed. This unique system was 
developed as part of this EngD project, allowing transport measurements under highly 
controlled environments, enabling environmentally specific graphene characterisation 
and sensor calibration.  
 
3.1 Magneto-transport Hall effect 
The Hall effect, discovered by Edwin Hall in 1879[100], is essentially the genera-
tion of a potential difference (or Hall voltage, 𝑉𝐻) across a current bearing ( 
𝐼𝐵) conductor, when a magnetic field (𝐵) is applied perpendicular to the current flow 
(figure 3.1). When a perpendicular magnetic field is applied, the charge carriers in the 
conductor are deflected due to the Lorenz force that they experience. Therefore, the 
Hall coefficient can be described by: 
𝑅𝐻 =
𝑉𝐻𝑡
𝐼𝐵𝐵
=
𝑡
𝑒𝑛3𝐷
=
1
𝑒𝑛
 
(3.1) 
where 𝑛3𝐷 is the carrier concentration of a material with thickness (𝑡) and 𝑒 is the ele-
mentary electronic charge[101]. In the case of a two-dimensional material such as 
graphene, the thickness is eliminated and 𝑛 is used. In this thesis, 𝑛𝑒 and 𝑛ℎ will be used 
for simplicity regarding electron (n-type) and hole (p-type) concentration, respectively. 
As a convention, for n-type and p-type materials, the Hall voltage is negative and posi-
tive, respectively.  
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Figure 3.1: Hall effect measurement setup for 
n-type material. The electrons are deflected 
(curved arrow) due to the magnetic field, gen-
erating a potential difference. This results in a 
negative Hall voltage.  
 
 
 
 
Therefore, by knowing the values of 𝐼𝐵 and 𝐵, one can determine the sheet carrier con-
centration in semiconductors, making this an attractive technique for electrical 
characterisation of materials. Furthermore, by combining 4-terminal resistance (𝑅4) 
measurements in double cross Hall bars, the carrier mobility can also be determined 
using:   
𝜇 =
𝑅𝐻
𝑅4
× 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 □′s =
𝑅𝐻
𝑅𝑠
 
(3.2) 
where 𝑅𝑠 is the ratio of resistivity and thickness  (
𝜌
𝑡⁄ ) and □ is the ratio of channel 
length over width (𝐿 𝑊⁄ ). The combination of carrier concentration and mobility pro-
vide essential information about the electrical characteristics of the semiconductor (or 
graphene sheet). Despite the wide use of Hall bars for material characterisation[102] 
or as a sensor[103]–[106], this technique requires microfabrication of Hall struc-
tures[101]. However, in several situations, such as graphene production, it is  
preferable if the as-grown material is quickly characterized without the need of device 
microfabrication, which itself creates additional defects and doping[22].  
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3.2 Magneto-transport in the van der Pauw geometry 
In contrast to the conventional Hall effect, where device fabrication is required 
for carrier concentration and mobility measurements, the van der Pauw technique only 
requires thin uniform samples with relatively small Ohmic contacts[107]. This tech-
nique was originally invented by van der Pauw in 1958 as a method to measure the 
resistivity and Hall coefficient of arbitrary shape semiconductors[108], [109].   
3.2.1 Sheet resistance measurements 
Schematic explanation of the van der Pauw technique to determine the sheet 
resistance of a graphene sample is presented in figure 3.2 (a).  
 
Figure 3.2: Schematics of van der Pauw configurations for (a) sheet resistance and (b) Hall 
effect measurements.  
 
By applying current and measuring the voltage drop at the opposite sides (Εq. 3.3) the 
resistances 𝑅𝐴 (current 𝐼14, 𝐼32) and 𝑅𝐵 (current 𝐼21, 𝐼43) can be calculated (Eq. 3.4 and 
3.5). This results in effectively rotating the sample by 90°.  
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𝑅43,12 =
𝑉43
𝐼12
 𝑅34,21 =
𝑉34
𝐼21
 
  
 
 
(3.3) 
𝑅32,41 =
𝑉32
𝐼41
 𝑅23,14 =
𝑉23
𝐼14
 
𝑅12,43 =
𝑉12
𝐼43
 𝑅21,34 =
𝑉21
𝐼34
 
𝑅41,32 =
𝑉41
𝐼32
 𝑅14,23 =
𝑉14
𝐼23
 
 
Therefore, the sheet resistance 𝑅𝑠 of the graphene sample can be calculated numeri-
cally using[110]:  
𝑅𝐴 =
𝑅43,12 + 𝑅34,21 + 𝑅12,43 + 𝑅21,34
4
 
(3.4) 
𝑅𝐵 =
𝑅32,41 + 𝑅23,14 + 𝑅41,32 + 𝑅14,23
4
 
(3.5) 
𝑒
−𝜋𝑅𝐴
𝑅𝑠 + 𝑒
−𝜋𝑅𝐵
𝑅𝑠 = 1 
(3.6) 
In the case of a sample of known thickness (𝑡), the resistivity is  𝜌 = 𝑅𝑠𝑡 .  
 
3.2.2 Hall coefficient measurements 
For the Hall coefficient measurements, the sample is placed in a perpendicular 
magnetic field (𝐵). A bias current (𝐼𝐵) is applied in two diagonals (figure 3.2b) and the 
Hall voltage (VH) is measured between the remaining two corners.  
To eliminate any offset voltage, it is important to change the direction of the current 
and magnetic field. The measurements for the Hall voltage is done in the following con-
figurations, with south and north poles indicated by S and N, respectively[110]: 
𝑉𝐻
24:  𝐼13, 𝑉24
(𝑆)   𝐼13, 𝑉24
(𝑁)     𝐼31, 𝑉42
(𝑆)    𝐼31, 𝑉42
(𝑁) 
𝑉𝐻
13: 𝐼24, 𝑉13
(𝑆)     𝐼24, 𝑉13
(𝑁)     𝐼24, 𝑉13
(𝑆)     𝐼24, 𝑉13
(𝑁) 
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This results in the following Hall voltage: 
𝑉𝐻 =
(𝑉24
𝑆 − 𝑉24
𝑁 ) + (𝑉42
𝑆 − 𝑉42
𝑁) + (𝑉13
𝑆 − 𝑉13
𝑁) + (𝑉31
𝑆 − 𝑉31
𝑁 )
8
 
(3.8) 
Once the Hall coefficient is calculated using Eq. 3.1[110], the majority carrier concen-
tration (n) and mobility (μ) can be calculated using Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.2, respectively 
[110]. In the case of a known thickness, the bulk carrier concentration (𝑛3𝐷) can be 
calculated by dividing the sheet carrier density (𝑛) by the thickness (𝑡). 
 
3.3 Instrumentation  
A versatile environmental transport properties measurement system for 
magneto-transport measurements of graphene and thin film samples in ambient, vac-
uum and highly controlled environments was built. The system is capable of measuring 
either patterned devices or 
un-patterned samples. A 
picture of the system is 
shown in figure 3.3. 
 
Figure 3.3: (a) The environ-
mental transport properties 
measurement system and (b-
c) electronic controllers and 
instruments. 
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The motivation for the design and implementation of this instrument was 
encouraged by the lack of such a versatile system commercially available. Although var-
ious commercial transport measurement systems already exist, specific requirements 
were identified (Table 1) for graphene and 2D materials characterisation that moti-
vated the development of such a system. Specifically, the high atmospheric doping 
observed in graphene and the high sensitivity to environmental changes[111], [112], 
raise the need for a system that is capable of electrical measurements in specific envi-
ronments.  
Table 3.1: Design requirements for environmental transport properties measurement sys-
tem. 
Requirement Addressing solution 
Magneto-transport measurements of pat-
terned and un-patterned samples. 
Rapid electrical characterisation of samples, 
eliminating fabrication damage. 
Operation in ambient conditions. Rapid electrical characterisation. 
Operation in vacuum (P≈10-7 mbar). Desorption of atmospheric contaminants.  
Precise heating of the sample (30-200°C). Desorption of atmospheric contaminants, al-
lowing for standardised measurements and 
investigation of temperature dependence. 
Long-time magneto-transport measure-
ments in highly controlled humidity (i.e. 0-
90% R.H.). 
Investigation of humidity effects. 
Investigation of material degradation.  
Long-time magneto-transport measure-
ments in highly controlled gas 
environments. 
Gas sensing experiments. Mass flow 
controllers are ranging from 0.8 - 5L/min. 
Modular design. Adaptable to several experiment variations.  
Magneto-transport measurements in sev-
eral configurations. 
 AC bias - DC magnetic field 
 DC bias - AC magnetic field 
 AC bias - DC magnetic field (with 
field reversal).  
Custom-made software. Simultaneous logging of measurement pa-
rameters, environmental conditions and 
magneto-transport properties. 
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Compatibility with other systems. Integration of system with scanning probe 
microscope (NT-MDT NTEGRA Aura) for 
simultaneous local carrier concentration and 
work function measurements.  
 
3.3.1 Van der Pauw using AC bias - DC magnetic field 
Figure 3.4 shows the experimental setup for this mode of operation. The sample 
is placed on a ceramic stage with a Pt100 heater attached underneath and electrical 
connections are made on top, through gold-plated contacts, featuring a half sphere con-
tact and adjustable springs (figure 3.5 (a)). To measure the magneto-transport 
properties in van der Pauw geometry, an Arduino microcontroller is used to trigger 
solid state relays, allowing current to pass and voltage measurements to be done at the 
different configurations as shown in Table 3.2. Initially, the sheet resistance (𝑅𝑆) is cal-
culated without magnetic field by applying an AC bias (𝐼𝐵 = 100 𝜇𝐴, 𝑓𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 ≈ 96 𝐻𝑧) 
and measuring the voltage drop across the different configurations, as described in sec-
tion 3.2.1. The Hall effect is induced by an electromagnet coil that produced a DC 
magnetic field. The resulting Hall voltage (VH) response of the AC biased (𝐼𝐵 = 100 𝜇𝐴, 
𝑓𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 ≈ 96 𝐻𝑧) sample is measured. In both 𝑅𝑆 and VH measurements, the voltages 
are measured using a lock-in amplifier (LIA) referenced to the first harmonic of 𝑓𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡. 
The carrier concentration and mobility of the sample are calculated as described in 
section 3.2.2. The software for the magneto-transport measurements was developed 
using LabView. The front panel of the software is shown in figure 3.6. 
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Table 3.2: Electrical combinations for measuring sheet resistance and Hall voltage in the 
van der Pauw geometry in AC bias - DC magnetic field configuration.  
 
𝑹𝐒 (LIA) without field 𝑽𝑯 (LIA) with field 
 
𝑹𝑨
𝟐,𝟑 𝑹𝑩
𝟑,𝟒 𝑹𝑨
𝟒,𝟏 𝑹𝑩
𝟏,𝟐 𝑽𝑯
𝟐,𝟒 𝑽𝑯
𝟏,𝟑 
𝑰𝑨𝑪
+  1 2 3 4 1 4 
𝑰𝑨𝑪
−  4 1 2 3 3 2 
𝑽𝑨𝑪
+  2 3 4 1 2 1 
𝑽𝑨𝑪
−  3 4 1 2 4 3 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4: Experi-
mental setup of 
magneto-transport 
measurements of un-
patterned samples in 
the van der Pauw ge-
ometry using AC bias 
and DC magnetic 
field. 
 
 
 
 
 
To eliminate any offset voltages due to contact misalignment, the Hall voltage is meas-
ured using field reversal, as described in section 3.2.2. The electromagnet was designed 
to achieve a maximum field of 22.6 mT, with a linear dependence on applied current 
and voltage. However, due to the limited voltage supply of the constant current source 
(48 V), the coil can operate in the linear current-field regime for coil temperatures up 
to 60°C (at ~15 mT) and 47°C (at 20.5 mT) (Appendix B). This is due to the temperature 
dependent resistance of the coil. 
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Figure 3.5: (a) Experimental setup for measuring van der Pauw magneto-transport prop-
erties in AC bias - DC magnetic field configuration. The sample is placed on a ceramic stage 
with a Pt100 heater attached underneath, and electrical connections are made on top 
through gold plated pins. (b) DC magnetic field dependence of input voltage and current 
at 30°C.  
 
Figure 3.6: Front panel of software for controlling the AC bias - DC magnetic field Van der 
Pauw magneto-transport measurements.  
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3.3.2 Van der Pauw using DC bias - AC magnetic field 
Figure 3.7 shows the experimental setup for this mode of operation. The chip 
containing patterned van der Pauw devices is secured on a ceramic TO-8 header with a 
Pt100 heater attached underneath, and electrical connections are made through bond-
ing wires. Figure 3.8 shows a picture of the experimental setup, indicating the sample 
placed inside an electromagnet coil. Similarly, to section 3.3.1, the magneto-transport 
measurements in van der Pauw geometry are done using an Arduino microcontroller 
to trigger solid state relays, allowing current to pass and voltage measurements to be 
done at the different configurations as shown in Table 3.3. Initially, the sheet resistance 
(𝑅𝑆) is calculated without magnetic field by applying a DC bias (𝐼𝐵 = 100 𝜇𝐴) and meas-
uring the voltage drop across the different configurations using a digital voltmeter 
(DVM). The Hall effect is induced by an electromagnet coil that produced a AC magnetic 
field (𝐵𝐴𝐶 = 5 𝑚𝑇, 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 ≈ 126 𝐻𝑧). The resulting Hall voltage (VH) response of the 
sample is measured using a LIA, referenced to the first harmonic of 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑. The carrier 
concentration and mobility of the sample are calculated as described in section 3.1. The 
software for the magneto-transport measurements was developed using LabView. Due 
to the small size of the graphene devices, any field variations would alter the measured 
Hall coefficient. To eliminate this, the magnetic field in several locations inside the coil 
were measured. By entering the distance from the centre of the device in the software, 
a calibration factor corrects the field (Appendix C). 
 
Figure 3.7: Experi-
mental setup of 
magneto-transport 
measurements of 
patterned devices in 
the van der Pauw ge-
ometry using DC bias 
and AC magnetic 
field. 
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Table 3.3: Electrical combinations for measuring sheet resistance and Hall voltage in the 
van der Pauw geometry in DC bias - AC magnetic field configuration.  
 
𝑹𝐒 (DVM) without field 𝑽𝑯 (LIA) with field 
 
𝑹𝑨
𝟐,𝟑 𝑹𝑩
𝟑,𝟒 𝑹𝑨
𝟒,𝟏 𝑹𝑩
𝟏,𝟐 𝑽𝑯
𝟐,𝟒 𝑽𝑯
𝟏,𝟑 
𝑰𝑨𝑪
+  1 2 3 4 1 4 
𝑰𝑨𝑪
−  4 1 2 3 3 2 
𝑽𝑨𝑪
+  2 3 4 1 2 1 
𝑽𝑨𝑪
−  3 4 1 2 4 3 
 
 
Figure 3.8: (a) Experimental setup for measuring van der Pauw magneto-transport prop-
erties in DC bias - AC magnetic field configuration. The sample is placed on a ceramic TO-
8 header with Pt100 heaters attached. Around it, the electromagnet coil is placed. (b) AC 
magnetic field dependence of input voltage and current. 
3.3.3 Instrument validation 
Following the development of the instrument, the system was tested in ambient 
using QFS 1LG 5x5 μm van der Pauw devices fabricated and measured independently 
at Chalmers University of Technology (sample preparation in Appendix C). The results 
of the measurement comparison are shown in table 3.4. The second test measurements 
were performed on CVD graphene grown on Cu foil and transferred on Si/SiO2, PET and 
quartz substrates. The carrier concentration-mobility measurements are presented in 
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figure 3.9. The graphene on Si/SiO2, PET and quartz are designated with green, red and 
black dots, respectively. Each cluster represents an individual sample, whereas the data 
points in each cluster represent an individual consequent magneto-transport measure-
ment. Prior to the measurements, all of the samples were stored in a desiccator. The 
measurements were done in ambient air (24°C, ~40% R.H.). Therefore, the consequent 
measurements demonstrate an increase in hole concentration, due to doping from hu-
midity.  Interestingly, for each sample, the magneto-transport measurements exhibit a 
linear relationship between carrier concentration and mobility, but graphene on 
Si/SiO2 samples exhibit the highest p-doping.  The hole mobility decreases with in-
crease in carrier concentration for all the graphene samples, an indication of an 
increase in charge carrier scattering. These interactions can be characterised in a 
simpler manner by the mean free path (i.e. the average distance a charge carrier can 
travel between collision), given by[52]:  
𝜆 =
ℎ𝜇
2𝑒
√
𝑛
𝜋
 
(3.9) 
where ℎ is Plank’s constant. The average mean free path for each PET, quartz and 
Si/SiO2 sample is 44.7, 45.1 nm and 49 nm, respectively. This indicates that all of the 
samples, the hole transport is dominated by similar scattering mechanisms, related to 
intrinsic factors, such as grain boundaries and layer non-uniformities in graphene.  
 
Table 3.4: Benchmarking of the van der Pauw system using 5×5 μm test devices on QFS 1LG. 
Measurement at Chalmers Univer-
sity of Technology 
Measurement using home-built van 
der Pauw system 
Hole concentra-
tion (×1012 cm-2) 
Hole mobility 
(cm2 V-1 s-1) 
Hole concentra-
tion (×1012 cm-2) 
Hole mobility 
(cm2 V-1 s-1) 
8.57 7810 8.73 7683 
9.85 7910 9.95 7735 
8.76 8120 8.93 7980 
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Figure 3.9: Magneto-
transport measure-
ments in van der Pauw 
geometry in ambient 
conditions for CVD gra-
phene transferred on 
PET (red), quartz (black) 
and Si/SiO2. Each data 
cluster represents an in-
dividual sample, and 
consequent measure-
ments obtained the data 
points. 
 
 
 
Test measurements were also performed on epitaxial graphene samples on 
SiC(0001). In this experiment, several graphene samples were measured both at ambi-
ent conditions (24°C, ~40% R.H.) and vacuum (P=10-7 mbar), after annealing at 180°C 
and let cool down to room temperature. Each data point in figure 3.10 (a) represents 
the carrier concentration and mobility of an individual sample. A distinct trend charac-
terises the samples measured in ambient, where an increase in electron concentration 
results in decreased mobility. However, when the same samples were measured in vac-
uum, the trend shifts to the right, an indication of higher electron doping. This 
effectively translates to desorption of loosely bound p-dopants originated from atmos-
pheric contamination[111]. To investigate this further, the average mean free path was 
calculated (figure 3.10 (b)). For the samples measured in ambient conditions, the mean 
free path is 23 nm, while when the samples were cleaned in vacuum it was increased 
to 39 nm. Considering that the samples were measured in both ambient and vacuum, it 
is clear that when epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) is exposed to ambient conditions, 
electrons not only experience scattering due intrinsic factors, such as substrate and 
interface defects, but also impurity scattering, introduced by the atmospheric dopants, 
such as H2O and NO2[111]. 
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Figure 3.10: (a) Magneto-transport measurements in van der Pauw geometry for epitaxial 
graphene on SiC(0001) in ambient (black) and following vacuum annealing (red). Each 
data point represents an average measurement of an individual sample. (b) The average 
mean free path for the samples measured in ambient (black) and vacuum (red).  
 
3.4 Concluding remarks 
This chapter presented the theory of magneto-transport measurements as well as 
the design, implementation and testing of the environmental transport properties 
measurement system. This instrument enables both rapid magneto-transport meas-
urements of patterned and un-patterned graphene samples as well as a long-time 
measurement for the investigation of environmental effects on the global electrical 
properties of graphene. This instrument allows characterisation of transport proper-
ties of graphene to determine carrier concentration, mobility and sheet resistance 
values, quantities that often represent the quality of as-grown graphene. However, after 
the analyses of measurements in both ambient conditions and in vacuum it is clear that 
the environmental conditions will greatly influence the measurements. More extensive 
experiments and discussions will be presented in later chapters. These results outline 
the need for a standardised procedure for magneto-transport measurements, either in 
specific environments (such as vacuum) or precisely specifying the environmental con-
ditions during the measurements.
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Chapter 4  
Structural properties of scalable graphene  
As discussed in section 2.4.1, Raman spectroscopy has been widely used for gra-
phene characterisation, especially in mechanically exfoliated graphene flakes. Raman 
spectroscopy is a great tool for extracting information about the structure of graphene 
(layer number, stacking and defects) as well as doping and strain. However, the analysis 
and interpretation of Raman spectra and micro-maps is non-trivial, as the Raman char-
acteristics of graphene grown by different methods and on different substrates are 
often misinterpreted. In this chapter, structural properties of CVD-grown graphene, 
transferred on Si/SiO2 will be discussed, particularly demonstrating the non-AB 
stacked nature of 2LG islands as well as artificially transferred graphene. Furthermore, 
the structural changes that graphene on SiC(0001) undergoes following H2-intercala-
tion will be studied, emphasising in the investigation of the interface between graphene 
and SiC, using SERS, a technique that quickly and reliably enhances the Raman signa-
ture of Si-H stretching mode. Finally, a method for separating strain from doping using 
Raman spectroscopy will be adapted to study scalable graphene on various substrates.  
 
4.1 Raman characterisation of CVD graphene on Si/SiO2 
Graphene grown by CVD has been proven to be one of the most attractive gra-
phene types currently available. This is due to several reasons, such as the potential for 
scalable growth to infinite lengths by roll-to-roll[19] and wafer-scale[113] production, 
by firstly growing on Cu foils and later transferring on entire Si/SiO2 wafers. One of the 
major techniques for structural characterisation of CVD grown graphene is Raman 
spectroscopy and mapping. Despite the extensive use of this technique for the quick 
characterisation of the as-grown or transferred graphene, the interpretation of charac-
teristics, such as number of layers, can be complicated. This is due to the inherent 
growth mechanisms of CVD-grown graphene, where 2LG islands do not form AB-
stacked bi-layers, as observed in exfoliated flakes or epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001). 
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Samples grown for experiments in this section are described in Appendix C. 
4.1.1 Results and discussion 
Raman spectroscopy and mapping were used for the structural investigation of 
the graphene samples. The measurements were performed using a Horiba Jobin-Yvon 
HR800 system. A 100× objective lens was used to focus the 532 nm wavelength laser 
onto the graphene sample, and a 600 gr/mm grating was used to extract the spectra. 
The spectra normalisation was done using the Si peak at 520 cm-1. The Raman maps 
were obtained by collecting 10,201 individual spectra of ~300 nm pixel size.  
The maps of the G peak intensity, G peak shift and 2D peak intensity are 
displayed in figure 4.1 (c-e). The G peak (at ~1600 cm-1) and 2D peak (~2700 cm-1) 
originate from the first order scattering process at the centre of the Brillouin zone and 
the double resonance scattering process near the K or K’ points, respectively, as 
discussed in section 2.4.1. The complete mono-layer graphene coverage of the sample 
is evaluated from the appearance of symmetrical and narrow (36 cm-1) FWHM 2D peak 
(figure 4.1 (b)), extracted from the blue areas of the 2D peak intensity maps. This is also 
confirmed by the AFM and confocal optical images of figure 4.2. An important observa-
tion is the appearance of the D’ peak (~1620 cm-1), a clear indication of defected 
graphene[90], mainly due to the thermal annealing of the sample and transfer process. 
Additionally, on the mono-layer graphene, areas of more graphene layers appear in the 
maps, exhibiting higher G and 2D peak intensity and G peak shift. Individual Raman 
spectra from the different location are plotted in figure 4.1 (b), allowing further analy-
sis of the graphene quality and layer distribution (a summary of the Raman analysis 
presented in Table 4.1). Previous studies demonstrated that depending on the number 
of layers[89] and stacking orientation[33] the 2D peak line-shape changes. While for 
AB-stacked 2LG, the FWHM increases and a shoulder appears on the left side of the 
peak[34], [89], the 2LG islands that appear on the Raman maps (exhibiting higher G 
and 2D peak intensity) behave like a non-AB stacked, twisted with respect to the 
bottom monolayer graphene[33]–[35]. Moreover, the 2LG islands feature a higher D 
peak, an indication of the larger structural disorder. The formation of these 2LG islands 
was confirmed using confocal optical microscopy and AFM. This will be further dis-
cussed in later chapters, exploring the electronic properties of these islands.  
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic representation of mono-layer graphene structure. (b) Individual 
Raman spectra of mono-layer and non-AB stacked 2LG islands (c, d) G peak intensity and 
shift maps, (e) 2D peak intensity map. 
 
 
Table 4.1: Raman analysis of CVD mono-layer, individual 2LG islands on mono-layer and 
bi-layer (obtained by double transfer stacking) graphene on SiO2. 
 G position 
(cm-1) 
D/G Int. 
Ratio 
2D/G Int. 
Ratio 
2D position 
(cm-1) 
2D FWHM 
(cm-1) 
Mono-layer 1599 0.1 0.82 2697 36 
2LG island-1 1593 0.54 0.85 2699 44 
2LG island-2 1590 0.28 0.7 2697 41 
2LG island-3 1590 0.41 1.21 2697 36 
Bi-layer 1589 0.3 0.80 2697 35 
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Figure 4.2: (a, b) Confocal optical (false colour) and (c) AFM topographic images of mono-
layer graphene on Si/SiO2, showing complete coverage with mono-layer graphene with 
wrinkles and 2LG islands.   
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In an attempt to investigate the layer structure of transferred bi-layer CVD graphene, 
Raman characterisation was repeated, using the same parameters and conditions as in 
the case of mono-layer graphene. An optical image of a selected area close to the edge 
of the substrate is displayed in Figure 4.3 (a). In this picture, both mono- and bi-layer 
regions are exposed, due to an offset in the transferred graphene providing an oppor-
tunity to study the differences in Raman spectra of the different layers. Individual 
Raman spectra were extracted from these two regions and are displayed in figure 4.2 
(b). Judging from the narrow FWHM and symmetrical line-shape of the 2D peak for 
both areas, it is concluded that the bottom part is indeed covered with a mono-layer 
graphene, while the top part (figure 4.3 (a)) behaves as a decoupled, misoriented bi-
layer, rather than an AB-stacked 2LG (as, for example, in the case of 2LG on SiC). The 
non-AB stacking character was evaluated due to the absence of a shoulder around 2650 
cm-1[34], [114], which is characteristic for AB stacked 2LG. Post-growth thermal an-
nealing of graphene films caused a slight alteration of the Raman spectra leading to 
broadening of the defect region (D peak in figure 4.1 (b) and 4.3 (b)) and modification 
of the G and 2D peaks. The broadening of D peak is attributed to in-plane compressive 
strain due to the differences between the thermal coefficients of graphene and the un-
derlying substrates, which also induces hole doping[115] and most importantly the 
formation of amorphous carbon generated from residual hydrocarbons at elevated 
temperature[116]. 
 
Figure 4.3: (a) Optical image of the bi-layer graphene sample, with exposed mono-layer 
area at the bottom half. (b) Individual Raman spectra of mono-layer and non-AB stacked 
bi-layer graphene obtained in the relevant areas of the optical image. 
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4.2 Raman characterisation of graphene on SiC(0001) 
As discussed in section 2.3.2, epitaxial growth of graphene on SiC(0001) has 
shown great potential for wafer-scale applications, which require high graphene qual-
ity and charge carrier mobilities. An additional advantage of graphene on SiC over CVD-
grown graphene is that there is no need for transfer following growth. This allows for 
CMOS compatibility and direct microfabrication of devices such as transistors, without 
having to clean residual polymers from the transfer process. Another advantage due to 
the epitaxial graphene being on an insulating substrate is the elimination of defects, 
which are originated due to the transfer process. However, as-grown graphene on SiC 
exhibits limited mobilities of 𝜇𝑒 ≈ 1700 𝑐𝑚
2/𝑉𝑠, at 𝑛𝑒 ≈ 1 × 10
12 𝑐𝑚−2 due to the for-
mation of IFL between the substrate and the first graphene layer. As previously 
demonstrated, H2-intercalation can transform the IFL into a new QFSG, eliminating 
substrate induced scattering[15]–[17], [80] and achieving much higher mobilities of up 
to 𝜇𝑒 ≈ 8000 𝑐𝑚
2/𝑉𝑠, at 𝑛ℎ ≈ 1 × 10
12 𝑐𝑚−2[77]. Despite the great advances in this 
field [117], there is still the need for investigation of the structure and interface of SiC-
graphene, where the hydrogen is located. Samples grown for experiments in this sec-
tion are described in Appendix C. 
4.2.1 Results and discussion  
The layer structure of the two graphene samples was investigated using a Horiba 
Jobin-Yvon HR800 to construct the 10×10 μm2 Raman maps. The 532 nm (5.9 mW 
power) wavelength laser was focused through a 100× objective lens onto the graphene 
sample. A spectra resolution of the grating was chosen to be 1.6 cm–1. The SiC reference 
spectra were initially obtained to subtract the substrate related signal, allowing sepa-
ration of the Raman peaks originating only from the graphene. The Raman maps were 
constructed by mapping G peak intensity and 2D peak shift of 3025 individual spectra 
of XY resolution of 0.2 μm. 
The G peak intensity and 2D peak shift of the Raman maps in figure 4.4 (a and b), 
respectively, present two features (terraces and terrace edges). To investigate the 
Raman spectra of these locations, individual spectra were taken from the terraces and 
edges and plotted in figure 4.4 (c), with a summary of the Raman analysis shown in 
Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2: Raman analysis of as-grown and ex-situ H2-intercalated samples.  
 No. of 
layers 
2D       
position 
[cm-1] 
2D 
FWHM 
[cm-1] 
No. of      
Lorentzian 
fits 
2D Shift 
against 1LG 
[cm-1] 
G posi-
tion 
[cm-1] 
G 
FWHM 
[cm-1] 
As-
grown 
Terrace 1 2702 35 1 − 1589 14 
Edge 2 2735 62 4 33 1597 16 
3 2750 75 6 48 1600 34 
QFSG Terrace 2 2717 58 4 15 1594 10 
Edge 3 2730 71 6 28 1599 23 
 
 
Figure 4.4: 10×10 μm2 Raman maps of G peak intensity (a) and 2D peak shift (b) for the as-
grown sample. (c) Raman spectra were taken on the SiC terrace and edges are showing 
1LG, 2LG and 3LG with red, green and blue lines, respectively. The insets show the selected 
2D peaks fitted with Lorentzians. 
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The red spectrum in figure 4.4 (c) was collected from a terrace on the graphene sam-
ple. By fitting the 2D peak with a single symmetrical Lorentzian, with a narrow FWHM 
of 35 cm-1, it is concluded that the areas plotted with red on the maps correspond to 
1LG[118]. The fitting method was repeated for the terrace edges areas, plotted with 
green colour, where the 2D peak is broader (FWHM=60 cm-1) and blue-shifted by ~33 
cm-1, when compared to 1LG. The line shape of this peak is a characteristic of AB-
stacked 2LG (with a shoulder appearing on the left side) is fitted by four Lorentzians to 
[89], [94], [95]. In addition to the 1 and 2LG spectra, an additional spectrum was col-
lected from the edges, plotted with blue. The 2D peak of this spectrum is blue-shifted 
~48 cm-1, compared to 1LG and with a much broader FWHM=75 cm-1. Both measure-
ments indicate 3LG growth in these areas, however, due to the limited spatial 
resolution of the system, the convolution of 1-2LG cannot be ruled out.  
Furthermore, the 2D peak shift map of figure 4.4 (b) demonstrates some variations 
in the 2D and G peak shift of ~6 cm-1 and ~4 cm-1, respectively. These variations are 
potentially due to residual strain and charge inhomogeneities in the graphene lattice. 
As the G and 2D peak position is directly related to the Fermi level and doping, it has 
been demonstrated by many groups that the positions of the two peaks can be used to 
measure carrier concentrations in exfoliated graphene. Despite this technique being a 
widely used [86], [92], [94], directly adopting it in the case of epitaxial graphene on SiC 
would be inaccurate, since the interactions with the supporting substrate are different.  
Following ex-situ intercalation of the as-grown sample, the Raman characterisation 
was repeated, with the summarised results presented in Table 4.2. In this case, the 2D 
peak shift map shows terraces with green colour in figure 4.5 (b). The 2D peak after 
intercalation is blue-shifted by ~15 cm-1 compared to as-grown epitaxial graphene. 
Furthermore, the 2D peak FWHM (figure 4.5 (c)) is broader with the characteristic 
shoulder appearing at ~2600 cm-1. These two arguments indicate that the terraces are 
now covered by AB stacked 2LG and after intercalation, the graphene layers are 
rearranged to (n+1)LG, where n is the number of layers before intercalation. This 
means that the previously IFL is now converted to the first layer of the QFSG. An addi-
tional spectrum was taken from the terrace edge, displayed with blue. The 2D peak of 
this spectrum is significantly broader, with FWHM of ~71 cm–1, an indication that the 
edges are now covered with more graphene layers, presumably 3LG (the estimation of 
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3LG here must not be absolute given the spatial resolution of the system).  
Following the intercalation, the inhomogeneities, which were described on the as-
grown sample, are still visible, but the variations of 2D peak shift (figure 4.5 (b)) are 
now limited to ~2 cm–1. These indications indirectly support the formation of homoge-
neous QFSG after H2-intercalation. 
 
Figure 4.5: Raman maps (10×10) μm2 of the G peak intensity (a) and 2D peak shift (b) for 
the intercalated sample. (c) Raman spectra taken on the terrace and edges showing 2LG 
and 3LG are depicted with green and blue lines, respectively. The insets in (c) show the 
selected 2D peaks fitted with Lorentzians. 
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4.3 Probing the SiC/graphene interface 
Despite graphene being now grown on a relatively large scale, with possibilities of 
wafer-scale production, characterisation is still a significant issue, which requires spe-
cial attention. Until now, XPS has been used successfully for surface composition and 
interface passivation characterisation[9], but with relatively poor spatial resolution 
and the requirement of UHV systems. On the contrary, Raman spectroscopy and map-
ping have been proven to be a quick solution for estimation of graphene layer structure 
and doping on a local scale[88]. However, Raman spectroscopy in its standard imple-
mentation lacks the chemical sensitivity to certain species, i.e. hydrogen. In contrast to 
the widely-used Raman technique, surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is capa-
ble of the spatial resolution of Raman spectroscopy while providing enhancement to 
molecular sensitivity[119]. In general, SERS relies on metal (e.g. gold) nanoparticles 
(MNPs) or fabricated nano-patterns on the surface of the sample to induce the enhance-
ment of the Raman signal. When the incident laser interacts with the Au MNP, the laser 
light is scattered, due to plasmonic effects, which will be described later, and the signal 
is enhanced. The main advantage of this technique is its simplicity, which is, however, 
reduced by the lack of consistent control of the MNP size. 
In the previous section the basic graphene structure was discussed (i.e. layer num-
ber) for as-grown and QFSG. Although Raman spectroscopy provides information 
about the transformation of the IFL to 1LG, it does not give direct information about 
the SiC/graphene interface, where the changes take place. In an attempt to gain more 
information about the QFSG interface, SERS has been employed. Samples grown for ex-
periments in this section are described in Appendix C. 
4.3.1 Results and discussion  
For the SERS experiments on the graphene samples, Au particles in powder form 
of diameter ~0.8-1.5 μm (Alfa Aesar, 99.96%, CAS: 7440-57-5, catalogue number: 39 
817) were randomly deposited on the sample surface and dispersed using dry N2. The 
distribution and size (average of ~1.34 μm) of the Au particles was assessed using scan-
ning electron microscopy, figure 4.6.  The Raman excitation laser of wavelength λ=632.8 
nm was focused through a 50× objective lens directly on top of the Au particle, which 
results in maximum signal enhancement[120].  
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Figure 4.6: (a-c) SEM micrograph of Au MNPs on a graphene sample. (b) Statistical analysis 
of size distribution of Au MNPs, showing the median diameter of 1.34 μm. 
 
The spectra in figure 4.7 (a) were collected on the terraces of the representative 
samples and normalised to the 4H-SiC peak (~777 cm-1) of the black spectrum.  The 
graphene samples exhibit the main characteristic peaks, such as the G-peak (~1560 cm-
1, overlaid by the SiC peaks) and 2D-peak (~2650 cm-1), as well as the D-peak (~1325 
cm-1). Focusing on the single symmetrical Lorentzian 2D-peak of the as-grown gra-
phene sample spectrum (red), the 1LG coverage is confirmed (figure 4.7 (b))[86], [88]2. 
The absence of Si-H peak (~2130 cm-1)[120], signifies the pristine nature of the gra-
phene and the lack of hydrogen bonded to the substrate. Moreover, the relatively low 
intensity of D-peak indicates the excellent quality of the graphene sample.  
                                                        
2 It is important to note that due to the 50× objective used in this experiment, the spatial resolution 
of the measurements is decreased and the layer assignment, which was used in previous section using 
fitting, shift and FWHM must not be taken as absolute criteria for narrow areas (<1 μm). 
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The QFS 1LG sample displayed in figure 4.7 (c) with green spectrum. For the 
growth of this sample, the SiC substrate was firstly fully covered by IFL. Following the 
growth of IFL, in-situ hydrogen intercalation converted the IFL to QFS 1LG. The promi-
nent feature in this spectrum, which distinguishes it from the as-grown sample, is the 
appearance of the peak at ~2130 cm-1 consistent with the formation of the Si-H 
bond[15], [120]. The presence of the Si-H peak is the fingerprint of the successful hy-
drogen intercalation. At this point, the advantage of SERS compared to standard Raman 
spectroscopy is witnessed, which enables the identification of Si-H peak without the 
need of very long laser exposures. A noteworthy observation is the significant enhance-
ment of the carrier mobility to  𝜇ℎ = 3900 𝑐𝑚
2/𝑉𝑠 at 𝑛ℎ = 1.3 × 10
13 𝑐𝑚2 compared 
to 𝜇𝑒 = 860 𝑐𝑚
2/𝑉𝑠 at 𝑛𝑒 = 5.6 × 10
12 𝑐𝑚2 for the as-grown sample. The excellent 
quality of the QFS 1LG is also reflected by the very low intensity of D-Peak.  
The blue spectrum in figure 4.7 (c) was obtained from the QFS 2LG.  The growth 
of this sample is the same as the intercalated sample of section 4.2. The 2D-peak in 
figure 4.7 (d) shows the typical line shape of AB-stacked 2LG[86], [88], [89]. The suc-
cessful intercalation of the sample is also verified by the appearance of the Si-H peak. 
Besides the Si-H peak, a broader with lower-intensity peak appears at ~2915 cm-1. This 
peak, which is displayed in the inset of figure 4.7 (a) can be deconvoluted by three com-
ponents with peaks at ~2857, 2915 and 2969 cm-1, with the last one matching to the 
second order D+D’ peak of graphene, which is activated by the formation of defects[90]. 
Despite the decoupling of the graphene from the substrate, the introduction of defects 
following intercalation of 1LG is reflected by the high D-peak and D+D’ peak. It is also 
found in the literature that in this range additional vibrational modes of C-H bonds oc-
cur, resulting to the symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibration modes around 
~2857 and 2915 cm-1 [121]–[123]. The partial adsorption of hydrogen, as well as the 
high intercalating temperatures, leads to the formation of local defects, and thus to the 
increase in the intensity of D and D+D’ peaks as well as the realisation of C-H modes. 
This can explain the creation of carbon-hydrogen bonds onto the layers of QFS 2LG. 
Previous studies of hydrogenated graphene[121], [124], [125] and hydrogenated 
amorphous and diamond-like carbon[121] demonstrated the formation of these bonds. 
The defective nature of QFS 2LG is also reflected in the transport properties with lower 
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mobilities (𝜇ℎ = 2260 𝑐𝑚
2/𝑉𝑠 at 𝑛ℎ = 1.1 × 10
13 𝑐𝑚2) compared to the QFS 1LG sam-
ple. Although SERS has proven to be a powerful technique to probe the Si-H and C-H 
bonds in the intercalated graphene, the question of the hydrogen position in QFS 2LG 
(top or in between of graphene layers) remains unanswered. Even though we do not 
have direct proof that hydrogen is placed between the SiC substrate and in between the 
layers (in the case of QFS 2LG), some observations point to this conclusion: i) The pres-
ence of  D and D+D’ peaks of the QFS 2LG compared to QFS 1LG in figure 4.7 (a) propose 
that C-H bonds (sp3 defects) only occur in the first case, where hydrogen penetrates 
between the layers; ii) The absence of the C-H peak in the QFS 1LG spectrum suggests 
that hydrogen bonds only to the Si atoms of the SiC substrate, while in QFS 2LG, hydro-
gen also penetrates between graphene layers; iii) Using x-ray diffraction and 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Tokarczyk et al. demonstrated that the inter-
layer spacing between the graphene layers was increased from 3.4 A  to 3.6 A  following 
intercalation[17], indicating the presence of hydrogen in between the graphene layers.  
 
Figure 4.7: (a) SERS spectra measured on the bare SiC substrate as a reference (black), as-
grown 1LG (red), QFS 1LG (green) and QFS 2LG (blue). The enhanced Si-H peak is an indi-
cation of successful passivation of the substrate Si atoms with hydrogen and the 
consequent intercalation of the graphene. The inset in the top right shows the fitting of the 
peak at ~2916 cm-1, which corresponds to the C-H bonds and D-D’ graphene mode. (b-d) 2D 
fitted peaks of as-grown 1LG, QFS 1LG and QFS 2LG, respectively. 
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Next, a detailed study of the QFS 1LG sample is presented, for further investiga-
tion of the scattering enhancement of MNPs of different sizes, placed in various 
locations (i.e. terraces and edges). For this purpose, the Raman maps of QFS 1LG sample 
figure 4.8 were assembled by mapping the Si-H and 2D peak intensity and shift of indi-
vidual spectra collected from a 30 x 30 μm area, with representative spectra displayed 
in figure 4.8 (d and e). The narrow and symmetrical 2D-peak of the black spectrum in 
figure 4.8 (d) is an indication of 1LG coverage of the terraces. However, this graphene 
layer exhibits some local charge inhomogeneities or strain[93], [94], due to the ~8 cm-
1 variations of the 2D-peak shift (figure 4.8 (c), enclosed dashed area and histogram 
inset). In addition to the variations of 2D-peak at the terraces, a small shift of ~6 cm-1 
is reported for spectra extracted in the vicinities of MNP #2 and #7. This is likely to be 
caused by convolution effects of the laser spot (due to the 50× objective used in this 
experiment, the laser spot size is ~1.02 μm) which exposes both 1 and 2LG at the ter-
races and terrace edges, respectively.   
As discussed in section 4.2, when graphene is grown on hexagonal SiC, addi-
tional graphene layers often appear at the terrace edges. Such 2LG inclusions can be 
seen in figure 4.8 (c) as elongated blue stripes, with the 2D-Peak indicated by blue. Fig-
ure 4.8 (e) demonstrates some representative spectra of 2LG obtained from the terrace 
edges. The 2D-peak (olive) collected from the location far away from an MNP and 
marked with Edge 1 is blue-shifted compared to 1LG. Furthermore, its asymmetric and 
broader line-shape suggests that the blue areas in figure 4.8 (c) are covered by 2LG 
(and possibly more layers). Furthermore, no graphene is observed in the black area, 
marked as SiC. 
Understanding of the size dependence of the scattering enhancement of 
MNPs[126], the classical Mie theory can be considered,  which is an analytical solution 
of Maxwell’s equations for spherical nanoparticles (without taking into account any 
quantum or chemical effects). Here, the particle is approximated as a dipole with the 
size of the order of the incident wavelength. The polarizability (α) is a function of the 
radius (r), dielectric permittivity (𝜀𝑚(𝜔)) of the MNP and surrounding medium (𝜀𝑑), 
[127]:  
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𝑎 = 4𝜋𝑟3  
𝜀𝑚(𝜔) − 𝜀𝑑
𝜀𝑚(𝜔) + 2𝜀𝑑
 (4. 1) 
At 𝜀𝑚(𝜔) = −2𝜀𝑑 , the condition for localized plasmon resonant (LPR) is satisfied and 
the scattering cross-section (𝑘𝑒𝑥𝑡 =  𝑘𝑠𝑐𝑎 + 𝑘𝑎𝑏𝑠) exceeds the geometrical cross-section 
of the MNP. For maximum enhancement the absorption coefficient 𝑘𝑎𝑏𝑠 =
2𝜋
𝜆
𝐼𝑚(𝛼), 
needs to be minimum, while the scattering coefficient,  𝑘𝑠𝑐𝑎 =
1
6𝜋
(
2𝜋
𝜆
)
4
|𝛼|2 needs to be 
maximum[127]. This means that  𝑘𝑠𝑐𝑎 is highly dependent on the size, surrounding me-
dium and incident wavelength. In this experiment, we are still able to achieve 
significant enhancement even though the size of the particle is much larger than the 
incident wavelength in our experiment3, due to the significant enhancement of electric 
field around the particle. In our experiments, larger particles result in higher scattering 
enhancement, as predicted by the theory. Focusing on both the Si-H and 2D-Peak, dif-
ferent size-dependent enhancement is observed in figure 4.8 (d and e), where the two 
peaks are plotted for different size MNPs. Maximum enhancement of the Si-H Raman 
signal is obtained for MNP #5 (orange spectrum of figure 4.8), where the Si-H peak is 
enhanced by ~7 times compared to the enhancement of MNP#4. In this case, MNP#5 
is ~1.3 times larger than MNP#4, as measured from the optical image.  
We further consider the Si-H peaks of the spectra collected near MNP #2, 7 
(1LG) and #5 (2LG), where Si-H peaks exhibit a characteristic broadening of the line 
shape, with a shoulder appearing to the left of the peaks (~2117 and 2128 cm-1 for MNP 
#7 and #5, respectively). One explanation for the origin of this asymmetry is the for-
mation of Si-H and Si-H2 bonds, which vibrate in symmetric and asymmetric modes, 
generating a peak that can be deconvoluted into two components[120], [128]–[130]. 
However, Sieber[131] and Seyller[78] et al. proposed an alternative explanation for 
this, which involves the different SiC terminations close to the edges. In their work, both 
authors described that one of the peak components is associated with the cubic 
termination of the SiC, whereas the other with hexagonal terminations. Another 
explanation might simply be due to convolution effects of the laser spot close to the 
edges, where the small shift results in the splitting of the Si-H peak. However, this is 
                                                        
3 The use of large particles was chosen so they will be optically visible, although larger enhancement 
is expected from larger particles.  
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beyond the scope of this study, as H-terminated SiC was extensively studied in the past. 
Lastly, it is worth noting that the confinement of the Si-H bond between additional 
graphene layers (at the edges) results in variations of  2117 cm-1 and 2132 cm-1[120]. 
 
Figure 4.8: Raman maps of (a) Si-H peak intensity, (b) 2D-peak intensity and (c) 2D-peak 
shift constructed by spectra obtained from the QFS 1LG sample. The green areas of 2D-
peak intensity and shift correspond to 1LG, while the blue stripes to 2LG (and potentially 
more layers). The histogram inset in (c) shows the variations in the 2D-peak shift on the 
terraces. (d, e) Individual Raman spectra collected from the marked areas of the maps on 
MNPs on (d) terraces and (e) edges. The Si-H peak fitting for MNP #7 and MNP #5 is shown 
in the insets of d and e. © IOP Publishing.  Reproduced with permission from [132].  All 
rights reserved. 
 
4.4 The effect of the substrate on Raman characteristics 
As discussed in section 2.4.1, Raman spectroscopy has been extensively used to 
characterise both structural and electrical properties of graphene, providing a non-in-
vasive method for graphene quality control. Here we apply the theoretical predictions, 
and experimental measurements of Lee et al. [115] as a guide to investigating the strain 
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and doping induced effects on scalable graphene samples such as as-grown and QFS 
1LG as well as CVD grown, transferred on Si/SiO2. This will provide a clear indication 
on which substrate is more suitable for high-quality graphene. The samples here have 
been grown with the same growth parameters as described in Appendix C. Figure 4.9 
(a) shows the G-2D relation of the data points extracted from the spatially resolved 
maps of the as-grown, QFS 1LG and mono-layer CVD graphene used previously in the 
chapter. Therefore, each data point in figure 4.9 (a) represents the G and 2D peak posi-
tion at a specific pixel of the Raman maps described in this chapter. The data clusters 
of each sample lie on the two sides of the black dashed line. The dashed black line run-
ning diagonally in figure 4.9 (a) represents the G-2D peak relation of undoped 
graphene, with the pristine suspended graphene indicated with blue (𝐺 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 =
1581.6 𝑐𝑚−1, 2𝐷 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 = 2678.6 𝑐𝑚
−1)[133]. The blue point of pristine graphene 
represents zero doping and unstrained graphene. Moving along the black dashed line 
is an indication of increase strain, with compressing stain (negative sign) increasing 
when moving in higher wavenumbers, while decreasing wavenumbers indicates tensile 
strain (positive sign)[115], [133]. Interestingly some data points appear on the left side 
of the dashed black line. Considering the wider FWHM of the 2D peak (figure 4.9 (c)), 
these data points (open circles) correspond to AB-stacked 2LG at the terrace edges of 
the SiC. However, these data points will be excluded from strain-doping analysis, as this 
model is valid for 1LG. This is also the reason for the points being more scattered, com-
pared to the CVD graphene. In the CVD sample, the 2LG islands are not AB-stacked, 
therefore all the data points form a relatively smaller cluster, compared to the graphene 
on SiC. Considering the histogram of figure 4.9 (c), it is clear that for both graphene 
samples on SiC, a second peak appears on larger FWHM values (65-80 cm-2) which is 
due to the much wider 2D peak of AB-stacked 2LG compared to the 1LG on the terraces. 
As discussed in section 4.1, the misalignment of the individual CVD-grown graphene 
layers with respect to each other, indicate that the 2LG islands behave as two individual 
decoupled layers, therefore no significant change in the 2D peak shape. Further analy-
sis of the FWHM histogram reveals that the QFS 1LG sample exhibits the sharpest 2D 
peak (on the 1LG), and therefore the highest quality. In addition to the strain of gra-
phene the G-2D relation provides important information about the doping of graphene. 
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Re-plotting the data of Das et al.[92] and Lee et al.[115], the guide for doping was con-
structed in figure 4.9 (b). Lee et al., demonstrated that increase in hole concentration 
leads to a linear increase in G-2D peak position (gold arrow). However, increase in elec-
tron concentration leads to a curved trajectory (purple arrow). The trajectories for n- 
and p- doping move upwards (downwards) for increase in compressive (tensile) strain. 
Nevertheless, this model is only valid for an estimation of carrier concentration, as for 
low doping levels (<5×1012 cm-2), it is challenging to distinguish between n- and p- type. 
Despite that, the G-2D relation can provide an approximate guide for quick and non-
invasive graphene characterisation of strain and doping of graphene samples.  
 
Figure 4.9: (a) G-2D relation of the three graphene samples: as-grown on SiC(0001) 
(black), QFS 1LG on SiC(0001) (red) and CVD on Si/SiO2 (green). The blue point is the origin 
of the relation and indicates un-strained, un-doped pristine graphene[133]. Datasets, 
which are outside the main clusters (open black and red circles), are excluded from the 
analysis, as they correspond to 2LG graphene present at the terrace edges (b) Carrier con-
centration and strain guide obtained from the data of Ref.[92] and [115], respectively. 
Moving along the black line is an indication of an increase in tensile and compressive 
strain. The trajectories for an increase in hole and electron concentration are displayed 
with gold and purple arrows. (c) Histograms of the 2D peak FWHM of the three samples. 
The FWHM of the 2D peak increases significantly for AB stacked 2LG. (d) Schematic 
representation of the structure for the three different graphene samples.  
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Following analysis of the black dataset (averaging the data points, excluding the 
open circles of the 2LG on the terrace edges) of the as-grown graphene on SiC(0001), 
the extracted strain and electron concentration was found to be 𝜀 ≈ 0.45% and 𝑛𝑒 ≈
5 × 1012 𝑐𝑚2, respectively (Table 4.3). In this case, the epitaxial graphene exhibits rel-
atively large compressive strain, which is comparable with values measured by Schmidt 
et al. [93]. Furthermore, the carrier concentration was found to be in a good agreement 
with magneto-transport measurements in the van der Pauw geometry (𝑛𝑒 ≈ 1.8 ×
1012 𝑐𝑚2). The G-2D data set for the QFS 1LG (excluding the open circles of the 2LG on 
the terrace edges), which was obtained by in-situ H2-itercalation of IFL, indicated lower 
compressive strain of 𝜀 ≈ 0.2%, while the hole concentration was estimated to be 𝑛ℎ ≈
2.5 × 1013𝑐𝑚24. Interestingly, this sample suffers from lower compressive strain, com-
pared to the as-grown sample, another indication of the quasi-free standing nature of 
this type of graphene. Similar analysis was done by Fromm et al. [134], but in this case 
the G-2D peak exhibits much lower values, therefore the large difference in strain and 
the presence of  SiN gate dielectric makes it difficult to compare. The dataset of the CVD 
grown graphene on Si/SiO2, lie very close to the QFS 1LG cluster and the compressive 
strain and carrier concentration were estimated to be  𝜀 ≈ 0.1% and 𝑛ℎ ≈ 2 ×
1013 𝑐𝑚2, respectively. Having investigated both the G-2D relation and FWHM of the 
different graphenes on different substrate, it is conclusive that QFS 1LG exhibits com-
parable compressive strain with CVD graphene on Si/SiO2, the sharpest 2D peak, 
superior carrier mobility (𝜇ℎ = 3900 𝑐𝑚
2/𝑉𝑠) and therefore the highest quality of the 
three.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                        
4 It is important to note that van der Pauw and Raman measurements were done on different days 
and therefore some discrepancy exists between the two techniques. Furthermore, van der Pauw 
transport is a more accurate method to measure carrier concentration, as it is a direct electrical meas-
urement of the carriers, whereas the G-2D peak analysis is based on measurements done on gated 
graphene on Si/SiO2.   
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Table 4.3: Estimated structural and electrical properties of the three samples, obtained by 
analysis of the G-2D relation of the main datasets clusters. The negative sign indicates elec-
trons.  
 
Average 
G peak 
position 
(cm-1) 
Average 
2D peak 
position 
(cm-1) 
Compressive 
strain  
 
(%) 
FWHM  
 
 
(cm-1) 
Doping from 
Raman  
 
(×1012 cm-2) 
 
Doping 
from 
transport 
(×1012 cm-2) 
 
As-grown 
on 
SiC(0001) 
1594 2716 0.45 38 -5.0 -1.8 
QFS 1LG on 
SiC(0001) 
1600 2696 0.20 23 25 13 
CVD on 
Si/SiO
2
 
1595 2690 0.15 35 20 19 
 
 
4.5 Concluding remarks 
The structural properties of graphene grown by different methods on a variety of 
substrates were investigated using Raman spectroscopy and mapping. In the first part 
of this chapter, the structural properties of CVD graphene transferred on Si/SiO2 have 
been studied, with attention given to the layer stacking. It has been shown that unlike 
AB-stacked graphene, where the 2D peak exhibits a characteristic asymmetric line 
shape, in CVD-grown graphene, the 2LG islands and even artificially transferred gra-
phene layers on top of each other, show no change in the line shape of the 2D peak. This 
makes layer assignment challenging, and additional techniques are needed for conclu-
sive results.   
In the second part of the chapter, the layer and interface structure of hydrogen in-
tercalated graphene on 4H-SiC(1000) was investigated, using a combination of Raman 
and SERS. The Raman studies proved that upon intercalation the 1LG had been trans-
formed into 2LG and, in general, the as-grown layers (n) have been transformed into 
(n+1)LG, as followed by conversion of the IFL into 1LG. We further study local structural 
and chemical properties of pristine and hydrogen intercalated graphene using SERS 
technique. Gold nanoparticles were deposited on the samples, to enhance the Raman 
signal of Si-H vibrational mode and study the effects of intercalation of graphene of dif-
ferent thicknesses. The as-grown sample demonstrated excellent quality of graphene 
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structure, with no Si-H peak present, signifying that the IFL is still covalently bonded 
to the substrate. Following hydrogen intercalation, the Si-H peak appeared, proving 
that hydrogen saturated the Si atoms of the SiC substrate and converted the IFL to QFS 
1LG. The use of SERS on the QFS 2LG revealed both the Si-H and the C-H peaks, suggest-
ing that hydrogen not only saturates the Si atoms of the substrate but in many areas 
also bonds to the graphene to form sp3 type defects, resulting in significant increase of 
the D-peak. Thus, surface enhanced Raman scattering provided a complete under-
standing of the underlying structure of quasi-free standing graphene and giving 
information on vibrational modes not observable using conventional Raman spectros-
copy. These observations conclude that the transformation of the IFL to QFS 1LG using 
hydrogen intercalation is the most promising route for the development of quasi-free 
standing graphene on SiC. 
Finally, the strain and doping induced effects of the substrate were investigated by 
analysing the G-2D peak position relation of as-grown, QFS 1LG and CVD graphene on 
Si/SiO2. This non-invasive method has been proved to be crucial for the quick 
characterisation of graphene. The analysis concluded that QFS 1LG exhibits the highest 
quality and the most promising properties. 
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Chapter 5  
Local work function measurements of graphene 
Despite conventional Raman spectroscopy being a great tool for investigating both 
the structural properties of graphene and providing guidance for doping, its limited 
spatial resolution (i.e. <300 nm size) has proven a drawback for investigating small 
structures. Photoelectron techniques such as ARPES and XPS [9] are powerful methods 
for the structural and electronic characterisation of graphene. However, their limited 
spatial resolution is still an issue. Recently optical microscopy techniques were 
employed for rapid identification of layer distribution[135]. Other promising 
techniques for both structural characterisation and electronic structure include low 
energy electron diffraction (LEED), low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM)[11] and 
photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM)[136], but these methods come at a 
significant drawback, as they all require UHV systems to operate, and are extremely 
surface sensitive, meaning that quick characterisation, as well as experiments 
mimicking real-life conditions,  can be problematic and often not possible. An 
alternative, complementary technique that can provide valuable information about lo-
cal electrical properties, such as surface potential, doping and work function as well as 
providing essential information about layer distribution down to ~20 nm spatial reso-
lution is Kelvin probe force microscopy[96]. KPFM has been previously employed for 
the identification of graphene layers as well as measuring the surface potential of the 
samples with nanometer resolution[97], [98], [137]–[139].  
 
5.1 Layer screening in CVD graphene on Si/SiO2 
Since CVD graphene transferred on Si/SiO2 is one of the most widely used gra-
phene types and the most promising for scalability, it is important to study this type of 
graphene using KPFM in order to fully understand the work function distribution and 
layer screening. In Chapter 4, Raman spectroscopy was employed for the investigation 
of the graphene structure and particularly the identification of graphene domains of 
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additional layers. However, due to the limited spatial resolution of the technique and 
the small size of the 2LG islands, the definitive identification of graphene layers was not 
conclusive. In this section, KPFM is employed to overcome this problem. Samples 
grown for experiments in this section are described in Appendix C. 
 An NT-MDT Ntegra Aura SPM system was employed, operating in single pass 
FM-KPFM mode to measure the local electronic properties of the samples (as described 
in section 2.4.2.2). Since FM-KPFM measures the surface potential (difference in work 
function between the tip and the sample), it provides a qualitative result, highly de-
pendent on the tip status. To calibrate the work function of the tip, freshly cleaved HOPG 
was used as a calibration sample. The work function of the HOPG was measured using 
UPS, and it was found to be ΦHOPG=4.48 eV5. The work function maps were constructed 
using ΦSample≈ΦTip-eUCPD, where ΦTip is the work function of the tip and UCPD the surface 
potential measured using FM-KPFM. 
 
Figure 5.1: (a) Topography and (b) work function maps of the mono-layer graphene. (c) 
Histogram of the work function map for the mono-layer graphene sample, showing lower 
work function for the 2LG islands. (d) Topography and (e) work function map of the bi-
layer graphene. (f) Histogram of the work function map for the bi-layer graphene, showing 
lower work function for the 2LG graphene islands. Reprinted from [112], Copyright (2016), 
with permission from Elsevier. 
 
                                                        
5 UPS experiments were performed by Steve Spencer at the National Physical Laboratory.  
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Figure 5.1 (a and b) shows the AFM topography and calibrated work function map 
of the mono-layer sample, respectively. The topography shows relatively clean gra-
phene surface. Also, some wrinkles are present, a result of the transfer procedure. 
Following the tip calibration, the work function map of figure 5.1 (b) was constructed. 
In the mono-layer area, some local inhomogeneities are observed of work function var-
iations of ~30 meV, probably due to the underlying substrate, known for inducing 
charge inhomogeneities[139], [140]. CVD graphene is known to be p-doped due to 
charges induced by the underlying native silicon oxide layer[141], [142].  
The most prominent feature of this map is a 2LG island in the centre. During the CVD 
growth, defects on the Cu foil act as nucleation points for graphene growth. When the 
Cu foil is completely covered with mono-layer, additional graphene layers appear in 
these areas, due to the faster growth dynamics. The histogram in figure 5.1(c) is used 
to extract the work function for the mono-layer and 2LG island. In this case, the work 
functions are 𝛷𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜−𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 = 5.44 ± 0.06 𝑒𝑉  and 𝛷2𝐿𝐺
𝐼𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 5.32 ± 0.06 𝑒𝑉, in which 
case 𝛷𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜−𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 > 𝛷2𝐿𝐺
𝐼𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑 , an indication of lower hole concentration.  
To investigate the lower work function of the 2LG islands compared to the mono-
layer graphene, in a separate experiment, a bi-layer stack was transferred on a Si/SiO2 
substrate, to mimic the 2LG islands (as these are twisted with respect to each other, as 
concluded in section 4.1.1).  From magneto-transport measurements, the hole concen-
tration is found to decrease with increasing number of layers. In our experiments, the 
carrier concentration of mono- and bi-layer graphene were found to be 𝑛ℎ
𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜𝐿 = 1.8 ×
1013 𝑐𝑚−2 and 𝑛ℎ
𝑏𝑖𝐿 = 9.8 × 1012 𝑐𝑚−2, respectively. The measurements for the bi-layer 
sample are shown in figure 5.1 (d-e). The topography of the sample (figure 5.1(d)) 
shows significant contamination both on top of the graphene stack, but also in between 
the layers. The identification of contamination in between the layers was evaluated us-
ing a control experiment, where contact mode AFM was used to clean a small area on 
the sample. In this case, the contamination on the top of the surface was removed and 
accumulated at the edges of the square scan, whereas the contamination in between 
the layers was not removed. Similarly, to the mono-layer case, most of the substrate is 
now covered by a bi-layer graphene stack, with few layer graphene islands (indicated 
as 3-4LG in the work function map) appear. Even though proper layer assignment to 
these areas is not possible (because some of the bottom layer islands are overlaid with 
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the islands of the top layer), the work function of the bi-layer was measured to be 
𝛷2𝐿𝐺
𝐵𝑖−𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 = 5.31 ± 0.06  𝑒𝑉, which is again lower than the mono-layer, but very similar 
to the 2LG islands of the previous sample (𝛷2𝐿𝐺
𝐼𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 5.32 ± 0.06 𝑒𝑉).  The lower work 
function of both as-grown 2LG islands and artificially constructed bi-layer stack is ex-
plained by the partial screening of the hole doping induced by the substrate charges 
(by the bottom layer), as a result lowering the hole concentration of the top graphene 
layer. Similar observations were made in other works using KPFM on graphene 
flakes[143], magneto-transport measurements[144] and scanning photocurrent mi-
croscopy[114].  
 
5.2 Work function distribution in graphene on SiC(0001) 
One of the most promising routes for wafer-scale graphene growth is epitaxial gra-
phene on SiC. As discussed in section 2.3.2, epitaxial growth on SiC(0001) has been 
widely used for growth of high-quality graphene. However, layer uniformity is still an 
issue, with 2LG and often more layers appearing in defective areas of the samples, such 
as terrace edges. Here, we use KPFM as a technique that can be utilised either in 
ambient conditions or in vacuum to produce calibrated work function maps, quickly, 
without the need of UHV systems, and at the same time provide information of the layer 
distribution of epitaxial graphene with resolutions only dependent by the tip apex.  In 
these experiments two type of samples will be investigated namely: 1) as-grown and 2) 
ex-situ H2-intercalated, as described in Appendix C. 
The graphene samples were studied using a Bruker Dimension Icon scanning probe 
microscope to investigate the surface potential in ambient conditions in single-pass 
FM-KPFM mode. The work function of the PFQNE-AL tip (ΦTIP) was calibrated against 
a gold reference sample using the approximation ΦTip≈ΦAu+eUCPD (figure 5.2 (d)), where 
the work function of gold ΦAu=4.99 eV was measured using ultra-violet photoelectron 
spectroscopy.  
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Figure 5.2: (a) Topography and (b) work function map of the as-grown sample. (c) Surface 
potential histogram fitted with three contrast levels. (d) Schematic representation of the 
quantitative work function measurement technique. (e) Schematic representation of en-
ergy band diagrams for 1LG, 2LG and 3LG.[145] 
 
The van der Pauw technique on the as-grown sample measured carrier concentra-
tion and electron mobility of 𝜇𝑒 = 1370 𝑐𝑚
2/𝑉𝑠 at 𝑛𝑒 = 1.8 × 10
12 𝑐𝑚2, respectively. 
By calibrating the work function of the atomic force microscopy (AFM) tip (𝛷𝑇𝑖𝑝 =
4.53 ±  0.05 eV , figure 5.2 (d)), the work function map in figure 5.2 (b) was generated. 
The histogram in figure 5.2 (c) was used to further assess the different contrast levels. 
The work function map revealed SiC terraces are covered by a continuous layer of 1LG 
with 𝛷1𝐿𝐺 = 4.79 ±  0.03 eV. 2LG islands, which are formed due to substrate prepara-
tion or growth conditions, additionally decorate these terraces. 2LG also covers a small 
portion of the terrace edges (revealed by a narrow band in top left corner of figure 5.2 
(b) with 𝛷2𝐿𝐺 = 4.61 ±  0.05 eV, while most of them are covered with 3LG (demon-
strating the darkest contrast) 𝛷3𝐿𝐺 = 4.51 ±  0.08 eV. Calculation of the difference in 
work function (𝛥𝛷) between different layers will further assist the comparison with 
the ex-situ intercalated samples. The difference in the work function between 1LG and 
2LG is 𝛥𝛷1−2 = −127 𝑚𝑒𝑉 and between 2LG and 3LG 𝛥𝛷2−3 = −51 𝑚𝑒𝑉. The energy 
band diagrams of 1LG, 2LG and 3LG in figure 5.2 (e) show the corresponding work func-
tions. The number of graphene layers was confirmed by correlating the Raman 
characteristics in section 4.2.1 with the work function maps.  
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Figure 5.3: (a) Topography and (b) work function map of the ex-situ intercalated graphene 
sample. (c) Surface potential histogram fitted with three components. (d) Schematic 
representation of energy band diagrams for 2LG and 3LG. (e) Schematic representation of 
the transformation process of the as-grown graphene layer structure to quasi-free stand-
ing epitaxial graphene.[145] 
The ex-situ intercalation of the as-grown sample transformed the sample to p-
doped one as determined using Hall effect in the van der Pauw geometry. The carrier 
concentration and mobility for this sample are 𝜇ℎ = 4540 𝑐𝑚
2/𝑉𝑠 at 𝑛ℎ = 1.5 ×
1013 𝑐𝑚2 (i.e. more than three times greater than the as-grown sample for much higher 
carrier concentrations), respectively. The decoupling of the graphene layers from the 
substrate, resulted in significant increase in mobility, with the mean free path, as meas-
ured in ambient conditions, was increased from 21 nm in the case of as-grown to 205 
nm following intercalation. Phonon and impurity scattering was the main mechanism 
for the mobility reduction in the case of the as-grown graphene[14], [15], where in the 
case of QFSG, the only possible mechanism for mobility degradation is Coulomb scat-
tering from charged impurities[15], [77]. The transformation of the graphene from 
electron to hole-doped provides evidence of the successful intercalation of the sample.  
Further examination of the work function map of the intercalated sample was 
needed to comprehend the hydrogen intercalation process. For this, the map in figure 
5.3 (b) was produced and shows substantial changes from the as-grown sample. Taking 
into consideration the three contrast levels (of the histogram in figure 5.3 (c)) and 
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correlating the three different regions with the Raman maps presented in section 4.2.1, 
it is deduced that the terraces are now completely covered with continuous 2LG and 
the previously observed 2LG and 3LG features (islands and terrace edges) are now 
transformed into 3LG and 4LG, respectively. Although the exact mechanism for hydro-
gen diffusion under the graphene layers is still under debate, most probably, when the 
sample is annealed at temperatures around 1100 °C in a hydrogen environment, the 
terrace edges act as entering sites for the H2 molecule where it is more energetically 
favourable[124]. The hydrogen molecule will then break the Si-C bonds and form Si-H 
bonds instead, which will decouple and lift the IFL from the SiC substrate[17] and con-
vert it to 1LG.  The spontaneous polarisation of the substrate is a possible explanation 
for the hole-doping of the QFSG as previously demonstrated by Seyller’s group [82], 
[83]. The work functions for the different graphene layers was measured to 𝛷2𝐿𝐺 =
4.98 ±  0.03 eV and 𝛷3𝐿𝐺 = 5.07 ±  0.04 eV, respectively. The schematic diagram of 
the energy band structure for 2LG and 3LG of intercalated graphene in figure 5.3 (d) 
shows the calibrated work function measurements. The Fermi energy crosses the 
charge neutrality point, thus, altering the conductivity from n-type to p-type as shown 
by the significant increase in work function as compared to the as-grown sample. 
 
5.3 Concluding remarks 
In this chapter, we presented the studies of the local electronic properties of CVD 
grown graphene transferred on Si/SiO2 as well as epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001). In 
the case of CVD graphene on Si/SiO2, the samples were found to be p-doped, due to the 
charges induced by the native silicon oxide underlying the graphene layers. However, it 
was found that the carrier density of additional graphene layers was decreased, com-
pared to the mono-layer graphene. KPFM and local work function measurements 
proved to be an excellent tool for these investigations. Using local work function meas-
urements of both the mono- and bi-layer CVD graphene on Si/SiO2, it was demonstrated 
that the first underlying graphene layer in the bi-layer stack screens the charges in-
duced by the native silicon oxide, a mechanism that is responsible for the lower hole 
concentration of the bi-layer graphene. 
Furthermore, the effects of the H2-intercalation of graphene on 4H-SiC(0001) on the 
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local (surface potential and work function) and global electronic (carrier concentration 
and mobility)  properties were investigated. Van der Pauw transport measurements on 
the as-grown sample revealed n-type doping with the typical mobility of μe≈1370 
cm2/V s. Following the ex-situ intercalation of the graphene sample, carriers switched 
to holes, along with a significant increase in mobility, μh≈4540 cm2/V s. The FM-KPFM 
measurements of the as-grown sample revealed that the SiC terraces are covered by 
1LG, and further decorated with 2LG islands and 2-3LG at the edges. The calibrated 
work function measurements also indicated a decrease in work function as the number 
of layers increased. In contrast, the intercalated sample demonstrated a significant in-
crease in the work function (compared to the as-grown), with the Fermi energy 
crossing the Dirac point, indicating hole conduction, a result which was verified using 
magneto-transport measurements. The transformation of the interface between the SiC 
and graphene, which converted the IFL to the first layer of QFSG led to the significant 
increase of carrier mean free path, i.e. up to 205 nm compared to 21 nm in the case of 
the as-grown sample. This is a clear indication that the scattering induced by the sub-
strate was reduced upon intercalation.  
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Chapter 6  
Water-graphene interactions 
In this chapter, the water-graphene interaction and the effect of water on graphene’s 
electronic properties are presented. The aim of this work is to cover aspects regarding 
the response of graphene (synthesised using scalable methods such as chemical vapour 
deposition (CVD) and epitaxially growth on SiC) on different substrates (Si/SiO2, 
SiC(0001)), as well as  H2-intercalated graphene on SiC(0001)) to water and outline the 
importance of proper encapsulation of graphene-based devices, we will also examine 
appropriate calibration methods of gas sensors. Moreover, we emphasise that when 
routine characterisation for carrier concentration and mobility is performed (often 
presented as figures-of-merit), it is essential to outline the environmental condition of 
the graphene sample, as these electrical characteristics rely heavily on the adsorbed 
molecules and the surrounding environment. 
 
6.1 Introduction and literature review 
The electronic properties of graphene (i.e. carrier concentration, mobility, re-
sistance and work function) were found to be susceptible to adsorbed molecules and 
variations of the environmental conditions[111], [146]. In particular, water and other 
species, found in ambient air can be physisorbed by graphene[147]. However, the gra-
phene-water interactions are highly dependent on the hydrophilicity of the graphene 
surface. For example, clean mono-layer graphene is considered hydrophilic, however, 
as the number of graphene layers increases, the graphene becomes more hydropho-
bic[148], [149]. Nevertheless, because of its two-dimensional nature, most of the 
applications require graphene to be placed on a substrate. Rafiee et al. established that 
graphene wetting properties are transparent to the wetting properties of the underly-
ing substrate[150]. However, Shih et al. demonstrated that graphene is only partially 
transparent to the wetting properties of the underlying substrate, in which case the 
wetting transparency of graphene breaks down when it is placed on superhydrophobic 
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and superhydrophilic substrates[151]. When only a few layers of graphene are con-
cerned (i.e. 1-3LG), variations in the local carrier concentration and work function can 
significantly influence their wetting properties and therefore water adsorption. Since 
graphene thickness variations are common on large-scale graphene and water is the 
most abundant dipolar adsorbate under ambient conditions, it is crucial to investigate 
how water molecules interact with graphene of different thickness and charge as well 
as for different substrates. Until now, significant effort has been dedicated to both the-
oretical[152]–[155] and experimental[23], [111], [156]–[159] investigations of water 
on graphitic surfaces to elucidate the water-graphene interaction. 
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations show contradictions when differ-
ent graphene-water systems are considered. Some studies showed that the adsorbed 
water molecules have a minimal effect on the electronic structure of pristine gra-
phene[21], whereas others demonstrate that different charge transfer between the H2O 
molecule and graphene could occur for different orientations of the water mole-
cule[155], [160]. Even when the water molecule location and the quantity of water 
molecules were considered, the outcomes varied dramatically[152], [160].  The for-
mation of an energy gap of the order of 20-30 meV when graphene is fully covered with 
water molecules was also predicted by Ribeiro et al. [161], demonstrating that even the 
band structure of graphene can be significantly altered due to adsorbed molecules. 
Leenaerts et al. established that charge transfer from graphene to water occurs 
when the H atoms point towards the graphene, but the direction of the charge transfer 
is reversed when the O atom points to the graphene[155]. In a subsequent work[160], 
the same group demonstrated that charge transfer from a single molecule to the gra-
phene would have an insignificant effect on the carrier concentration, and therefore the 
resistance of graphene will not change significantly. However, in contrast to a single 
water cluster, where the water dipole moments have small average dipole moment (due 
to cancelling out of dipoles of different orientations), when a large concentration of 
water molecules is considered (ice-like formation), the dipole moments of the 
individual water molecules accumulate, leading to a larger effective doping of 
graphene[160]. In another study by Freitas et al.[152], similar observations were made. 
In their DFT studies, it was established that the orientation of water molecules 
influences the charge transfer mechanism, such that, for small water aggregates with 
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configurations where the oxygen atom is pointing toward the surface, the charge trans-
fer occurs preferentially from water to graphene[152]. The same study shows that for 
larger adsorbed clusters, charge transfer systematically occurs from graphene to water. 
In a more recent work, Ho et al. demonstrated that the orientation of the water mole-
cule with respect the underlying graphene also depends on the initial charge of 
graphene layer[162]. When negatively charged graphene was considered, the OH bonds 
pointed towards the graphene layer, whereas the opposite effect was observed for pos-
itively charged graphene[162]. The orientation of the water molecule with respect to 
the graphene layer will, of course, influence the overall dipole moment and therefore 
the effective doping of graphene. The effect of water orientation on the average doping 
of graphene was also demonstrated recently both experimentally and theoretically by 
Hong at al. [158]. 
A more realistic scenario was investigated by Wehling et al., where the graphene 
is placed on a SiO2 substrate[21]. In this study, Wehling demonstrated that graphene 
placed on a defective substrate (i.e. SiO2), is more likely to be affected by water and that 
the underlying substrate can strongly influence the effects of water on graphene by cre-
ating dipole moments[21]. More recent works were focused on simulating the wetting 
behaviour of graphene. Using Born-Oppenheim quantum molecular dynamics (QMD), 
Li et al. demonstrated that the graphene-water contact angle is 87°[163]. Furthermore, 
Shih et al. showed that the complete wetting transparency of graphene to the underly-
ing substrate is only valid in certain cases, for example, when superhydrophobic and 
superhydrophilic substrates are considered, this assumption is no longer valid[151]. 
More complex systems were recently simulated by Driskill et al.[164], where the gra-
phene-water contact angle was found to be 7° lower, when a water layer was placed 
underneath the graphene, compared to water only present on top. Last but not least, 
the work of Song et al. established that water layer confined between two graphene 
layers of 4.5 A  distance donates electrons to graphene, while opposite charge transfer 
occurs when the distance between the graphene layers is further reduced to 4 A [165]. 
The last two works are of vital importance, when real-life scenarios are considered, 
where graphene transfer is done in ambient conditions, and water layer is trapped be-
tween the graphene layers and substrate.  
Despite the great computational theory predicting charge transfer and wettabil-
ity of graphene under different simulated conditions, it was shown that even different 
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computational models could lead to various outcomes, such as binding energies[166]. 
This is an important parameter to be considered when simulation calculations are 
conducted, therefore pairing the simulating results with experimental evidence is es-
sential. Furthermore, more complex mechanisms are involved compared to the simple 
interaction of graphene with a water molecule, like for example, through the water-
substrate interaction[21] and graphene ripples[167].   
Experimentally, it was shown that the intrinsic doping level and mobility of field 
effect devices vary widely and their field-effect characteristics exhibit hysteresis behav-
iour under ambient conditions[168]–[170]. Studies concerned with the effect of 
ambient air exposure on the electronic properties of graphene have primarily consid-
ered two key molecular species in the air: oxygen and water. As such, unintentional 
hole-type of graphene doping under the influence of ambient O2 molecules, well known 
to exhibit a rich variety of chemical interactions with aromatic hydrocarbons was 
demonstrated[171]–[173]. Some of these studies were shown that there is also an in-
timate relationship between the effective hole-type doping of graphene in ambient 
conditions and the supporting SiO2 and mica substrates, also identifying the O2/H2O 
redox couple as the mechanism responsible for air doping[173]–[175]. Water, for ex-
ample, is shown to be problematic for the operation of graphene-based field effect 
transistors (GFET). Xu et al. attributed the well-known hysteresis effect of GFETs trans-
ferred on Si/SiO2 substrate to a trapped water layer between the substrate and 
graphene, resulting in an O2/H2O redox process, which shifts the Dirac point during 
gating[176]. Despite current technological advantages demonstrating an ability to suc-
cessfully encapsulate the graphene devices and prevent their degradation in ambient 
humidity[177]–[179], it is still crucial to eliminate any trapped water layer between 
substrate and graphene (potentially using high-temperature annealing in inert gas or 
preferably vacuum). Furthermore, it was found that such factors as the type of 
graphene used (mechanically exfoliated, CVD- or epitaxially grown, graphene oxide 
(GO) and reduced GO (RGO)), its thickness[149], [150] and the underlying 
substrate[158], [160], [180] are crucial factors for the different response of graphene 
to water. It was shown that the response of epitaxial graphene on SiC, as measured by 
changes in work function and carrier density, is strongly dependent on its thickness, 
with 1LG being the most sensitive to water adsorption and change in the 
environment[111], [156]. In the case of GO and RGO it was demonstrated that their 
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response to water is largely independent of the material thickness. However, the 
supporting substrate plays a crucial role in the interaction with water, with Pt making 
both GO and reduced GO (RGO) insensitive to humidity variations[181]. Borini et al. 
exploited the sensitivity of GO to water by developing an ultrafast graphene oxide (GO) 
flexible humidity sensor with 30 ms response and recovery times[157]. The fabrication 
process for such sensor involves the simple spraying of GO flakes on a PET substrate, 
with resulting performance identical to a commercial humidity sensor. Furthermore, 
Smith et al. demonstrated a humidity sensor developed using CVD-grown graphene 
transferred on Si/SiO2 substrate. In that work, the sensor was tested in the range of 1-
95% R.H. and demonstrated 0.6 and 0.4 s response and recovery times, respectively (at 
room temperature). The simple design of this resistive humidity sensor can offer a scal-
able and yet low-cost technology capable of integration with back-end-of-the-line 
semiconductor technologies[159].  
The wetting properties of graphene were investigated since the isolation of the 
first flakes with results ranging from hydrophilic to hydrophobic graphene, without a 
clear answer. However, the reason for this discrepancy is due to several factors, such as 
the thickness of graphene[149], the underlying substrate[150] as well as the doping 
induced by it[158], [180]. X-ray reflectivity, revealed a hydrophobic character for gra-
phene as evidenced on the macroscale by a large contact angle, up to 93°, between a 
water droplet and graphene surface[182]. On the contrary, studies involving contact-
angle measurements coupled with infrared spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy investigations showed that intrinsic graphene is mildly hydrophilic but 
the exposure to volatile hydrocarbons commonly present in air, lowers its surface en-
ergy making it more hydrophobic[183]. Graphene’s wetting properties were also 
studied by Rafiee et al. by measuring the WCA between various substrates and gra-
phene[150]. In this study, it was found that the contact angle between graphene-coated 
substrates (Si, Au, and Cu) and water, only changes slightly compared to the bare sub-
strates (figure 6.1 (a)), indicating the wetting transparency of graphene. The WCA, 
however, increased when more graphene layers were overlaid on the substrates so that 
the coating became more hydrophobic (figure 6.1 (b)[150].  
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Figure 6.1: (a) WCA measurements of Au (yellow) and Si (grey) substrates. (b) WCA meas-
urements of Cu substrate and Cu covered with graphene of different thicknesses. Adapted 
by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Materials [150], copyright (2012). 
(c) Adhesion map and (d) force-distance curves of epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) ob-
tained by CFM, obtained from Ref. [149]. 
 
This demonstrates that regarding its hydrophobicity a multilayer graphene surface will 
behave as graphite. However, as the number of layers decreases, i.e. one- and two- layer 
graphene (1LG and 2LG, respectively), the graphene-coated surface will act less hydro-
phobic.  It was also postulated that the contact angle of graphene is dependent on both 
the water-graphene and water-substrate interaction, resulting in different degrees of 
wetting transparency of graphene[184]. As such, graphene is more transparent to wet-
ting on hydrophilic substrates but opaque to wetting on hydrophobic substrates. The 
importance of substrate and particularly of substrate-induced doping was highlighted 
in a recent work by Hong at al., where the hydrophilicity of CVD graphene was 
modulated by applying an electric field (back gating)[158]. In these experiments, the 
authors showed that the WCA between graphene and the Si/SiO2 substrate can be 
tuned from 78° to 60° simply by applying a back gate, and thus shifting the Fermi level 
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from n- to p-type (figure 6.2). The important implication of this is the experimental 
demonstration that the wettability of graphene is strongly dependent on the doping 
induced by the underlying substrate, even if structurally there are no changes[158]. 
Considering both the measurements on different substrates and same substrate (where 
the doping is varied) it is clear that the wetting properties of graphene greatly depend 
on both the wetting properties of the underlying substrate as well as the doping in-
duced by it.  
 
Figure 6.2: Shifting the Fermi level of CVD graphene on Si/SiO2 from n- to p-type leads to 
the change of WCA between graphene and water from 78° to 60°. WCA measurements often 
exhibit an error of ±2°. Reprinted with permission from [158]. Copyright (2016) American 
Chemical Society. 
 
As described before, WCA measurements are the most commonly used tech-
niques to evaluate the wettability of graphene. This technique has been proven to be 
dominant due to its simplicity. Nevertheless, WCA measurement can only be done on 
macroscopic scale, thus averaging graphene domains of different size and not account-
ing for thickness inhomogeneity. To overcome this problem, Munz et al. employed a 
technique based on chemical force microscopy (CFM) to measure the force-distance 
curves occurring between a chemical functionalized (covered with a hydrophobic 
layer) scanning tip and the epitaxial graphene/SiC(0001) sample immersed in de-ion-
ized water[149]. These results are presented in figure 6.1 (c), demonstrating a smaller 
adhesion force between the 1LG and hydrophobic tip compared to 2LG. These local mi-
croscopic scale measurements prove that 2LG is more hydrophobic compared to 1LG 
on SiC[149].  
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6.2 Epitaxial and quasi-freestanding graphene on SiC(0001) 
Despite the high quality of epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001), several intrinsic and 
extrinsic factors are responsible for altering the electronic properties. For example, the 
IFL - a mixture of sp2 and sp3 carbon bonds - which lies between the graphene layers 
and the substrate is responsible for the electron doping observed in as-grown epitaxial 
graphene. In addition to n-doping, the IFL is also responsible for lowering the mobility 
of the graphene layers significantly due to scattering mechanisms, explained in previ-
ous chapters. However, this may be overcome by H2-intercalation, a process which 
transforms the IFL to a new QFS 1LG, effectively decoupling it from the SiC substrate, 
eliminating the n-doping and increasing the mobility dramatically.   In addition to 
substrate-induced doping, graphene on SiC is extrinsically doped by atmospheric do-
pants, such as O2[111], H2O[111], [156] and NO2[111]. Samples grown for experiments 
in this section are described in Appendix C. 
6.2.1 Magneto-transport measurements in the van der Pauw geometry 
For the magneto-transport measurements, the custom-made system described 
in section 3.3.2 was used. Carrier concentration and mobility were calculated by apply-
ing a DC (IB = 100 μA) bias and measuring the voltage drop in the different 
configurations, as shown in figure 6.3. The magnetic field used in these experiments 
was BAC=5 mT. The resistance and Hall voltage measurements were done using a DVM 
and LIA, respectively.  
6.2.2 Water contact angle measurements 
Water contact angle (WCA) measurements were performed in ambient condi-
tions by depositing 120 μL of water on the non-patterned graphene samples using a 
Kruss EasyDrop system. Both the as-grown and QFS 1LG samples were cleaned by vac-
uum annealing (~12 hours) and kept in vacuum prior the measurements to minimise 
any surface contamination. 
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Figure 6.3: Schematic of the experimental set-up used for simultaneous measurements of 
the surface potential (work function) and transport characteristics in the environmental 
SPM chamber. The red contour shows the environmental enclosure.[185]  
 
6.2.3 Water-induced doping on graphene on SiC(0001): magneto-transport 
measurements 
Firstly, the effects of water on the global magneto-transport properties of graphene 
on SiC(0001) will be investigated. In ambient, the as-grown sample exhibits electron 
concentration of ne=3.1×1012 cm-2. The reason for the electron doping in epitaxial gra-
phene was discussed in section 2.3.2. Scattering due to the IFL is the limiting factor of 
mobility, which was measured to be μe=866 cm2/Vs. When the samples were annealed 
in vacuum (P=1×10-5 mbar) at ~160 °C for ~10 hours, the electron concentration was 
further increased to ne=1.18×1013 cm-2, due to desorption of atmospheric p-dopants, 
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such as water. However, the mobility only changed marginally to μe=870 cm2/Vs. This 
exposes two competing mechanisms, which are involved in changing the mobility on 
as-grown graphene. The first mechanism is related to the electron-electron interac-
tions, which in vacuum increase significantly due to the increase in electron 
concentration. The second mechanism is purely due to impurity scattering from ad-
sorbed molecules such as water, which in the case of vacuum are desorbed, thus 
improving the mobility. The marginal increase in mobility in vacuum indicates that the 
net outcome of the two mechanisms is almost the same. The summarised measure-
ments are displayed in figure 6.4 (a) and Table 6.1.  
 
 
Table 6.1: Summary of the humidity-induced changes of carrier concentration (×1012 cm-2) 
and mobility (cm2/Vs) with respect to the vacuum and nitrogen states. ↑/↓ symbols notified 
the increased/decreased values as compared to the vacuum or nitrogen stage. 
 Difference with vacuum stage Difference with nitrogen stage 
Stage ΔneAs-
grown  
ΔμeAs-
grown  
ΔnhQFS 
1LG      
ΔμhQFS 
1LG  
ΔneAs-
grown  
ΔμeAs-
grown  
ΔnhQFS 
1LG    
ΔμhQFS 
1LG  
20% R.H. ↓ 1.15 ↑ 103 ↑ 1.7 ↓ 1117 ↓ 0.35 ↑ 39 ↑ 0.76 ↓ 102 
40% R.H. ↓ 1.26 ↑ 101 ↑ 2.05 ↓ 1154 ↓ 0.46 ↑ 37 ↑ 1.11 ↓ 139 
60% R.H. ↓ 1.41 ↑ 91 ↑ 2.31 ↓ 1178 ↓ 0.61 ↑ 27 ↑ 1.37 ↓ 163 
80% R.H. ↓ 1.63 ↑ 78 ↑ 2.54 ↓ 1193 ↓ 0.83 ↑ 14 ↑ 1.60 ↓ 178 
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Figure 6.4: (a) Carrier concentration (black) and mobility (red) at various humidity lev-
els for as-grown (squares, bottom panel) and QFS 1LG (circles, top panel). (b, c) Carrier 
mobility as a function of carrier concentration for (b) as-grown and (c) QFS for various 
humidity levels. Insets in (b, c) show the water contact angle measurements performed 
in ambient conditions.  
 
Subsequently to cooling down the sample in vacuum, high purity N2 was used to 
bring the chamber to atmospheric pressure and to be used as a reference point for fol-
lowing measurements. Despite the high purity and inert nature of N2, there is a notable 
decrease in the electron concentration6.  Following the N2 stage, 20% R.H. was intro-
duced into the chamber, decreasing the electron concentration by 0.35×1012 cm-2. The 
                                                        
6 The change in carrier concentration is possibly caused by impurities transferred from the plastic 
pipes, regardless of intense flushing. 
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decrease in electron concentration resulted, and therefore the decrease in electron-
electron interactions increased the mobility by 4%, compared to the previous N2 stage, 
due to decreased electron concentration and partial neutralisation of the Coulomb scat-
tering centres in the IFL by water reducing their scattering potentials[111]. The 
decrease in electron concentration is a clear indication that water acts as a p-dopant on 
graphene on SiC(0001), as also observed by Giusca et al. [156] and Panchal et al. [111]. 
However, despite the further increase in humidity, up to 80% R.H., only moderate de-
crease in electron concentration was observed, reaching ~ne=1.01×1013 cm-2 (~7.2% 
reduction, compared to the nitrogen stage). The carrier concentration-mobility relation 
for various humidity levels is presented in figure 6.4 (b). Here, a linear decrease in car-
rier mobility with increased mobility (for ranges of 20-80% R.H.) was measured, 
despite the decrease in electron concentration. A suggested mechanism for the 
decrease in mobility with increase humidity is due to Coulomb and impurity scattering 
owed to the presence of a water layer on the graphene surface. A schematic represen-
tation of the doping effects of substrate and water on graphene is shown in figure 
6.5(a).  
 
Figure 6.5: Schematic representation of the graphene structure and charge transfer for 
(a) as-grown and (b) QFS 1LG. 
 
In ambient conditions, the QFS 1LG sample, obtained by in-situ H2-intercalation of 
the IFL, exhibited hole concentration and mobility of nh=6.43×1012 cm-2 and μh=3700 
cm2/Vs (figure 6.4 (a)), which are much superior than the properties of the as-grown 
graphene. Similarly, to the as-grown graphene, annealing the QFS 1LG in vacuum in 
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similar conditions, decreased the hole concentration and increased the mobility to 
nh=1.67×1012 cm-2 and μh=4726 cm2/Vs, respectively. 
Following annealing, in vacuum, the sample was left to cool down to ~50°C7, and 
then dry nitrogen was introduced into the chamber. The nitrogen had a similar effect 
on the carrier concentration, as in the case of the as-grown sample, i.e. increasing the 
hole concentration. Introducing 20% R.H. in the chamber had a pronounced effect on 
the electronic properties of QFS 1LG. The hole concentration was increased to 
nh=3.37×1012 cm-2, whereas the carrier mobility decreased to μh=3600 cm2/Vs (figure 
6.4(a)). Remarkably, the change in carrier concentration in QFS 1LG about twice as 
much when compared to the as-grown sample at 20% R.H. Further increase in humid-
ity up to 80%, resulted in progressively increase in hole concentration, reaching 
nh=4.2×1012 cm-2. This amounts to a total increase of 1.6×1012 cm-2 in hole concentra-
tion, with respect to the nitrogen stage. Comparing the changes of carrier concentration 
in the two types of graphene on SiC(0001), it is clear that QFS 1LG exhibits a two-fold 
larger increase in sensitivity to water, compared to the as-grown graphene (1.60×1012 
cm-2, compared to 0.83×1012 cm-2). This indicated that both the underlying substrate, 
interface and substrate-induced doping are responsible for the enhanced sensitivity of 
graphene to water. Wehling et al. previously demonstrated that underlying defects in 
the Si/SiO2 substrate play a crucial role in the wettability of graphene[21]. Further-
more, Ashraf et al. managed to tune the wettability of graphene by engineering the 
interface between graphene and Si/SiO2[180]. Most importantly, Hong et al., recently 
demonstrated that it is possible to tune the water affinity, by tuning the graphene dop-
ing using a back gate[158]. In their experiment, p-doped graphene became more 
hydrophilic compared to n-type graphene, due to the change of the water molecule ori-
entation with respect to the graphene surface. In the case of QFS 1LG, the substrate-
induced p-doping is proposed as a mechanism for the enhanced sensitivity to water, 
compared to as-grown graphene. SP occurs in dielectric crystals where the stacking se-
quence is altered (such as hexagonal polytypes of SiC, i.e. 4H or 6H). When the surface 
translational symmetry of the alternative stack layers breaks, the individual dipoles of 
each stacked layer add up, resulting in a polarisation field, generating a surface negative 
                                                        
7 The higher temperature, compared to room temperature are due to heating of the surrounding elec-
tromagnet coil.  
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pseudo-charge. This negative pseudo-charge results in depletion of the electrons in the 
QFS 1LG and therefore p-doping of the graphene[82], [83], [85]. This p-doping of the 
QFS 1LG allows the water molecule to orient at a different angle (compared to the 
electron-doped as-grown graphene). As a result, the graphene exhibits lower hydro-
phobicity and therefore higher effective doping (as also demonstrated by Hong et al. for 
n- and p-type graphene on Si/SiO2[158]). Water contact angle (WCA) measurements in 
ambient were performed to support this hypothesis. The WCA images are shown in the 
insets of figure 6.4 (b and c), demonstrating that the p-type QFS 1LG exhibits a contact 
angle of 86°, compared to the angle of 96° of the as-grown sample. This shows that the 
QFS 1LG behaves more hydrophilic compared to the more hydrophobic as-grown gra-
phene. Although it is evident that the substrate-induced p-doping is responsible for the 
enhanced water sensitivity of QFS 1LG, additional mechanisms, related to the hydrogen 
present at the interface cannot be ruled out. Finally, the much lower hole concentration 
at 80% R.H., compared to the ambient level suggests that additional airborne contami-
nants are also responsible for the high p-doping observed in ambient air.  
Figure 6.4(c) shows the hole concentration-mobility relation for various humidity 
levels for the QFS 1LG sample. In this case, the hole mobility exhibits a clear decrease 
with increasing humidity, due to enhancement in carrier-carrier scattering and the 
introduction of short-range impurity scattering centres due to the water layer. How-
ever, to clarify the efficiency of each scattering mechanism, experiments with gated 
devices are required.  
 
6.2.4 Humidity effects on the local work function of graphene on SiC(0001)  
To further investigate the local effects of water on epitaxial graphene (both as-grown 
and QFSG), calibrated KPFM measurements were performed at each environmental 
stage (as described in section 2.4.2.2) using an NT-MDT NTEGRA Aura system. For the 
calculation of the tip work function at each environmental stage, we used the gold con-
tacts (𝛷𝐴𝑢 = 4.9 𝑒𝑉[145]) of the van der Pauw device, as a reference, where the work 
function of the probe was calibrated. The work function map of the as-grown graphene 
(figure 6.6(a)) in ambient shows predominantly ~73% 1LG coverage (light contrast), 
with 2LG inclusions (dark contrast). As discussed in section 5.2, both the substrate 
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preparation and quality (presence of defects, dislocations and pits) are responsible for 
faster kinetics and therefore nucleation of 2LG islands[186].  
The work function difference between 2LG and 1LG of the as-grown sample is 
𝛥𝛷2−1𝐿𝐺 = −140 𝑚𝑒𝑉 (figure 6.6(b)). This means that 1LG has higher work function, 
compared to 2LG8. Following annealing in vacuum and cooling down, the work function 
difference, changes sign and becomes 𝛥𝛷2−1𝐿𝐺 = 110 𝑚𝑒𝑉, an indication that 1LG now 
has lower work function compared to 2LG.  The change in work function contrast in as-
grown graphene was previously explained by Giusca et al. by the difference in hydro-
philicity and band structure between the two layers[149], [156]. 
 
Figure 6.6: (a) Work function map of the as-grown sample in ambient. The active area of 
the graphene van der Pauw structure (enclosed in red dashed lines) features 1LG (light) 
background with 2LG island inclusions (dark). (b) Summary of the work function differ-
ence between 1LG and 2LG for the as-grown (black) and QFS 1LG (red) samples in different 
environmental conditions. Reproduced with permission from ref. [185] 
 
 Following measurements in vacuum, dry nitrogen introduced into the chamber 
to bring it to atmospheric pressure increased the work function difference slightly to 
𝛥𝛷2−1𝐿𝐺 = 170 𝑚𝑒𝑉. The initial introduction of 20% R.H. decreased to 𝛥𝛷2−1𝐿𝐺 =
                                                        
8 This does not necessarily imply higher electron concentration, as the 𝐸𝐹-𝑛 relation of AB-
stacked graphene at low energies, has a more complicated relation compared to 𝐸𝐹
1𝐿𝐺 =
𝑣𝐹ℏ√𝜋𝑛𝑒 . For low carrier concentrations in AB-stacked graphene (< 5 × 10
12 cm-2), the band 
structure can be considered as parabolic, with 𝐸𝐹
2𝐿𝐺 = 𝜋ℏ𝑛𝑒/2𝑚𝑒
∗  (where 𝐸𝐹 is the Fermi en-
ergy, 𝑣𝐹 the Fermi velocity and 𝑚𝑒
∗  the electron’s effective mass, which depends on carrier 
concentration), while for larger concentrations the dispersion becomes linear. However, the ex-
act n1LG and n2LG values cannot be explicitly measured using the given sample geometry. 
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130 𝑚𝑒𝑉, and following increase in humidity, up to 80%, reversed the work function 
contrast to  𝛥𝛷2−1𝐿𝐺 = −40 𝑚𝑒𝑉, but regardless of much higher humidity levels (com-
pared to ambient) 𝛥𝛷2−1𝐿𝐺 does not reach the ambient levels. Similarly, to the magneto-
transport measurements, this suggests that additional contaminants present in that 
ambient air are responsible for the high p-doping measured in ambient conditions. Re-
exposure of the sample to ambient air restored the work function difference to 
𝛥𝛷2−1𝐿𝐺 = −250 𝑚𝑒𝑉. 
 
Figure 6.7: Work function maps of QFS 1LG on SiC in different environmental conditions: 
(a) ambient, (b) following annealing in vacuum, (c) nitrogen, (d-g) humidity levels of 20-
80% R.H. and (h) re-exposure to ambient air. The active area of the graphene van der Pauw 
structure features 1LG with 2LG island inclusions. (i) Absolute values of work function 
measurements for the QFS 1LG (black) and 2LG (red). Reproduced with permission from 
ref. [185] 
 
 Subsequently to the work function measurements of the as-grown graphene, the 
effects of water vapour on the local work function of QFS 1LG were also investigated. 
Figure 6.7 shows the work function maps of the QFS 1LG under different environmental 
conditions and the summary of 1LG and 2LG work function. The graphene device 
features ~85% 1LG (bright contrast), with 2LG islands inclusions (dark contrast). The 
formation mechanisms of these 2LG islands are the same as in the case of as-grown 
graphene. The work function difference between 2LG and 1LG in ambient is 𝛥𝛷2−1𝐿𝐺 =
−50 𝑚𝑒𝑉 (𝛷1𝐿𝐺 = 4.79 𝑒𝑉 and 𝛷2𝐿𝐺 = 4.92 𝑒𝑉), which upon vacuum annealing 
increases to 𝛥𝛷2−1𝐿𝐺 = 130 𝑚𝑒𝑉. With the introduction of dry nitrogen, the work 
function for 1LG and 2LG show minor increase to reach 𝛷1𝐿𝐺 = 4.8 𝑒𝑉 and 𝛷2𝐿𝐺 =
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4.97 𝑒𝑉, respectively. Subsequently to dry nitrogen, 20% R.H. was introduced into the 
chamber, resulting in the increase of both 1LG and 2LG work functions to 𝛷1𝐿𝐺 =
4.82 𝑒𝑉 and 𝛷2𝐿𝐺 = 4.98 𝑒𝑉, respectively, demonstrating once more the p-doping effect 
of water on graphene on SiC(0001). At 20% R.H., 𝛥𝛷2−1𝐿𝐺  decreased to 160 𝑚𝑒𝑉. Fur-
ther increase of humidity up to 80% resulted in continuous increase in work function 
for both layer up to 𝛷1𝐿𝐺 = 4.92 𝑒𝑉 and 𝛷2𝐿𝐺 = 5.01 𝑒𝑉. The faster increase in work 
function with humidity for 1LG compared to 2LG indicates that in QFSG, the 1LG is more 
sensitive to water, compared to 2LG. However, in contrast to the as-grown sample, 
where at 80% R.H., the work function contrast reversed to negative values, for QFS 1LG 
is still positive (figure 6.6 (b)). Following re-exposure of the sample to ambient condi-
tions restored the work function difference to 𝛥𝛷2−1𝐿𝐺 = −90 𝑚𝑒𝑉. Equally, to the as-
grown sample, even at 80% R.H., 𝛥𝛷2−1𝐿𝐺 did not reach the initial values, demonstrat-
ing that additional airborne contaminants are also responsible for the high p-doping of 
the sample measured in ambient conditions. 
 
6.3  CVD graphene on Si/SiO2 
CVD grown graphene on PET has the advantage of being used in flexible 
electronics. However, most of the proof-of-concept devices such as FETs have been 
fabricated on graphene on Si/SiO2[187]. Not only have that but taking advantage of the 
high sensitivity of graphene to water, research groups demonstrated resistive humidity 
sensors using graphene[159]. However, despite the extensive use of CVD graphene on 
Si/SiO2, most of the measurements involve simply resistance measurements, which in-
directly provides information about carrier concentration and no comprehensive study 
has been done to investigate local electronic measurements upon water adsorption. In 
this section, the effect of water on the local and global electronic properties of CVD gra-
phene on Si/SiO2 will be investigated. Samples grown for experiments in this section 
are described in Appendix C. 
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6.3.1 Magneto-transport measurements 
The sample holder of the environmental transport properties measurements 
system described in Chapter 3 was modified to fit inside the SPM setup. Instead of using 
an electromagnet to generate the out-of-plane magnetic field, this holder uses a perma-
nent NdFeB magnet of B=370 mT. In this way, the average carrier concentration of the 
10x10 mm2 graphene sample can be measured in the van der Pauw geometry, without 
the need of patterning of devices and associated microfabrication steps, which are re-
sponsible for introducing further polymer residues, contamination and doping of the 
graphene.  The sheet resistance (𝑅𝑠) was calculated using 𝑒
−𝜋𝑅𝐴
𝑅𝑠 + 𝑒
−𝜋𝑅𝐵
𝑅𝑠 = 1, where 𝑅𝐴 
and  𝑅𝐵 are the resistances obtained by applying a bias current IB = 120 μA and meas-
uring the voltage drop across the opposite sides of the sample. To obtain the carrier 
concentration (𝑛 =
1
𝑒𝑅𝐻
 ), the Hall coefficient (𝑅𝐻) was measured using  
𝑅𝐻 =
𝑉𝐻
𝐵𝐼
, by applying current and measuring the diagonal Hall voltage (𝑉𝐻) of the sam-
ple. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in figure 6.8. 
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Figure 6.8: Experimental setup of simultaneous magneto-transport and local work func-
tion measurements of un-patterned graphene samples in the van der Pauw geometry 
using DC bias current and DC magnetic field. 
 
6.3.2 Humidity effects in CVD graphene on Si/SiO2 
The experiments for investigating the effects of humidity on the electronic prop-
erties of mono- and bi-layer graphene on Si/SiO2 substrates were performed in an 
environmental chamber of an NT-MDT NTEGRA Aura system. Here we measure the 
global carrier concentration and local work function by varying the environmental con-
ditions as follow: ambient (~23 °C, R.H. ~35%), vacuum (1×10-5 mbar), dry nitrogen, 
gradually increasing humidity (R.H. = 0-60%), ambient again. To calibrate the work 
function of the AFM tip, freshly cleaved HOPG was used as a calibration sample. The 
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work function of the HOPG was measured using UPS, and it was found to be ΦHOPG=4.48 
eV9. The calibrated work function maps of the mono-layer graphene sample are shown 
in figure 6.9. Figure 6.10 summarises the work function of the mono-layer 
(𝛷𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜−𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟) and 2LG islands (𝛷2𝐿𝐺
𝐼𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑) as well as the average hole concentration 
measurements of the entire sample. To ensure that the work function measurements 
were not affected by polymer residues from the transfer procedure, a 10x10 μm2 area 
was cleaned using contact mode AFM.  
 
Figure 6.9: (a-g) Work function maps of the mechanically cleaned area of mono-layer gra-
phene on SiO2 showing 2LG nucleation islands. Each map corresponds to an environmental 
condition from ambient, vacuum, dry N2, 20% R.H, 40% R.H, 60% R.H and back to ambient.  
(h) Schematic diagrams of the carrier concentration change for mono-layer graphene in 
different conditions. The red line shows the Fermi energy. 
 
 
                                                        
9 UPS experiments were performed by Steve Spencer at the National Physical Laboratory.  
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In ambient conditions, the sample is p-doped, with hole concentration of 
nh≈1.85×1013 cm-2 and the work function for the mono-layer and 2LG islands are 
𝛷𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜−𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 = 5.08 𝑒𝑉 and 𝛷2𝐿𝐺
𝐼𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 5.03 𝑒𝑉, respectively. An important observation 
is the lower work function of 2LG islands, compared to the mono-layer due to screening 
of the native oxide charges from the underlying graphene layer, as explained in more 
detail in section 5.1. Following ambient measurements, the sample was placed in vac-
uum P≈1×10-5 mbar for 16 hours, a process which desorbed atmospheric p-dopants 
such as H2O. This led to the decrease of both hole concentration and work function. In 
vacuum, the work function for mono-layer and 2LG islands was 𝛷𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜−𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 = 4.76 𝑒𝑉 
and 𝛷2𝐿𝐺
𝐼𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 4.53 𝑒𝑉, respectively, while the hole concentration nh≈8.15×1012 cm-2. In 
vacuum, most of the doping originates from the native oxide under the graphene layers, 
and therefore the work function difference between the mono-layer and 2LG islands 
increases to 230 meV. The increase in 𝛥𝛷2−1𝐿𝐺 is a clear indication that the doping be-
tween the two layers is now significantly different compared to ambient. This 
demonstrates that the bottom layer (mono-layer) screens most of the substrate-in-
duced doping (as most of the atmospheric contaminants were desorbed in vacuum) 
with the top layer (2LG) is less affected. Subsequently to the vacuum stage, dry nitrogen 
was introduced into the chamber to bring the pressure to 1 bar. Despite the inert nature 
of the research-grade nitrogen, impurities in the plastic pipes resulted in altering the 
carrier concentrating and work function of graphene.  
Following that, 20% R.H. was introduced into the chamber (balanced with N2), 
which increased both hole concentration (nh≈9.9×1012 cm-2) and work function of the 
sample (𝛷𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜−𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 = 4.83 𝑒𝑉 and 𝛷2𝐿𝐺
𝐼𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 4.5 𝑒𝑉). This increase strongly suggests 
that water acts as a p-dopant on CVD graphene on Si/SiO2. Surprisingly, further in-
crease of humidity, up to 60% only marginally increased the hole concentration and 
work function. This is in contrast to the graphene on SiC(0001), where the work func-
tion kept changing for humidity up to 80%. This might be due to the graphene being 
saturated with water or the hole concentration being considerably higher. Despite that, 
the hole concentration only reached ~54% of the initial value measured in ambient air, 
suggesting that other additional molecules (gas concentrations in the laboratory air in-
clude 12.9 ppb NO2, 420.2 ppm CO2 as well as traces of NO, NOx, O3 and CH4) are 
responsible for the high doping. When the sample was re-exposed to ambient air the 
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hole concentration increased to nh≈1.29×1013, after ~1 hour.  
 
Figure 6.10: Summarised results of the environmental measurements of work function and 
global hole concentration for mono-layer graphene with 2LG islands and bi-layer gra-
phene on Si/SiO2. The environmental steps correspond to initial ambient conditions, 
vacuum, dry nitrogen, 20-60% R. H., and finally back to ambient conditions. 
 
The investigation was also done on a bi-layer graphene structure, obtained by 
double transfer of two mono-layers. The summarised measurements of hole concen-
trating and work function are shown in figure 6.10. The work function and hole 
concentration of bi-layer graphene in ambient were 𝛷2𝐿𝐺
𝐵𝑖−𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 = 5.04 𝑒𝑉, while the hole 
concentration was nh≈9.9×1012 cm-2, respectively, which again is lower than the mono-
layer. When the chamber was evacuated to vacuum for ~16 hours, the hole concentra-
tion and work function were decreased to nh≈3.93×1012 cm-2 and 𝛷2𝐿𝐺
𝐵𝑖−𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 = 4.51 𝑒𝑉 
and, respectively. Interestingly, the work function of bi-layer (artificially created) gra-
phene and 2LG islands is identical. Increasing the humidity up to 60%, only increased 
the work function to 𝛷2𝐿𝐺
𝐵𝑖−𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 = 4.83 𝑒𝑉, which is ~56% of the initial ambient value, 
in a very good agreement with the results on the mono-layer graphene. Moreover, the 
work function difference between the mono- and bi-layer graphene at 60% R.H.  is 
𝛥𝛷𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜𝐿−𝑏𝑖𝐿
60% 𝑅.𝐻. = 23 𝑚𝑒𝑉, indicating that, while the substrate provides a constant doping 
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on the bottom layer in vacuum, when humidity is introduced, the water withdraws elec-
trons from the top layer, decreasing dramatically the work function difference between 
top and bottom graphene layers. This implies that the bottom graphene layer in the bi-
layer stack is responsible for screening the charges from the substrate, while the top 
layer screens the dopants from the environment (such as water). 
 
6.4 Effect of substrate on water-graphene interaction - comparison 
In this section, the three types of graphene studied in this chapter (as-grown epitax-
ial and QFS 1LG on SiC(0001) and CVD grown on Si/SiO2) will be compared to 
understand the effect of substrate on the graphene-water interactions. The three types 
of samples exhibit a different type of conduction. Firstly, the as-grown graphene on 
SiC(0001) exhibits n-type conduction, due to the charge transfer from the IFL[13].  The 
carrier type is reversed when H2-intercalation converts epitaxial graphene to QFS 1LG 
due to the spontaneous polarisation of the hexagonal SiC substrate[82]. CVD graphene 
on Si/SiO2 is also p-type, but the amount of doping is strongly dependent on the sample 
preparation, as trapped molecules between the graphene and substrate and PMMA res-
idues can influence the overall doping. Figure 6.11d shows the summarised carrier 
concentration results for the humidity measurements for the 3 different samples, 
whose structures are schematically shown in figure 6.11a-c.  What is interesting is that 
all sample exhibit p-doping upon water exposure, with the as-grown graphene showing 
a decrease in electron concentration, whereas both QFS 1LG and CVD grown show in-
crease in hole concentration. However, summarising the changes in carrier 
concentration for the different humidity levels in Table 6.2, it is clear that graphene 
placed on various substrates exhibit different response to water.  
Table 6.2: Summary of the humidity-induced changes of carrier concentration as com-
pared to the nitrogen states. ↑/↓ symbols indicate the increased/decreased values as 
compared to the nitrogen stage. 
 Carrier concentration changes from nitrogen stage (cm-2) 
Relative 
humidity 
ΔneEpitaxial  ΔnhQFS 1LG grown  ΔnhCVD grown  
20% ↓ 0.35 × 1012 ↑ 0.76 × 1012 ↑ 1.50 × 1012 
40% ↓ 0.46 × 1012 ↑ 1.10 × 1012 ↑ 1.68 × 1012 
60% ↓ 0.61 × 1012 ↑ 1.36 × 1012 ↑ 1.68 × 1012 
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Figure 6.11: Schematic representation of the graphene structures and charge transfer for 
(a) epitaxial as grown, (b) QFS and (c) CVD graphene. (d) The carrier concentration of 1LG 
in the case of epitaxial graphene (green circles), QFS 1LG (red triangles) and CVD on 
Si/SiO2 at various environmental conditions (ambient, vacuum N2 and 20-60% R.H.). (e) 
Schematic representation of the Fermi energy changes for the different graphene types. 
 
To aid with this investigation, figure 6.12(a) displays the change in carrier concentra-
tion for the different samples (with respect to the nitrogen level) as a function of 
humidity and figure 6.12(b) as a function of initial carrier concentration (at the nitro-
gen level). It is clear that p-doped samples exhibit a greater change in carrier 
concentration, with the most sensitive being the CVD graphene on Si/SiO2. This is 
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attributed to the substrate-induced doping, which influences the orientation of the wa-
ter molecule, with respect to the graphene surface and therefore changing the overall 
dipole moment of the water cluster, resulting in a different overall doping of graphene. 
The tunable sensitivity of n- and p-type graphene was investigated by Hong et al. [158]. 
The investigation of hydrophilicity with respect to graphene carrier type also 
investigated in section 6.2.3 using WCA measurements, were the water-graphene angle 
of the n-type as-grown graphene on SiC(0001) was 96°, compared to a more hydro-
philic p-type QFS 1LG on SiC with WCA of 86°. 
 
Figure 6.12: Carrier concentration changes for the different graphene types as a function 
of (a) humidity, 20-60% R.H.; (b) initial carrier concentration at N2 for the various gra-
phene types at various humidity levels. The arrows indicate the increase in humidity.  
 
 As discussed previously in this chapter, water not only influences the global car-
rier concentration but also locally affects the work function of individual layers. Figure 
6.13 shows the work function maps of the three different types of samples. In this case, 
the original surface potential maps of the as-grown epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) of 
Giusca’s et al.[156] were re-plotted in work function values, to assist with the compar-
ison10. In ambient conditions (figure 6.13 (a-s)), all three samples exhibit higher work 
function for 1LG compared to 2LG: 𝛷1𝐿𝐺 > 𝛷2𝐿𝐺 . For 1LG the work function (Φ1LG =
 – 𝐸𝐹 + 𝑒𝑈𝐶𝑃𝐷) is directly related to carrier concentration through the Fermi energy 
(𝐸𝐹
1𝐿𝐺 = 𝜈𝐹ℏ√𝜋𝑛, where νF is the Fermi velocity), whereas in the case of AB-stacked 2LG 
                                                        
10 For the work function conversion, the tip was assumed to have a work function of 4.1 eV, as de-
scribed in the original paper.  
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(such as as-grown and QFS graphene on SiC), the situation is more complicated due to 
the more complex EF-n relation. However, in the case of CVD graphene on Si/SiO2 the 
two layers are weakly coupled and can be approximated as two independent layers. In 
the case of CVD graphene on Si/SiO2 both the substrate and atmospheric dopants with-
draw electrons, but most of the p-doping is due to the substrate. With the 1LG screening 
the substrate charges, the weakly coupled 2LG is less affected by the substrate doping, 
therefore it exhibits a lower work function and hole concentration (compared to the 
underlying 1LG). The situation changes in vacuum, where the work function contrast 
for both as-grown and QS 1LG on SiC(0001) is inverted, but not for the CVD grown gra-
phene, in which case the work function difference between the layers increases.  
The increase in 𝛥𝛷2−1𝐿𝐺 is a clear indication that the doping between the two 
layers is now significantly different compared to ambient. This demonstrates that the 
bottom layer (1LG) screens most of the substrate-induced doping (as most of the at-
mospheric contaminants were desorbed in vacuum) with the top layer (2LG) is less 
affected. In contrast with the CVD sample, the difference in the electronic structure be-
tween 1LG and AB-stacked 2LG on SiC previously explained the difference in 
hydrophobicity and theretofore the work function reversal between the two lay-
ers[149], [156]. Increase of the humidity up to 60% withdrew electrons from all three 
samples, but locally graphene on SiC(0001) and on  Si/SiO2 exhibit different response. 
For graphene on SiC(0001), the work function difference between the two layers ap-
proaches zero with increasing humidity, with the epitaxial graphene sample showing 
contrast reversal again at ~60% R.H. However, for the CVD graphene on Si/SiO2, 
𝛥𝛷2−1𝐿𝐺 remains mostly constant (changed by only ~18 meV) in the humidity range 
20-60%, indicating that both 1 and 2LG are affected the same in this range. This is a 
fundamental difference between AB-stacked 2LG on SiC(0001) and weakly coupled 2LG 
on Si/SiO2. To verify this, a controlled experiment was carried out, where transport 
measurements were performed on an artificially constructed bi-layer structure, by in-
dividually transferring two graphene layers on top of each other. In this experiment, the 
hole concentration changed by the same amount for both mono-layer and bi-layer. Ta-
ble 6.3 summarizes the main differences of the three types of graphene.
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Figure 6.13: Work function maps of epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) (left column)replotted from Ref.[156], QFS 1LG on SiC(0001) (middle col-
umn) and CVD graphene transferred on Si/SiO2 (right column) for ambient (a-c), vacuum (d-f), nitrogen (g-i), 20-60% R.H. (j-r) and second 
ambient (s-u) environments.
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Table 6.3: Comparison between CVD graphene transferred on Si/SiO2, epitaxial and QFS 
graphene on SiC(0001). 
Property CVD graphene 
transferred on 
Si/SiO2 
As-grown epitaxial 
graphene on 
SiC(0001) 
QFS 1LG 
on SiC(0001) 
Carrier type p-type [141] n-type [13] p-type [82], [188] 
Total carrier 
concentration 
change 0-60% 
R.H. 
↑ 1.68 × 1012 ↓ 0.61 × 1012 ↑ 1.36 × 1012 
2LG stacking Weakly coupled 
[33], [36] 
AB-stacked  AB-stacked  
Hydrophilicity 
of 1LG and 2LG 
similar for 1LG 
and 2LG (no swap of 
contrast) 
1LG: more hydrophilic 
than 2LG (swap of con-
trast) [111], [140] 
1LG: more hydro-
philic than 2LG (swap of 
contrast)  
Carrier concen-
tration 
sensitivity to 
water 
Similar for 1LG 
and 2LG  
1LG more sensitive 
[111], [140] 
1LG more sensitive  
Ambient air 
and 80% R.H. 
Water alone does not restore Φ and np [111], [140], [149] 
 
6.5 Concluding remarks 
In conclusion, the effects of humidity on the electronic properties of a variety of gra-
phene types on different substrates were presented. The study of different graphenes 
demonstrated that substrate plays a crucial role in both the wetting and sensitivity of 
graphene to water vapour. Most importantly, it is suggested that the intrinsic doping of 
graphene, induced by the substrate, is partly responsible for the changes in the elec-
tronic properties (i.e. carrier concentration and mobility) of graphene when water 
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molecules are introduced on the surface. By comparing the changes in carrier concen-
tration of epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001), QFS 1LG and CVD grown graphene 
transferred on Si/SiO2, we establish that the last two types of graphene, which show p-
type conduction, exhibit higher sensitivity to water compared to n-type epitaxial on 
SiC(0001). Furthermore, the carrier mobility of QFS 1LG showed a greater decrease 
with increasing humidity, however, even at high humidity levels, it is much more supe-
rior to the as-grown graphene. This was attributed to the combination of both charge 
carrier and impurity scattering, a result of both the increase in carrier concentration 
and the formation of a water layer, respectively. The thickness dependence in water 
sensitivity was also investigated for the three graphene types. While in CVD graphene 
on Si/SiO2, the two graphene layers are weakly coupled, resulting in very similar re-
sponse to water, the work function in AB-stacked 2LG on SiC exhibits a thickness 
dependence. This was attributed to the difference in hydrophilicity (between 1 and 
2LG) and the fundamental difference in the electronic structure of AB-stacked gra-
phene, which exhibits a parabolic dispersion, compared to randomly stacked 2LG.  
This work is of particular importance to future graphene-based electronics, which 
will operate under different environmental conditions (i.e., from vacuum to variable 
humidity). These results point to a range of applications for QFS 1LG, i.e., as humidity 
sensors, and the need for proper encapsulation of future graphene-based devices. 
Moreover, this demonstrates the importance of following a standardised procedure for 
the accurate characterisation of magneto-transport properties. The environmental 
condition and carrier concentration value should be accompanied by the correspond-
ing mobility value, as environmental conditions such as humidity can significantly 
influence the electronic properties of graphene.
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Chapter 7  
The effects of NO2 doping on graphene on SiC(0001) 
In this chapter, the doping effects of NO2 on graphene are investigated in an attempt 
to demonstrate the high potential of epitaxial graphene as a NO2 sensor. Measurements 
are performed on a double Hall cross device fabricated on epitaxial graphene on 
SiC(0001). This allows the simultaneous measurement of carrier concentration and 4-
terminal resistance of both 1 and 2LG in highly controlled environments with ultra-
low NO2 concentrations, ranging from 10 to 154 ppb with synthetic air as a carrier gas. 
Furthermore, the measurements are repeated in variable humidity to replicate real-
life scenarios.  
 
7.1 Introduction 
Since its discovery by Novoselov et al.[3], graphene has received a significant 
level of attention by both the research and industry communities due to its exceptional 
electronic properties[5]. Specifically, owing to its true two-dimensional nature and high 
surface-to-volume ratio, graphene has already been used as the sensing material in 
gas[189] and bio[190] sensors. Schedin et al. reported the first graphene-based gas 
sensor, with individual molecule detection limit, where the adsorbed gas molecules 
modulated the charge carrier concentration and thus the resistance of the graphene 
device[23]. Since then, a large number of experimental and theoretical works studied 
the interaction of graphene with molecules such as NO/NO2[23], [111], [155], CO[23], 
[155], O2[191], NH3[23], SO2[192]. The capability for gas sensing and the sensitivity to 
the surrounding environment are defined by graphene’s π electrons, which are directly 
exposed to adsorbed molecules. The high sensitivity of graphene to the local environ-
ment has shown to be both advantageous but also problematic for graphene-based 
devices, such as transistors and sensors, where the graphene resistance will change 
due to unwanted humidity variations.  
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Gas sensors are crucial for monitoring the environment with the aim of improv-
ing the quality of human life. The main principle behind gas sensing is based on the 
adsorption and desorption of gas molecules on the surface of a material which bond 
either by forming a chemical or physical bond and therefore altering the intrinsic elec-
trical properties of the material (i.e. resistance and capacitance). An ideal sensing 
material should be highly sensitive as well as specific to molecules adsorbed on it and 
be easy to intergrade on back-end electronics with existing fabrication techniques such 
as CMOS.  
Although current gas sensing technologies utilise mostly metal oxides[193], in 
many cases the high operating temperature and power consumption pose a significant 
barrier. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been proposed as an alternative material[194]–
[196], but the lack of uniform wafer-scale growth has been the major limiting factor. 
Schedin et al. were the first to perform gas sensing experiments using exfoliated gra-
phene flakes on SiO2[23]. In their experiments, different gases resulted in a different 
change in resistance. For example, NO2 and NH3 exhibited the largest change in re-
sistance (decrease and increase in resistance, respectively), while water only allowed 
moderate decrease[23]. Despite these ground-breaking results which demonstrate sin-
gle molecule detection, sensor devices based on exfoliated graphene cannot be scalable. 
An alternative solution for low-cost production of gas sensors is using graphene oxide 
(GO)[197], but due to its inherent defective nature (vacancies, and OH groups at-
tached), GO is considered a low-quality material, in which case chemisorption of 
adsorbed gases will permanently change the device performance. Currently, there are 
two solutions for large-scale graphene growth: CVD and epitaxial growth[198], both 
having advantages and disadvantages. In the case of CVD-grown graphene, large areas 
of graphene films can be produced[19], but the need for graphene transfer onto a de-
sirable substrate result in defective graphene and polymer contamination[22]. In 
contrast to CVD, epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) can be grown directly on wafers, elim-
inating the need for post-growth transfer. However, despite several works 
demonstrated high sensitivities of epitaxial graphene to gas molecules such as NO2, 
most of the devices only monitor changes in resistance, which provide a combined 
measurements of both carrier concentration and mobility[199]–[201]. On the contrary, 
carrier concentration measurements due to the exposure to NO2 have only been done 
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in a few works in the range of hundreds of parts per billion (ppb) to parts per million 
(ppm) of NO2 concentrations[111], [202]–[204]. 
Several studies have shown that NO2 can be harmful to people when inhaled for a 
prolonged period, resulting in airway inflammation[205]–[207]. In response, both the 
European Union (EU Directive (99/30/EC)[208] and the UK’s Department for Environ-
ment, Food and Rural Affairs (Air Quality Strategy (2000))[205] established legislation 
standards, in an attempt to minimise the prolonged effects of NO2 inhaling[208]. In this 
legislation, the European Commission suggests an hourly and averaged annual expo-
sure to a NO2 concentration of 200 μg/m3 (~106 ppb, not to be exceeded 18 times per 
year)) and 40 μg/m3 (~21 ppb), respectively. However, in Greater London, the monthly 
average NO2 concentration for 2016, ranges from 44.2 to 66.6 μg/m3 (figure 7.1)[209], 
much higher than the allowed limit, signifying the need for a high sensitivity gas sensor 
to monitor the NO2 levels carefully. This proposes the need for carrier concentration 
measurements at low concentrations of NO2 in the ppb region with a carrier gas, which 
simulates the ambient environment (i.e. synthetic air and humidity) to gain complete 
inside of the doping mechanisms at those low gas concentrations.  
 
Figure 7.1: Monthly average NO2 concentrations levels for 2016 in Greater London area. 
Red line indicates the EU annual limit for exposure to NO2. Data obtained from Ref. [209]. 
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7.2 Experimental methods 
7.2.1 Magneto-transport measurements setup 
The global transport properties of the 1LG and 2LG Hall bar device were 
determined by measuring the carrier density and carrier mobility using the AC Hall 
effect and 4-point resistance. The AC Hall effect was induced by a coil that produced an 
AC magnetic field (BAC = 5 mT) at a frequency of fcoil = 126 Hz. The resulting Hall voltage 
(VH) response of the DC-biased (Ibias = 50 μA) device was measured using LIA refer-
enced to the first harmonic of fcoil. The electron carrier density was defined as ne = 
IbiasBAC/eVH from these measurements, where e is the electronic charge. The channel 
resistance (Rch) was determined by using the 4-point technique, Rch = (V1–V2)/Ibias, 
where V1–V2 is the voltage drop from cross 1 to cross 2, measured using a digital volt-
meter (DVM). The 4-point technique excludes all contact resistance, thus enabling 
accurate measurement of the graphene channel with well-defined length (L) and width 
(W). The carrier mobility was determined from ne and Rch using μe = (L/W)×(1/Rchene). 
 
Figure 7.2: Schematic of the experimental set-up used to measure transport characteris-
tics in the environmental chamber. The red contour shows the environmental enclosure. 
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7.2.2 Environmental control  
The graphene device as mounted on a ceramic TO-8 header attached to a platinum 
thin film heater, controlled by a PID feedback loop, allowing precise temperature con-
trol (70-170°C). For the magneto-transport measurements, a home-made 
environmental transport measurement system was developed and equipped with 2 
mass flow controllers (MFC), a humidifier, and a turbo-molecular vacuum pump allow-
ing pressures of P≈10-7 mbar. An MFC was connected to a synthetic air (SA) cylinder, 
containing N2, balanced with 21.28% O2 and <1ppm CO2, whereas the second one was 
connected to a high purity 262 ppb NO2 cylinder, balanced with SA. The dilution of the 
NO2 gas was achieved by carefully controlling the flow rates of the two gases while 
maintaining a total flow of 1L/min into the chamber. Prior to each NO2 exposure, the 
sample was annealed at 170°C in vacuum overnight, to ensure the clean state of the 
device.  
 
7.3 Results and discussion 
7.3.1 Dry NO2/Synthetic air 
All the measurements were initiated with the pristine sample state. This state was 
repeatedly achieved by annealing the sample at 170°C overnight and allowing the sam-
ple to cool down to 70°C, all under vacuum at pressures as low as P~10–7 mbar. The 
vacuum annealing process is vital for reversing any previous environmental doping ef-
fects, thus, effectively restoring the surface of graphene to a pristine state after each set 
of measurements. In this pristine state (referred to as control), the carrier density of 
1LG and 2LG were ne1LG = 9.7×1012 cm–2 and ne2LG = 1.2×1013 cm–2, respectively. The 
resistance of the 1-2LG channel was Rch = 3.3 kΩ, which combined with the weighted 
arithmetic mean carrier density (64% ne1LG and 36% ne2LG by area), translates to an av-
erage channel carrier mobility and mean free path of μe = 683 cm2/Vs and 24.8 nm, 
respectively. 
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Figure 7.3: (a-b) Time-dependent electron concentration changes for 1LG and 2LG, respec-
tively and (c) relative R4 changes for different NO2 concentrations at 70°C. In (c) the sharp 
spike around ~150 minute is due to the increase in annealing temperature, increasing re-
sistance.  Relative changes in (d) carrier concentration for 1LG (red), 2LG (black) and in 
(e) R4 for the different NO2 concentrations. The averaged values were obtained after 2 
hours of exposure. (f) FM-KPFM map of the graphene device, indicating 1LG (cross 1) and 
2LG (cross 2) Hall crosses.  
The synthetic air was used as carrier gas for producing a mixture of low concentra-
tion NO2 while mimicking dry ambient air. For consistency and practical reasons, in 
each measurement cycle, the graphene device was exposed to the gas mixture for ~2 
hours, allowing the sensor to reach an almost steady-state. Figure 7.3 (a and b) shows 
the changes in electron concentration for 1 and 2LG, respectively when the device was 
exposed to SA and 10-154 ppb of NO2. The electron concentration of 1 and 2LG exhibits 
a decrease of ~16% and ~4% when the device is exposed to SA, highlighting the lower 
response of 2LG to oxygen. This decrease in electron concentration is attributed to the 
p-type effect of oxygen on graphene, which was previously observed by Panchal et al. 
[111]. Following conditioning of the sample, by annealing in vacuum, different concen-
trations of NO2, balanced with synthetic air were introduced into the chamber. In each 
exposure cycle, both the carrier concentration and resistance exhibit significant 
changes (decreased carrier concentration and increase resistance) in the first ~30 
minutes, followed by a regime of smaller changes. However, in all cases, 1LG exhibits 
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about 2 times higher response compared to 2LG (~48% decrease in electron concen-
tration, compared to ~ 23% for 2LG, when the device was exposed to the highest NO2 
concentration of 154 ppb). The p-type doping effect of NO2 on graphene was also theo-
retically predicted by Leenaerts et al.[155]. Since the graphene-molecule interactions 
are partly governed by the substrate interactions (induced charges and electric field), 
it is expected that in the case of AB-stacked 2LG (in which case the 2LG screens the 
substrate interactions more effectively compared to 1LG) the graphene-molecule elec-
trostatic interactions will be less pronounced[111]. An alternative explanation might 
be the difference in band structure between 1LG and 2LG, or the existence of a small 
band gap in the case of 2LG[45], [46]. Figure 7.3 (d and e) shows the relative changes 
in carrier concentration for 1 and 2LG and R4 for the different NO2 concentrations. Both 
carrier concentration and R4 plots reveal two regimes. The first regime (covering low 
NO2 concentrations (0-20 ppb)) exhibits a larger change rate (-0.68 and -0.53 % per 
ppb for 1LG and 2LG, respectively)) compare to higher NO2 concentrations (-0.09 and -
0.07 % per ppb for 1LG and 2LG, respectively)). Although it is not possible to attribute 
the precise mechanisms behind this without DFT simulations, three possible reasons 
are suggested: (i) The NO2 adsorption takes place at different adsorption sites (i.e. low-
binding energy adsorption sites such as sp2 bonded carbon and high-binding energy 
adsorption sites, such as defects). At low NO2 concentrations, the high energy 
adsorption sites get saturated first, while at higher NO2 concentrations the low energy 
sites start to contribute[200]; (ii) The device saturates with NO2 molecules, however 
similar studies in ppm concentrations of NO2 demonstrated changes in carrier 
concentration and even carrier type reversal[200], therefore the sensor cannot be 
saturated at these low concentrations (ppb); (iii) The effective charge transfer at low 
NO2 coverage is higher compared to higher coverages due to “competition” between the 
molecules.  
In addition to the carrier concentrating and R4 measurements, the mean free path 
of the charge carrier was calculated (Table 7.1). When the graphene device was in its 
pristine state in vacuum (at 70 °C), the mean free path was ~25 nm. Following exposure 
to NO2/SA, the mean free path was decreased to 19 nm (for 154 ppb NO2). The reason 
for this is the increase in charge carrier scattering due to the NO2 molecules, present at 
the graphene surface.  
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Table 7.1: Percentage changes in electron concentration for 1LG and 2LG and R4 compared 
to the control state in vacuum and absolute carrier mean free path, following exposure at 
different NO2 concentrations.  
Gas 𝜟𝒏𝟏𝑳𝑮
𝒏𝟎
𝟏𝑳𝑮⁄   
(%) 
𝜟𝒏𝟐𝑳𝑮
𝒏𝟎
𝟐𝑳𝑮⁄   
(%) 
𝜟𝑹𝟒
𝑹𝟒𝟎
⁄   
(%) 
Mean free path 
(nm) 
Synthetic air -16.8 -3.9 7.7 23 
10 ppb NO2/SA -25.7 -5.9 11.9 22 
19 ppb NO2/SA -32.5 -11.0 19.5 22 
38 ppb NO2/SA -37.2 -14.9 25.6 21 
154 ppb NO2/SA -47.1 -23.9 39.4 19 
 
Since future graphene-based gas sensors might need to operate in a real (e.g. ele-
vated temperature) environment, temperature-dependent measurements were 
performed to evaluate the changes in graphene doping under various NO2 concentra-
tions at different temperatures. Prior to each gas exposure, the graphene device was 
annealed in vacuum at 170 °C and left to cool down to the desirable temperature (70, 
100 and 150 °C), in which the experiment would operate. Unless stated otherwise, all 
of the measurement changes are relative to the specific pristine state at each tempera-
ture. The summarized temperature-dependent measurements are shown in figure 7.4 
(detailed plots are shown in Appendix D). To simplify the understanding of these 
contour plots, four points are indicated to serve as examples (i, ii, iii, iv). Starting with 
(i), the graphene device is at 70 °C and exposed to 38 ppb NO2 for 2 hours. In this case, 
the carrier concentration of 1 and 2LG exhibits a decrease by ~37% and ~14%, respec-
tively, while the R4 of the graphene device increased by 25%, compared to the control 
state. If the measurement is repeated for the same NO2 concentration, but at 150 °C (ii), 
the response of the device is higher, with the electron concentration of 1 and 2LG de-
creasing further by ~47% and ~31%, respectively, when compared to the control state. 
At this point phonon scattering due to increased temperature decreased the mean free 
path to ~16 nm, compared to ~21 nm when the device was at 70 °C. Moving on example 
(iii) of the contour plots of figure 7.4, the device is exposed to 154 ppb of NO2, while the 
temperature is kept at 70 °C. In this case, the electron concentrations of 1 and 2LG were 
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decreased by ~47% and ~23%, respectively, when compared to the control state.  At 
this point, the mean free path of the electrons was also decreased, compared to point 
(i) to 19 nm, due to increase in impurity scattering due to the presence of NO2 mole-
cules in the graphene surface. The last example (iv) is the extreme case of high NO2 
concentration (154 ppb) and high temperature (150 °C).  
 
Figure 7.4: Temperature-NO2 concentration contour plots of (a-c) changes in electron con-
centration for 1LG, 2LG and R4, respectively, with respect to the control state. (d) Electron 
mean free path for different NO2 exposures at different temperatures. i-iv points indicate 
the four different examples described in the text. The insets in each figure are cross-sec-
tions along the dashed lines (within the contour plots).  
At this point, the electron concentration of both 1 and 2LG exhibited the highest de-
crease by ~54% and ~36%, respectively, compared to the control state, while the 
resistance of the device demonstrated the largest increase by ~76%. The increase in 
both impurity and phonon scattering resulted in the decrease of the mean free path to 
the lowest value of ~14 nm. This effectively means that electrons travelling in graphene 
at these extreme conditions (in these experiments) will travel the shortest distance be-
fore encountering a collision. However, from a sensor perspective, the detection of high 
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NO2 concentrations at high temperatures shows the best performance.  
Table 7.2: Percentage changes in electron concentration for 1LG and 2LG and R4 compared 
to the control state in vacuum and absolute carrier mean free path, following exposure at 
different NO2 concentrations and temperatures.  
Temperature 
(°C) 
Gas 𝜟𝒏𝟏𝑳𝑮
𝒏𝟎
𝟏𝑳𝑮⁄   
(%) 
𝜟𝒏𝟐𝑳𝑮
𝒏𝟎
𝟐𝑳𝑮⁄   
(%) 
𝜟𝑹𝟒
𝑹𝟒𝟎
⁄   
(%) 
Mean free 
path (nm) 
 
 
70 
Synthetic air -16.8 -3.9 7.7 23 
10 ppb NO2/SA -25.7 -5.9 11.9 22 
38 ppb NO2/SA -37.2 -14.9 25.6 21 
154 ppb NO2/SA -47.1 -23.9 39.4 19 
 
 
100 
Synthetic air -18.8 -6.7 9.4 21 
10 ppb NO2/SA -31.6 -13.9 21.7 20 
38 ppb NO2/SA -43.0 -24.7 42.0 18 
154 ppb NO2/SA -52.3 -32.3 64.6 16 
 
 
150 
Synthetic air -19.4 -8.6 11.2 19 
10 ppb NO2/SA -33.7 -22.2 27.4 18 
38 ppb NO2/SA -47.2 -31.5 52.5 16 
154 ppb NO2/SA -54.6 -36.8 76.1 14 
 
7.3.2 Wet NO2/Synthetic air 
The last set of experiments in this chapter involves exposure of the graphene-based 
sensor to a mixture of both NO2, balanced with synthetic air and variations of humidity 
levels (while the sample was kept at 70°C). These experiments aim to replicate a real-
life scenario of an NO2 sensor, in which case both NO2 and humidity contribute to the 
doping and therefore changes in resistance. Figure 7.5 shows the sequence of the mag-
neto-transport measurements of the device, upon exposure to the lowest and highest 
NO2 concentrations in dry SA and humid environments. The summarized measure-
ments are shown in figure 7.6 (detailed plots are shown in Appendix D) where the 
electron concentration, resistance changes with respect to the control state and mean 
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free path are plotted for various combinations of NO2 and humidity. Similarly to the 
previous section, example points (i-iv) were placed on each plot to aid with the expla-
nation of the contour plots. Firstly, a control experiment was done using only synthetic 
air (0 ppb NO2), while varying the humidity. As the humidity increases in the chamber, 
the electron concentrations of both 1LG and 2LG decrease by a total of ~34% and 
~11% (at 70% R.H.), respectively when compared to the control state.  
Now let’s consider point (i), in which case 38 ppb NO2, balanced with synthetic air was 
introduced into the chamber. In this case, the electron concentration of both 1 and 2LG 
was decreased by ~38% and ~19%, respectively. Moving to point (ii), the NO2 concen-
tration was kept constant at 38 ppb, while the humidity increased to 70%. Here, the 
combination of NO2 and high humidity further decreased the electron concentration of 
1 and 2LG by ~50% and ~25%, respectively, compared to the control state. Moreover, 
the resistance of the graphene increased by ~52%, while the combined scattering by 
the NO2 and H2O molecules decreased the electron mean free path to 16 nm. In the case 
where 154 ppb dry NO2, balanced with synthetic air was introduced into the chamber 
(iii), the electron concentrating of 1 and 2LG was decreased by ~48% and ~25%, re-
spectively. Considering the extreme scenario of high NO2 concentration and humidity 
into the chamber at point (iv), the graphene device demonstrated the largest decrease 
in electron concentration by ~61% for 1LG and ~34% for 2LG. This significant de-
crease in electron concentration had as a consequence the increase of resistance by 
~75% and the decrease of the mean free path to 15 nm.   
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Figure 7.5: Time-dependent magneto-transport measurements of (a-b) 1LG, 2LG carrier 
concentration and (c) 4-terminal resistance changes  and (d) carrier mean free path of the 
graphene device upon exposure to dry NO2 (10 and 154 ppb) /SA and NO2 (10 and 154 
ppb)/SA/Humidity.  
 
Although NO2 is a strong electron acceptor, resulting in hole doping of graphene, 
the combined effects of NO2 and H2O result in a more pronounced doping effect. DFT 
calculations done by Ridene et al.[204] on a similar system, found that the charge trans-
fer of graphene to the NO2 molecule is -0.10 and -0.31 electron for dry and wet 
exposures, respectively, demonstrating the higher sensitivity of epitaxial graphene to 
NO2 in wet environments. Ridene et al. suggested that during co-adsorption of H2O and 
NO2 molecules, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) - lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital (LUMO) gap of NO2 is reduced, therefore the LUMO of NO2 is even 
lower than the Fermi level of graphene (compared to the case without water)[204]. 
This process (schematically shown in figure 7.7) results in an enhanced charge transfer 
from graphene to NO2. Moreover, these measurements demonstrate that the detection 
of NO2 concentration ≤10ppb can be overshadowed by the presence of humidity (≥40% 
R.H.). Considering a graphene-based sensor which will operate under ambient condi-
tions, it is of great importance to be properly calibrated to account for humidity 
variations.  
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Figure 7.6: Relative humidity-NO2 mixture contour plots of (a-c) changes in electron con-
centration for 1LG, 2LG and R4, respectively, with respect to the control state. (d) Electron 
mean free path for different NO2 exposures at different humidity mixtures. i-iv points indi-
cate the four different examples described in the text. The insets in each figure are cross-
sections along the dashed lines (within the contour plots).  
 
Figure 7.7: Schematic representation of doping mechanisms of graphene from (a) dry NO2 
and (b) NO2 and water vapour. (a) When no water is present in the system, the LUMO of 
NO2 is below the Fermi level of graphene, resulting in charge transfer from graphene to 
the NO2 molecule. (b) When co-adsorption of water and NO2 takes place, the LUMO energy 
of the NO2 decreases even further resulting in enhancement in charge transfer from 
graphene to the NO2[204].   
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7.4 Concluding remarks 
In conclusion, the effects of NO2 doping on the electronic properties of epitaxial 
graphene on SiC(0001) were investigated. The measurements were performed in a 
wide range of temperatures and in combination with mixtures of gases (i.e. N2, O2, NO2 
and humidity) in an attempt to replicate the working environment of a graphene-based 
sensor.  
The measurements demonstrated that NO2 acts as an electron acceptor when 
adsorbed by graphene, with 1LG being about 2 times more sensitive compared to AB-
stacked 2LG. This was due to the screening of the substrate interactions because of the 
additional graphene layers. In these experiments, detection down to 10 ppb of NO2 was 
achieved, even in the presence of high humidity levels. This highlights the potential for 
future epitaxial graphene-based NO2 sensors with potential applications in environ-
mental pollution monitoring.  
The temperature dependence of the epitaxial graphene-based NO2 sensor was 
evaluated at several temperatures, demonstrating an increase in sensitivity as the tem-
perature of the sensor increases. Moreover, the combined adsorption of H2O and NO2 
further increased the sensitivity, allowing higher charge transfer from graphene to the 
NO2 molecule. Lastly, it was found that the adsorption of both H2O and NO2 leads to the 
reduction of the mean free path of electrons and therefore the increase in resistance. 
Despite the high sensitivity of epitaxial graphene to NO2, these results demonstrate the 
need for proper calibration of graphene-based NO2 sensors that will operate in ambient 
conditions, where temperature and humidity fluctuations will modify the sensor per-
formance and reading. 
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Chapter 8  
Conclusion and Outlook 
The objective of this thesis was to investigate the substrate and environmental-
induced effects on scalable graphene such as as-grown and H2-intercalated graphene 
on SiC as well as CVD-grown and transferred on Si/SiO2. This was achieved by employ-
ing existing characterisation techniques such as Raman spectroscopy to investigate the 
graphene structure, as well as adapting existing ones, such as SERS to gain a deeper 
understanding of the interface of H2-intercalated graphene. Moreover, using KPFM and 
magneto-transport measurements, the electrical properties of these scalable gra-
phenes were investigated by providing both local and global information on the surface 
potential, work function, carrier concentration and mobility. Most importantly, an en-
vironmental transport measurement system was developed in order to understand the 
effects of humidity and NO2 on the electronic properties of graphene and characterise 
graphene samples at specific environmental conditions.  
 
8.1 Conclusions 
Development of environmental transport properties measurement system | 
Several research activities demonstrated inconsistency in the transport measurements 
of graphene and particularly changes in both carrier concentration and mobility when 
the sample was measured in ambient conditions or vacuum.  The development of envi-
ronmental transport properties measurement system enables both rapid magneto-
transport measurements of patterned and un-patterned graphene samples as well as a 
long-time measurement for the investigation of environmental effects on the global 
electrical properties of graphene. This instrument allows the characterisation of 
transport properties of graphene to separately determine carrier concentration, mobil-
ity and sheet resistance measurements, quantities that often represent the quality of 
grown graphene. The design and development of this versatile system, enabled com-
plex experiments, investigating the effects of humidity and NO2 on the electronic 
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properties of graphene. These results outline the need for a standardised procedure for 
magneto-transport measurements, either in specific environments (such as vacuum) 
or specifying the environmental conditions during the measurements.  
Studies of local structural properties of epitaxial and CVD graphene | The 
structural properties of graphene grown by different methods on a variety of substrates 
were investigated using Raman spectroscopy and mapping. It has been shown that un-
like in AB-stacked graphene, where the 2D peak exhibits a characteristic asymmetric 
line shape, in CVD-grown graphene, the 2LG islands and even artificially transfer gra-
phene layers on top of each other, show no change in the line shape of the 2D peak. This 
makes layer assignment challenging, and additional techniques are needed for conclu-
sive results.   
Furthermore, the layer and interface structure of hydrogen intercalated graphene 
on 4H-SiC(1000) was investigated, using a combination of Raman and SERS. The Raman 
studies proved that upon intercalation the 1LG had been transformed into 2LG and, in 
general, the as-grown layers (n) have been transformed into (n+1)LG, as followed by 
conversion of the IFL into 1LG. The local structural and chemical properties of pristine 
and hydrogen intercalated graphene were also studied using SERS. Gold nanoparticles 
were deposited on the samples, to enhance the Raman signal of Si-H vibrational mode 
and investigate the effects of intercalation of graphene of different thicknesses. The as-
grown sample demonstrated excellent quality of graphene structure, with no Si-H peak 
present, signifying that the IFL is still covalently bonded to the substrate. Following hy-
drogen intercalation, the Si-H peak appeared, proving that hydrogen saturated the Si 
atoms of the SiC substrate and converted the IFL to QFS 1LG. The use of SERS on the 
QFS 2LG revealed both the Si-H and the C-H peaks, suggesting that hydrogen not only 
saturates the Si atoms of the substrate but in many areas also bonds to the graphene to 
form local defects, resulting in significant increase of the D-peak. Thus, surface en-
hanced Raman scattering provided a complete understanding of the underlying 
structure of quasi-free standing graphene and giving information of vibrational modes 
not observable using conventional Raman spectroscopy. These observations conclude 
that the transformation of the IFL to QFS 1LG using hydrogen intercalation is the most 
promising route for the development of quasi-free standing graphene on SiC. 
Finally, the strain and doping induced effects of the substrate were investigated by 
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analysing the G-2D peak position relation of as-grown, QFS 1LG and CVD graphene on 
Si/SiO2. This non-destructive method has proven to be crucial for the quick 
characterisation of graphene, which is in excellent agreement with work of other 
groups. The analysis concluded that QFS 1LG exhibits the lowest global and nanometre-
scale strain variations of the three types of samples, an indication the high-quality gra-
phene. 
Local and global electronic properties of scalable graphene | The local and elec-
tronic properties of CVD grown graphene transferred on Si/SiO2 as well as epitaxial on 
SiC(0001) were investigated using calibrated KPFM measurements. In the case of CVD 
graphene on Si/SiO2, the samples were found to be p-doped, due to the charges induced 
by the native silicon oxide underlying the graphene layers. However, it was found that 
the hole concentration of 2LG graphene was decreased, compared to the mono-layer 
graphene. KPFM and local work function measurements proved to be an excellent tool 
for these investigations. Using local work function measurements of both the mono- 
and bi-layer CVD graphene on Si/SiO2, it was demonstrated that the first underlying 
graphene layer in the bi-layer stack screens the charges induced by the native silicon 
oxide, a mechanism that is responsible for the lower hole concentration of the bi-layer 
graphene. 
Furthermore, the effects of the H2-intercalation of graphene on 4H-SiC(0001) on the 
local (surface potential and work function) and global electronic (carrier concentration 
and mobility)  properties were investigated. Van der Pauw transport measurements on 
the as-grown sample revealed n-type doping with the typical mobility of μe≈1370 
cm2/V s. Following the ex-situ intercalation of the graphene sample, carriers switched 
to holes, along with a significant increase in mobility, μh≈4540 cm2/V s (more recently, 
optimization of the growth and intercalation process of QFS 1LG resulted in carrier mo-
bilities of μh≈8120 cm2/V s at nh≈8.7×1012 cm-2). The FM-KPFM measurements of the 
as-grown sample revealed that the SiC terraces were covered by 1LG, and further dec-
orated with 2LG islands and 2-3LG at the edges. The calibrated work function 
measurements also indicated a decrease in work function as the number of layers in-
creased. In contrast, the intercalated sample demonstrated a significant increase in the 
work function (compared to the as-grown), with the Fermi energy crossing the Dirac 
point, indicating hole conduction, a result which was verified using magneto-transport 
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measurements. The transformation of the interface between the SiC and graphene 
which converted the IFL to a new QFSG led to the significant increase of carrier mean 
free path to 205 nm, compared to 21 nm in the case of the as-grown sample. This is a 
clear indication that the scattering induced by the substrate was minimised.  
The effects of water on the electronic properties of graphene | The effects of 
humidity on the electronic properties of a variety of graphene types on different sub-
strates were investigated. The study of different graphenes demonstrated that 
substrate plays a crucial role in both the wetting and sensitivity of graphene to water 
vapour. Most importantly, it is suggested that the intrinsic doping of graphene, induced 
by the substrate, is partly responsible for the changes in the electronic properties (i.e. 
carrier concentration and mobility) of graphene when water molecules are introduced 
on the surface. By comparing the changes in carrier concentration of epitaxial graphene 
on SiC(0001), QFS 1LG and CVD grown graphene transferred on Si/SiO2, we establish 
that the last two types of graphene, which show p-type conduction, exhibit higher sen-
sitivity to water compared to n-type epitaxial on SiC(0001). Furthermore, the carrier 
mobility of QFS 1LG showed a greater decrease in increasing humidity, however, even 
at extremely high humidity levels, it is much more superior to the as-grown graphene. 
This was attributed to the combination of both charge carrier and impurity scattering, 
a result of both the increase in carrier concentration and the formation of a water layer, 
respectively. The thickness dependence in water sensitivity was also investigated for 
the three graphene types. While in CVD graphene on Si/SiO2, the two graphene layers 
are weakly coupled, resulting in very similar response to water, the work function in 
AB-stacked 2LG on SiC exhibits a thickness dependence. This was attributed to the dif-
ference in hydrophilicity (between 1 and 2LG) and the fundamental difference in the 
electronic structure of AB-stacked graphene, which exhibits a parabolic dispersion, 
compared to randomly stacked 2LG.  
This investigation is of particular importance to future graphene-based electronics, 
which will operate under different environmental conditions (i.e., from vacuum to var-
iable humidity). These results point to a range of applications for QFS 1LG, i.e., as 
humidity sensors, and the need for proper encapsulation of future graphene-based de-
vices. Moreover, this demonstrates the importance of following a standardised 
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procedure for the accurate characterisation of magneto-transport properties. The en-
vironmental condition and carrier concentration value should be accompanied by the 
corresponding mobility value, as environmental conditions such as humidity can 
significantly influence the electronic properties of graphene.   
The effects of NO2 doping on the electronic properties of graphene | The effects 
of NO2 doping on the electronic properties of epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) were 
investigated in a wide range of temperatures and in combination with mixtures of gases 
(i.e. N2, O2, NO2 and humidity) in an attempt to replicate the working environment of a 
graphene-based sensor.  
The measurements demonstrated that NO2 acts as an electron acceptor when ad-
sorbed by graphene, with 1LG being about 2 times more sensitive compared to AB-
stacked 2LG. In these experiments, detection down to 10 ppb of NO2 was achieved, even 
in the presence of high humidity levels. This highlights the potential for future epitaxial 
graphene-based NO2 sensors with potential applications in environmental pollution 
monitoring.  
The temperature dependence of the epitaxial graphene-based NO2 sensor was eval-
uated at several temperatures, demonstrating an increase in sensitivity as the 
temperature of the sensor increases. Moreover, the combined adsorption of H2O and 
NO2 further increased the sensitivity, allowing higher charge transfer from graphene to 
the NO2 molecule. Lastly, it was found that the adsorption of both H2O and NO2 leads to 
the reduction of the mean free path of electrons and therefore the increase in re-
sistance. Despite the high sensitivity of epitaxial graphene to NO2, these results 
demonstrate the need for proper calibration of graphene-based NO2 sensors that will 
operate in ambient conditions, where temperature and humidity fluctuations will mod-
ify the sensor performance and reading. 
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8.2 Outlook 
Owing to the success of this project, there are many directions in which this thesis 
can be carried forward. Following are some suggestions for future research. 
 The successful development of an environmental transport properties meas-
urements system can be employed in the investigation of the sensing 
properties of graphene to specific molecules (i.e. NO, SO2, CO2,) or even in 
complex environments, by mixing the different gases. This will provide an 
understanding of the doping mechanisms of different molecules on graphene 
and pave the way for ultra-sensitive gas sensors using graphene, similarly to 
the NO2 sensor demonstrated in this thesis. Moreover, the development of 
this system can be used in developing standards and good practice guides in 
magneto-transport measurements of graphene. 
 The experiments of water sensitivity on different types of graphene on differ-
ent substrates demonstrate that the underlying substrate of graphene can be 
used for tunability in water adsorption. These results point to a range of ap-
plications for QFS 1LG, i.e., as humidity sensors. Moreover, the sensitivity of 
graphene to adsorbed water indicates that studies of the proper encapsula-
tion of future graphene-based devices is important if they operate in ambient 
conditions where the humidity would fluctuate.  
 The studies of different types of graphene using Raman spectroscopy and 
mapping indicate that Raman spectroscopy can successfully be used as a 
guide for extracting estimate values for strain, doping and number of gra-
phene layers. Good practice guides for extracting these parameters (quality 
of graphene) can be developed upon further research, resulting in an 
increased throughput of graphene characterisation during production.
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Appendix A - Howland constant current circuits 
 
Figure A1: Howland current source for powering the AC electromagnet coil for the van 
der Pauw Hall measurements. 
 
Figure A2: Howland current source for powering the DC electromagnet coil for the van 
der Pauw Hall measurements. 
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Figure A3: Solid state relay circuit for activating the different configurations of van der 
Pauw measurements. Including the AC sample bias circuit. 
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Appendix B - Electromagnet coil calibration 
 
Figure B1: Coil temperature-DC 
magnetic field dependence for dif-
ferent input voltages.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B2: Calibration 
curves for AC mag-
netic field coil for the 
different locations of 
the coil.  
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Appendix C - Sample description 
1. CVD samples: 
For the experiments described in sections 4.1, 5.1 and 6.3, two types of samples 
were investigated, namely: (i) mono-layer and (ii) bi-layer11. The mono-layer gra-
phene growth was carried out in a cold-walled Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) 
reactor (Aixtron BM) using Cu foil as the catalyst. Following the growth, a PMMA 
was spin-coated onto the graphene covered Cu foil, acting as a sacrificial support 
layer. The Cu foil was then etched using a FeCl3 containing solution. Distilled water 
was used to clean the film several times after it was transferred onto 300 nm SiO2/Si 
substrate. For graphene on SiO2/Si substrates, the PMMA was removed by anneal-
ing at 450 °C for 2 hours in N2. The bi-layer graphene samples were produced by 
individual stacking of 2 mono-layer graphene films onto the 300nm SiO2/Si sub-
strate, and the PMMA was again removed by thermal annealing. A description of the 
graphene samples is presented in Table C.1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure C1: Schematic representation of (a) mono-layer graphene and (b) bi-layer gra-
phene obtained by double transfer of individual mono-layers. 
 
 
 
                                                        
11 CVD graphene samples were fabricated by Alba Centeno (Graphenea, Spain). 
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Table C1: CVD graphene sample description 
Sample 
name 
Number of 
graphene 
layers 
Growth 
conditions 
Post-growth 
transfer 
Post-growth 
treatment 
Mono-
layer 
Uniform 
mono-layer 
with 2LG is-
lands 
CVD-
grown on Cu 
foil 
Transferred 
on 300 nm 
SiO2/Si 
Thermal an-
nealing at 450 °C 
in N2 
Bi-layer Uniform bi-
layer with 
FLG areas 
CVD-
grown on Cu 
foil 
Double 
transfer on 300 
nm SiO2/Si 
Thermal an-
nealing at 450 °C 
in N2 
 
 
2. Epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) - CVD: 
For sections 3.3.3, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 5.2 and 6.2, three types of samples were produced12: 
1) as-grown and 2) QFS 1LG and 3) QFS 2LG. The samples were grown on semi-
insulating on-axis oriented 4H-SiC (0001) substrates (Cree) 10×10 mm2 size, which 
were cut out from 4” wafer, in an Aixtron VP508 hot-wall CVD reactor at 1600 °C 
under an argon laminar flow in and etched in hydrogen at 1600 °C prior to the 
growth process. Graphene growth was controlled by Ar pressure, Ar linear flow ve-
locity and reactor temperature. The method relies critically on the creation of 
dynamic flow conditions in the reactor, which control Si sublimation rate and enable 
the mass transport of hydrocarbon to the SiC substrate. Tuning the value of the 
Reynolds number enables the formation of an Ar boundary layer thick enough to 
prevent Si sublimation and allowing the diffusion of hydrocarbon to the SiC surface, 
followed by epitaxial CVD growth of graphene on the SiC surface[210]. For the QFS 
2LG, the intercalation of hydrogen was achieved by annealing the sample in hydro-
gen at a temperature of 1100-1200 °C and a reactor pressure of 900 mbar.  Cooling 
                                                        
12 Epitaxial graphene samples were grown by Wlodek Strupinski of ITME in Poland. 
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down in the H2 atmosphere keeps hydrogen atoms trapped between graphene and 
substrate. Prior to unloading the sample, the process gas was changed back to ar-
gon[17]. For the QFS 1LG, the growth process was terminated when the SiC 
substrate was completely covered by IFL. Then in-situ H2-intercalation at ~1100 °C 
and a reactor pressure of 900 mbar transformed the IFL to a QFS 1LG. 
 
3. Device fabrication: 
For these experiments described in sections 3.3.3 and  6.2, van der Pauw structures 
were fabricated using electron beam lithography in a JOEL 9300FS system13. Firstly 
alignment marks were deposited, followed by a mesa step. The negative resist was 
used for the lithography process, and the graphene etching was carried out using a 
40 W O2 plasma for the 30s. Ohmic contacts to the graphene device were ensured 
by a Ti(1 nm)/Pd (30 nm) metallization deposition, following lift-off of the positive 
resist patterned device. Finally, the sample was annealed at 400 °C, and the contact 
pads were defined in positive mode lift-off process using a Ti (10 nm)/Au (100 nm) 
metallization. Prior any measurements, the devices were cleaned using contact 
mode AFM to remove any residual polymer from the fabrication process. 
For the experiments in Chapter 7, conventional Hall bars were fabricated. The Hall 
bar device was fabricated out of epitaxial graphene with electron beam lithography 
using PMMA and ZEP520 resists oxygen plasma etching and electron beam physical 
vapour deposition of Cr/Au14. The device fabrication process generally leads to con-
tamination from resists and solvents. The residue layer has a thickness of 1-2 nm 
and has a tendency to blanket the graphene. In order to investigate the purely envi-
ronmental effects on the electronic properties of graphene, it is vital to remove the 
residues. This has been done by mechanically scraping the residues from side-to-
side using contact-mode atomic force microscopy and soft cantilevers without dam-
aging the graphene. 
 
 
                                                        
13 Device fabrication was carried out by Michael Winters at Chalmers University of Technology, Swe-
den. 
14 Device fabrication was carried out by Arseniy Lartsev at Chalmers University of Technology, Swe-
den. 
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4. Epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001)- sublimation: 
For the experiments described in Chapter 7 epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) was 
grown on semi-insulating 6H-SiC(0001) commercial substrates (II-VI, Inc.) with re-
sistivity >1010 Ω cm. The substrates were 8×8 mm2 and misoriented ~0.05° from 
the basal plane. Graphene was synthesised via Si sublimation from SiC using an 
overpressure of an inert gas15. Prior to the growth, the substrate was etched in H2 
at 100 mbar using a ramp from room temperature to 1580 °C to remove polishing 
damage. At the end of the ramp, the H2 was evacuated, and Ar added to a pressure 
of 100 mbar (the transition takes about 2 minutes). Graphene was then synthesised 
at 1580 °C for 25 min in Ar. Afterwards, the sample was cooled in Ar to 800 °C.
                                                        
15 Epitaxial graphene was grown at Linköping University, Sweden by Rositza Yakimova 
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Appendix D - NO2/Temperature/Humidity dependence 
 
 
 
 
Figure D1: Temperature-
NO2 concentration con-
tour plots of (a-c) 
changes in electron con-
centration for 1LG, 2LG 
and R4, respectively, 
with respect to the con-
trol state. (d-f) Relative 
humidity-NO2 mixture 
plots of changes in elec-
tron concentration for 
1LG, 2LG and R4, respec-
tively, with respect to the 
control state.  
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